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Hair bundles detect sound by shearing in response to vibrations spanning orders of mag-
nitude in intensity and frequency. Their responsiveness stems from mechanosensitive ion
channels that sit atop the stereocilia and are gated by tension in tip links. Experimental
evidence and theoretical arguments implicate a soft compliant element, with a sti↵ness of
1-4 mN/m, as necessary for mechanotransduction. Although the identity of this element re-
mains an open question, direct measurements of a component of the tip link have highlighted
entropic elasticity as one relevant characteristic.
A tip link comprises a heterotetremer of protocadherin-15 and cadherin-23, arranged
in a loose helical configuration and joined at their amino-terminals through a calcium ion-
dependent interaction. As for many other biopolymers, the tip link’s sti↵ness is several times
greater than that of the empirically measured gating spring. To remain a viable candidate
as a compliant element, entropic elasticity in the tip link must therefore be shown to support
the full frequency and intensity range of auditory stimuli.
In the present work, we model the tip link as a worm-like chain and evaluate its fast dy-
namic response using theoretical and numerical calculations. Our analysis uncovers frequen-
cies at which the tip link exhibits viscoelastic behavior, and we evaluate how this behavior
might alter auditory function. Critical to modulating the tip link’s frequency-dependent
response is the resting tension, which controls both the frequency above which the tip link
behaves viscoelastically and the tip-link’s local nonlinear sti↵ness. Under low resting ten-
sions, we find that tension pools at the ends of the tip link and propagates poorly into the
bulk of the chain. Upon application of high resting tensions, the frequency above which the
tip link shows non-equilibrium behavior shifts beyond the range of human hearing.
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Chapter 1: Mechanics of Hearing
The auditory system is a marvel of biophysics. Through the detection of environmental
stimuli that ranges in orders of magnitude in frequency and intensity, its job is to decompose
longitudinal pressure waves into transmissible electrical signals that are sent through the
auditory nerve into the cochlear nuclei, where they are further processed before ultimately
being sent to higher-order areas of the brain. This process results in the sensation of sound.
Studies suggest fine-tuning at every level of the auditory pathway, from optimal propagation
of energy through the middle ear, to passive tonotopic separation of frequencies along the
basilar membrane, to active processes within the mechanoreceptive cells that amplify and
tune signals, and finally to higher-order processing of neural signals within the brain [1, 2,
3, 4]. Before sounds are even converted to electrical signals, passive and active processes
within the middle and inner ear act to tune and regularize the response, making further
deconvolution of complex auditory sensation a significantly less intensive neural task. This
is for a good reason - sound is perhaps the most useful stimulus for detecting threats necessary
for survival, and the auditory system has consequently evolved for e ciency and speed.
Detection of sound underlies nearly every aspect of life. We owe our enjoyment of musical
melodies, our ability to verbally communicate, and our fast reaction time to environmental
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noises and vibrations all to the auditory system. Our ability to remain upright and balanced,
preform acrobatic feats, and visually track targets while in motion we likewise owe to the
closely associated vestibular system. Long has the scientific community searched for the
sources responsible for the empirically observed acuity of hearing. For instance, humans
are capable of detecting signals that vibrate the eardrum by no more than the width of a
hydrogen atom, corresponding to energy on the order of thermal fluctuations themselves
[5, 6]. Despite such high sensitivity, the dynamic range of the auditory system still spans a
trillion-fold change in acoustic power, allowing us to perceive both the rustle of grass and the
boom of celebratory fireworks [7]. And temporal performance is no less impressive. From
20 Hz to 20 kHz, trained musicians may distinguish tones separated by a 0.1% di↵erence
in frequency [8]. In fact, human resolution of frequency and temporal changes is up to a
factor of ten more exact than values predicted by the Fourier uncertainty principle [9]. These
tremendous feats have long begged explanation.
In this chapter we discuss the anatomy of the auditory system and its functional processes,
including the active process of the sensory cells and the central role of filamentous tip links
in mechantransduction. In particular we focus on the role of the gating spring in transducing
motion into graded force signals. We continue with a review of the structure of tip links
and their known properties; we discuss some recent crystallographic studies on the structure
of linked cadherin domains, as well as high-precision optical trapping experiments that im-
plicate entropic elasticity as a significant contribution in at least one tip-link-constituent’s
mechanical response.
2
1.1 Sound Transmission and Basilar-Membrane Me-
chanics
Sound and acceleration are detected through fluid motion in the cochlea and associated
vestibular organs. The process by which this occurs begins at the level of the external ear -
involved in sound collection and phase detection - and ends at the hair cells, the sensory cells
of the auditory system. To begin, longitudinal pressure waves are collected by the external
ear and enter the auditory canal where they impinge upon the tympanic membrane, evoking
oscillations of the tympanum as small as 1 pm at the threshold of hearing [5]. Vibration of
the tympanic membrane sets into motion the three ossicles in the middle ear: the maleus,
incus, and stapes [10]. Motion of the tympanum is elastically coupled to the arm of the
maleus, which acts as a leaver to drive a piston-like motion in the incus and stapes. The
stapes is directly coupled to the oval window of the cochlea, and motion in the stapes drives
fluid motion in the inner ear. This arrangement of the middle ear allows impedance-matched
transmission of pressure waves from air to water, and is further controlled by the stapedius
and tensor tympani-muscles of the middle ear involved in the acoustic reflex, which act
quickly to attenuate sound transmission at the level of the ossicles [3, 11].
Upon deflection of the stapes, the oval window sets into motion the fluid-filled compart-
ments of the inner ear. The inner ear comprises of several interconnected organs involved in
both the detection of auditory stimuli – in the cochlea – and also the detection of accelera-
tion and orientation necessary for balance – in the vestibular system. The vestibular system
consists of three semicircular canals – slender ducts through which fluid flows in response
to angular acceleration and which are critical to maintaining the integrity of the vestibulo-
ocular reflex – and the vestibule – containing the utricle and saccule necessary for detection of
linear accelerations. We do not discuss further the vestibular system of the mammal, except
to note that the sensory cells on which we focus our discussion are ubiquitous throughout
the inner ear, including the vestibular system.
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The spiral cochlea contains the primary auditory organ of the mammal, and is involved
in detection of sound stimuli ranging in frequency from 20 Hz up to 20 kHz in humans, and
even up to 100 kHz in some species such as bats [12, 13]. The cochlea comprises of three
fluid-filled compartments: the scala tympani, scala media, and scala vestibuli (Figure 1.1)
[14]. Isolation of chambers and integrity of their ionic concentration are maintained through
separation by two membranes: Reissner’s membrane, which separates the scala vestibuli from
the scala media, and the basilar membrane, which separates the scala media from the scala
tympani. Ionic concentrations and electric potentials (+80 mV) vary significantly across the
chambers - the scala vestibuli and scala tympani are filled with Na+-rich solution (4 mM K+,
130 mM Na+, 2 mM Ca2+) at the body’s zero potential, and the scala media is filled with
K+- rich and Ca2+-poor solution (150 mM K+, 2mM Na+, 20 µM Ca2+) at a positive relative
potential [15, 16]. Critical to maintaining this so-called endochochlear potential is the stria
vascularis, which lines the walls of the scala media and pumps ions necessary to maintain
the potential di↵erence [15]. Sandwiched between the scala tympani and scala media, sitting
atop the basilar membrane, is the organ of Corti which contains both the sensory hair cells,
named for their apical hair-like protrusions into the scala media, and accessory supporting
cells [17, 18, 19].
Detection of sound by the cochlea begins with the oscillatory motion of the oval window
driven by the piston motion of the stapes, which acts to displace fluid within the cochlea in
the form of a long-wavelength pressure wave [3]. These waves travel from the base of the
cochlea to the apex within the scala vestibuli, and then through the scala tympani from the
apex back to the base. To good approximation the fluid in the cochlea is incompressible,
and pressure changes at the oval window must ultimately be relieved at the round window,
which sits at the base of the scala tympani.
Pressure di↵erentials within the compartments entrain surface waves along the basilar
membrane. These surface waves take the form of traveling waves, which increase in ampli-
tude and decreases in wavelength before reaching a frequency-dependent characteristic point
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along the spiral of the cochlea, whereafter they quickly disperse. Gradients in sti↵ness and
mass along the cochlear spiral of the basilar membrane permit this passive frequency de-
composition. For instance, the sti↵ness of the basilar membrane at the base of the cochlea,
which is involved in sensation of high-frequency auditory stimuli, is much higher than the
sti↵ness at the apex, which is involved in low-frequency sensation [20]. This remarkable
passive frequency deconvolution property of the basilar membrane allows the cochlea to de-
compose complex auditory stimuli tonotopically for ease of processing by the brain; sounds
with similar frequency stimulate similar areas of the cochlea. In this sense, the cochlea is not
dissimilar to a player piano, whereby it collects melodies and converts them back to strikes
along a keyboard.
Sitting atop the basilar membrane lies the organ of Corti, the primary receptor organ
for auditory sensation, which runs the length of the cochlea and contains both supporting
cells and mechanoreceptive hair cells, so named for their hair-like protrusions at the apical
surface of the cell bodies. This hair-like protrusion is termed the hair bundle [21, 22, 23].
In the mammalian cochlea, hair cells come in two varieties: the outer hair cells, which are
thought to be involved in amplification and tuning of stimuli and receive primarily e↵er-
ent innervation, and the inner hair cells, which primarily receive a↵erent innervation and
are responsible for sending signals to the brain [24]. Homologous structures in other non-
mammalian species, such as the Gekko gecko’s basilar papilla, have similar divisions between
cell types, and the analogous outer hair cells - termed tectorial hair cells in the gecko - receive








Membrane Organ of Corti
Stria Vascularis
Figure 1.1: Cross Section of the Cochlea. A schematic diagram of a cross section of the cochlea,
showing the three main fluid-filled compartments: the scala vestibuli, the scala media, and the scala tympani.
Dividing the compartments and maintaining their ionic integrity are the Reissner’s membrane and the basilar
membrane. The stria vascularis lines the scala media and helps maintain the endocochlear potential. Fluid
motion induced by motion of the stapes causes the basilar membrane to vibrate, stimulating the hair bundles
within the organ of Corti by shearing them with respect to the overlying tectorial membrane. The three outer
hair bundles (per characteristic frequency) maintain direct contact with the overlying tectorial membrane,
whereas the inner hair bundle is deflected from fluid motion alone.
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1.2 The Structure and Function of the Hair Bundle
Each hair cell possesses a specialized organelle, the hair bundle, which acts as a mechanore-
ceptive sensor for the auditory system. Hair bundles not only detect stimuli passively; they
also employ strategies to amplify vibrations and o↵set viscous damping [1, 26, 2]. The
hair bundle is composed of tens to over one hundred of actin-filled stereocilia arranged in a
staircase-like pattern of increasing heights (Figure 1.2) [27]. Each stereocilium is connected
to its next tallest neighbor by a filamentous link, and is attached tightly to the cell body at
the cuticular plate where it may rotate with some associated sti↵ness [28]. Upon deflection
towards its taller edge, the distance between the tip of each stereocilium and that of its taller
neighbor increases due to a shearing motion of the entire hair bundle (Figure 1.2b). The
hair bundle exploits this e↵ect both by positioning mechanoelectrical transduction channels
(MET channels) precisely at the tip of each stereocilium, and by tying the MET channel to
its adjacent stereocilium through a filamentous polymer termed the tip link. The identity of
the transduction channel remains unknown, though several candidate proteins have been sug-
gested as either the channel, or as portions of a larger pore-forming complex [29, 30, 31, 32].
Regardless, deflection of the hair bundle increases tension in the tip links, biases the MET
channel towards an open state, and allows an influx of cations into the hair cell and leading
to membrane depolarization. The cascade ends at the basolateral surface of the hair cell,












   Plaque
Tip Link
Figure 1.2: The Hair Cell. Schematic diagrams of a hair cell and hair bundle found in the sensory organs
of the inner ear. In (a), the full hair cell, with actin-filled stereocilia protruding from its apical surface. The
stereocilia are of di↵ering heights, and are arranged in a staircase-like pattern from shortest to tallest. At
the tallest edge, a true cilium called a kinocilium, which may possess a kinociliary bulb in certain species.
A closer look at the tips of each stereocilia reveals the mechanoreceptive ion channel, which is linked to
the tallest adjacent stereocilium through a filamentous tip link. In (b), as the hair bundle is deflected,
the stereocilia pivot about their insertional points, causing an increase in the distance between adjacent
stereocilia and increasing tension in the tip link and ion channel. Upon opening, calcium and potassium ions
di↵use into the stereocilia.
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Central in the role of channel gating is the tip link, which helps transduce force to the
MET channel either directly, or through additional components in series with the transduc-
tion apparatus. Each tip link forms a helical dimer of dimers, and each dimer is composed
of two polymers, cadherin-23 (CDH23) and protocadherin-15 (PCDH15), joined by an “ex-
tended handshake” interaction [33]. The basal edge of each tip link is either coupled directly
to a component of the MET channel, or to some other intracellular cytoskeletal components
[34]. The apical edge is coupled to an upper insertional plaque within the stereocilia, with
myosins 1c, 3a, and 7a and other structural proteins such as Harmonin-b implicated as pri-
mary constituents [35, 36]. These proteins form a complex which is thought to crawl and
slide along the bundled actin filaments and play a key role in adaptation. This provides one
convenient method by which the hair bundle may tune the tension in the tip link, and adjust
the resultant open probability of the MET channel.
Hair bundles range in length from tens of micrometers down to less than one microme-
ter [37, 38], and vary depending on characteristic frequency and organ. Hair bundles also
change architecture depending on their specific role, from cylindrical shapes in the bullfrog
sacculus, to “W” and “U” configurations found in the inner and outer hair bundles of the
mammalian cochlea [39, 40]. Although hair-bundle height is correlated inversely with intrin-
sic frequency, the geometry of the bundle also influences the geometric gain of length change
between adjacent stereocilia during deflection. These geometric factors play a pivotal role in
transduction of force to the channel, and range in value from 0.14 in the bullfrog’s sacculus
to 0.06 in the Tokay gecko [41, 25]. While our focus will ultimately be on understanding the
mechanics of the mammalian hair bundle, we note that much experimental work to date has
been on other, more easily accessible species such as the Tokay gecko [41, 25] or American
bullfrog (Rana catesbeiana). As such, we will generally refer to experiments that have been
conducted in non-mammalian preparations, and fill in details known with regards to the
mammalian system where applicable.
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1.3 The Active Process and Adaptation
Although extensive in vitro and interferometric studies over the past several decades have
revealed subtleties in the motion of both the hair bundle and the basilar membrane that can-
not be explained through passive motion alone, it was much earlier that physicists suggested
the auditory system was acting as an active amplifier. Beginning in the 1940s, Thomas
Gold hypothesized that if the cochlear basilar membrane acted as only a passive receiver, its
resonant capabilities would be in sharp contrast to those measured by the auditory psycho-
logical studies of the time [42]. In short, the viscous damping of the basilar membrane would
need to be overcome by an active amplification process, which he envisioned as a negative
sti↵ness [43]. To generate this behavior, the ear would need to expend metabolic energy to
enhance its resonant capabilities. This hypothetical process was subsequently termed the
active process.
Years later, researchers outlined four key auditory phenomena that could be explained
only by an active process in the ear [44, 45, 46]. These were amplification of small stimuli,
precise frequency discrimination, a compressive nonlinearity of the trillion-fold range in input
power to a hundred-fold range in auditory response [47], and the epiphenomena of otoacoustic
emissions, in which ears spontaneously emit sound in a quiet environment [48, 49].
Recognition of the hair bundle as a mechanosensitive element [50] lead to a unifying
critical-instability model that incorporates these four observations as consequences of a sin-
gular process. The details of the specific model have been described elsewhere [51, 52]: it has
been shown that as the hair bundle’s operating point in physical parameter space approaches
a critical value, it may become unstable and begin to oscillate spontaneously [53]. This quali-
tative change in behavior is known as a Hopf bifurcation, whereby a system exhibits a phase
change from quiescence to spontaneous oscillation. As mathematical models of hair bun-
dles approach the Hopf bifurcation, they exhibit amplification of small stimuli, compressive
nonlinearity, and sharp frequency tuning. Upon traversing the bifurcation, a hair bundle
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may produce spontaneous limit-cycle oscillations of varying frequency and amplitude. Thus,
the four key components of the active process may be explained as the consequence of hair
bundles operating near a Hopf bifurcation [4, 54].
Recent work has shown direct evidence for the Hopf bifurcation in the saccular hair
bundles of the American bullfrog (Rana catesbeiana) [51, 55]. Under mechanical stimulation,
individual hair bundles exhibit all four characteristics of the active process. Additional
epiphenomena of the auditory system, such as the distortion products first documented by
the violinist Giuseppe Tartini [56] and later by Helmholtz [57], have also been demonstrated
at the level of the individual hair bundle [58, 59]. Taken together, nearly every auditory
characteristic has been recapitulated at the level of the individual hair bundle.
The active process is thought to be controlled through feedback on channel gating through
the motion of the insertional plaque, which can expend ATP in order to amplify and adapt
to stimuli. In a simple two-state model for MET channel opening, the open probability of






where P0 is the equilibrium open probability of the channel, and  G is the free-energy
di↵erence between the open and closed state of the channel. The form above can be modified
when the channel is connected to a spring which pulls on the channel with force F = sxs,
where s is a linear spring constant and xs is the displacement of the spring. The new open








where   is the geometric factor described in the previous section, x is the displacement of
the tip of the hair bundle, x0 is the resting extension of the spring, and d is the distance by
which the channel swings when moving from the closed to open state. Measurements of ionic
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influx into hair cells in the absence of stimulation shows a resting open probability of ⇠ 15%
[60]. As the hair bundle is deflected, the increase or decrease of force on the channel biases
it to either the opened or closed configuration. Upon deflection, the ionic current into the
bundle does not remain constant – it decays over time, with both fast and slow components
on the order of a millisecond and on the order of tens of milliseconds, respectively [61].
The source of slow adaptation is well understood, and involves calcium ion and force-
induced slippage of the motor complex along actin filaments after deflection of the hair
bundle towards its tall edge. This changes the x0 term cited above and allows the bundle
to modulate its open probability. This adaptive process also underlies the active process in
at least some hair bundles, whereby the motor can climb and slip at such a frequency as to
engender oscillations in the bundle. The fast component of adaptation is poorly understood,
but several models have proposed fast calcium-ion regulated reclosure of channels as a likely
culprit [62].
Key to proper functioning of the active process and adaptation is the spring constant of
the gating spring, which grades the open probability of the MET channel with respect to
deflection (Figure 1.3, Figure 1.4). With the geometric factor set by the static architecture
of the hair bundle, the sti↵ness value of the spring that tugs on the channel must be tightly
controlled to allow for a continuum of responses. The sti↵ness of the gating spring has been
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Figure 1.3: Adaptation of the Hair Bundle. Upon deflection, the hair bundle adapts and changes the
open probability of the MET channel. At (A), the hair bundle is in a resting state and the channel has a
resting open probability of P0 ⇠ 0.15. Once the bundle is deflected quickly in (B), the open probability follows
the curve up to a high open probability (⇠ 0.96) before adaptation begins. Opening of MET channels allows
calcium ions into the stereocilia, which interact with myosin motors in the insertional plaque and causes
slippage. In (C), the motor complex has slid down the actin filaments and restored the open probability to
close to its original value. Adaptation remains complete indefinitely. Upon release in (D), tension is released
in the link and the channel closes with near certainty. The lack of tension allows the motor complex to climb,
eventually resetting the bundle to its original state.
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Figure 1.4: Gating-Spring Sti↵ness Changes the Open Probability of the MET Channel. The
curvature of the open probability of the MET channel modeled by Equation 1.2 is dependent on the gating
sti↵ness. At resting position, x0 was chosen such that the channels always had open probability P0 ⇠ 15%
at zero deflection. Gating-spring sti↵nesses between 0.1 and 10 mN/m were sampled (light to dark). At
low sti↵nesses, a large bundle deflection leads to little change in channel open probability, and sensitivity
to weak stimuli is diminished. At high sti↵ness, the open probability approaches a step function with no
dynamic range. Parameters chosen:  G = 10kBT , d = 4 nm,   = 0.14.
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1.4 The Elusive Gating Spring
A mechanically gated ion channel requires an associated transducer that converts mechanical
strain (extension) into actionable stress (force) for proper functioning. This element, termed
a gating spring, was first proposed to be essential for mechanotransduction in the hair cells of
vertebrates [63], and has since been identified as the cell membrane itself for Piezo channels,
and as ankryin repeat domains in NOMPC [67, 68, 69, 82]. The identity of the gating spring
in hair bundles remains controversial. Due to the nature of hair-bundle architecture, the
gating spring must either be the tip link itself, or some other component in series with it.
Whether it is the tip link, the cellular membrane, or other associated elastic proteins that
act as the gating spring has been the subject of debate for the past decades.
The gating spring was originally measured to have a sti↵ness on the order of 1 mN/m in
bullfrog saccular hair cells [63]. More recent measurements of the hair bundles within the rat
cochlea by fluid-jet stimulation have shown a tonotopic gradient of individual gating-spring
sti↵nesses, ranging in value from 1 to 4 mN/m from the 1 to 4 kHz positions along the basilar
membrane [38]. Because the compliance of springs (even nonlinear springs) in series adds
as the sum of their reciprocal values, gating-spring sti↵ness is dominated by the least sti↵
element.
1.5 The Tip Link as the Gating Spring
The identity of the gating spring remains unknown. One obvious candidate is the tip link
itself, which remains an object of controversy despite intensive structural study [28, 70, 71,
72, 73, 74, 75]. The tip link comprises a helical dimer of dimers, and each (cis) dimer is
composed of two polymers, cadherin-23 (CDH23) and protocadherin-15 (PCDH15), joined
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at their amino-terminal sites by a (trans) extended-handshake interaction that is Ca2+-
dependent [33, 76, 33]. Indeed, the presence of calcium-ion chelators such as BAPTA disrupts
tip links [28, 77, 78]. Several hereditary diseases, such as Usher’s Syndrome, are associated
with mutations in PCDH15 and CDH23, implicating their proper functioning as contingent
for auditory sensation [79, 80].
A dimer of PCDH15 forms the lower one-third of the tip link, and each PCDH15 monomer
consists of 11 EC domains along with a membrane-proximal PICA domain. Dimerization
sites at the PICA domain and EC3 stabilize the dimer, and introduce a half-helical turn
along the length of the two strands. PCDH15 EC1-2 interacts with EC1-2 of CDH23, which
also forms a helical dimer that revolves approximately 2.5 turns before interacting with the
insertional plaque at its C-terminus [156]. CDH23 consists of 27 EC domains and forms the
upper two-thirds of the tip link.
Each dimer of PCDH15 and CDH23 exists in its native state as a series of tightly folded
beta-sheet units connected by small linker regions that contain up to three calcium bind-
ing sites [81]. Crystal structures with bound calcium-ions show the linker regions to be
sti↵, though additional study of CDH23 linker regions revealed several atypical calcium-ion
binding sites, with binding a nities ranging from 5 µM to 80 µM [74]. Furthermore, crys-
tal structures of PCDH15 EC9-12 revealed a calcium-ion free linker region between EC8-9,
which under molecular dynamic simulations provides an elastic elongation of a few nanome-
ters. The stretching of individual cadherin domains under molecular dynamic simulations
suggests an enthalpic sti↵ness on the order of 60 mN/m [74], rendering them unlikely con-
tributors to the gating-spring’s elasticity in the folded state.
Recent high-precision optical trap measurements on a monomeric PCDH15 construct,
however, suggest that entropic elasticity could play a significant role in the mechanics of
the tip link, and that the linkers between EC domains are flexible under a wide range
of calcium-ion concentrations [82]. Under physiological concentrations (20 µM Ca2+) and
pulling forces (10 - 60 pN), Bartsch et al. observed a nonlinear elastic mechanical response
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consistent with the predictions for a semiflexible biopolymer [82]. In particular, they found
that entropic sti↵ness – owing to the pulling out of thermal undulations in the chain –
contributed significantly to the extension change of PCDH15 under low and moderate forces.
In addition, they observed reversible unfolding events, which occurred for individual cadherin
domains at rates ranging from 0.01 s 1 to 1 s 1, suggesting that over many cycles the tip links
of the hair bundle may adopt heterogeneous conformations. The 34 nm chain-length change
observed in a large fraction of these unfolding events is in agreement with the prediction of
full EC domain unfolding, and smaller unfolding events of size 16 nm and 4 nm are posited
to be the result of partial unfolding and calcium-ion unbinding.
The role of entropic fluctuations in the mechanics of tip links under normal physiological
conditions is not well understood. In particular, unlike the enthalpic sti↵ness associated
with stretching bonds which acts near instantaneously, the entropic sti↵ness associated with
stretching a semiflexible polymer is limited by the speed at which the chain may rearrange
and sample energetically accessible conformations. Although unimportant for most stressed
biopolymers, this consideration has practical implications for the auditory system, in which
stimulation frequencies can climb into the tens of kilohertz. If the tip link is to plausibly
act as an entropic spring, it must be able exert its “springiness” at these high frequencies,
or otherwise modify its behavior in some novel way to enhance audition.
From the perspective of polymer physics, the tip link falls into a wider category of biopoly-
mers for which work has been done to answer these same questions [83, 84, 109, 85, 86].
Although semiflexible biopolymers have been investigated extensively, analysis is often per-
formed under quasi-static conditions. The reason for this is obvious; most biopolymers are
never subjected to high-frequency oscillatory motions, and if they are, their response in
lower-frequency modes is of overriding concern. The addition of dynamics into the picture
leads to surprising results which have been noted before, but have not been evaluated in the

















Figure 1.5: Detailed Model of Tip-Link’s Structure. The tip link comprises of PCDH15 and CDH23
dimers, which interact at their amino termini in a calcium-ion-mediated extended-handshake interaction to
form a heterotetramer. In (a), a modified model in which the tip link is treated as a polymer with significant
thermal bends, and is also not attached directly to the MET channels. In (b), a schematic diagram of the
tip link. Arrows indicate known dimerization sites. Calcium ions depicted as yellow circles bind in the linker
regions between two successive EC domains, and inhibit flexibility. Calcium-ions stabilize the handshake
interaction of PCDH15 EC1-2 and CDH23 EC1-2. PCDH15 makes one half-helical turn along its length,
and CDH23 makes two helical turns along its length.
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1.6 Outline of Thesis
In this thesis, we explore the implications of a model of entropic elasticity as suggested
by recent optical-force microscopy measurements and considerations of flexibility of linker
regions between cadherin domains in the absence of bound calcium-ions. Although the
enthalpic sti↵ness of individual cadherin domains is too high to account for the measured
compliance of the gating spring, entropic e↵ects due to the thermal undulation of the tip link
are still a prime candidate. The stretching of thermal bends forms the basis of an entropic
spring, for which work is not done to change the configurational energy of the polymer, but
instead to reduce the allowed number of configurations that the polymer may adopt. Many
biopolymers display entropic elasticity with well-documented characteristics.
We discuss the implications of modeling the tip link as a semiflexible polymer, with focus
given to the e↵ects of high-frequency stimulation. Both polymer networks and individual
polymers can display viscoelastic behavior, which may significantly alter the frequency-
dependent response upon deflection of the hair bundle.
In the next chapter, we review the properties of polymers in equilibrium and recover
some important force-extension relations that are used to model polymers during quasi-
static pulling experiments. The models that we discuss in Chapter 2 will form the bedrock
for further analysis in Chapter 3, in which we discuss the implications of adding drag and
thermal motion into the model. The study of polymer dynamics will naturally lead to the
conclusion that tension cannot instantaneously propagate down a chain, but instead forms a
moving boundary layer over which only a portion of the chain has equilibrated. We end our
discussion with the derivation of a master partial integro-di↵erential equation, which governs
the dynamics of tension propagation down the length of a polymer. We study the numerical
solutions to this equation in Chapter 4, and subject a chain with tip-link-like parameters to
sinusoidal forcing at high frequencies. We find that resting tension plays a crucial role in
regulating the response, echoing our earlier asymptotic analysis in Chapter 3. In Chapter
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5, we take a more systematic approach to studying the viscoelastic behavior of tip-link-like
chains under small forcing amplitudes, which are highly relevant in the context of normal
auditory function. Finally, in Chapter 6 we present work on the development of new Monte
Carlo sampling algorithms for polymers with fixed end-to-end distances, which we hope will
be used for further study on the e↵ects of steric interactions between the parallel strands of
the dimeric tip link, and as a basis to build new dynamic simulations of polymers without
the need for explicit Langevin integration.
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Chapter 2: Linear Polymers in Equi-
librium
Polymers are diverse objects, occurring both naturally in the form of biopolymers such
as dsDNA and f-actin, and generated through human synthesis [87, 88, 89]. Beginning in the
1800s, scientists began modifying existing polymeric materials, such as natural rubber, into
stable forms that could be manufactured on a large scale for commercial profit [90]. Though
the physics of polymeric materials was poorly understood at the time, chemists nevertheless
succeeded in discovering and manufacturing novel materials through the turn of the century.
It was not until Staudiger proposed the atomic chain model, or macromolecule model, of
polymers in the 1920s that the materials being produced could be studied systematically –
a discovery which won him the Nobel Prize in 1953 [91].
The rigorous physical study of polymers did not begin until World War II, when the
demand for synthetic cloth substitutes skyrocketed. In the following years, new polymeric
materials were created and manufactured at a rapid pace, including polyester, polypropylene,
Kevlar, Teflon, and additional plastics ubiquitous in the modern world [92, 93]. In tandem,
theoretical works by Flory and de Gennes formed the foundation of modern polymer physics,
and groundbreaking work by Doi and Edwards contributed to our modern understanding of
the dynamics of polymers [94, 95, 96]. Since then, modern approaches using path-integral
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interpretations of polymers, as well as computational studies, have shed light on the more
subtle aspects of polymer physics [97, 98, 99]. Still, the field of polymer physics remains
young.
The tip link is one such polymer, whose entropic properties may be important in auditory
sensation [82]. In this chapter, we review the mathematics of several models that may be
used to describe polymers in equilibrium, before turning our discussion to polymer dynamics
in Chapter 3. As such, this chapter forms the foundation which we expand upon in later
chapters. From the view of tip links, the equilibrium behavior to first order describes the
response of a tip link to low-frequency auditory stimuli.
We begin with the simplest polymer model, a random flight of uncorrelated random
chains, termed the freely-jointed chain (FJC). We continue with an overview of some dis-
cretized polymer models that have additional constraints or energetic costs, such as volume
exclusion. Next we turn to continuous polymers, for which the chain may be viewed as a
continuous curve through space. In particular, we will focus on the inextensible worm-like
chain (WLC) model [100] which have had great success in describing the results of single-
molecule-force-microscopy experiments [101]. In fact, the force-extension relation for a single
WLC was derived specifically to help fill the gap between experiment and theory for semi-
flexible biopolymers such as DNA. Throughout the chapter, we focus our discussion on the
readily available observables to a single-molecule experimentalist, namely, the probability
distribution of the end-to-end distances.
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2.1 The Freely-Jointed Chain
One may imagine the simplest of polymer models, in which N+1 beads are linked together by
N rigid bonds of length b. The total length of the unfurled chain is lc = Nb. For simplicity,
we assume there is no energetic cost to bending – that is, each bond is free to orient in
any direction and is completely independent of the previous orientations and any future
orientations, or h~ri ·~rji =  ijb2, where ~ri is the orientation of the ith bond and  ij = 1 if i = j
and  ij = 0 if i 6= j. This model is termed the freely-jointed chain (FJC) model, inasmuch
as its bonds may be rotated freely with no associated energetic cost. The total potential
energy of the chain, independent of conformation, is exactly zero. In thermal equilibrium,
each conformation or micro-state of the chain is equally likely. The statistics of the chain are
thus governed completely by entropic e↵ects. We postpone discussion of volume exclusion
e↵ects to Section 2.4.





will play a primary role in our analysis, and represents an easily measurable observable of a




because each bond vector is symmetric and has no preferred orientation. The second moment






h~ri · ~rji =
NX
i=1
b2 = Nb2 (2.1)
By this result, the mean-squared value of the end-to-end vector scales with the square root




We also are interested in the full probability distribution of the chain - in particular,
when the chain has many “links”. The small-N case is nontrivial, and we postpone its
discussion until Chapter 6. In the large-N limit, each bond vector ~ri acts as a random
variable, and is independent of all other bond vectors. We may split the end-to-end distance
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into Cartesian coordinates, hR2i = hx2i+ hy2i+ hz2i. Because there is no special direction –
that is, changing basis to another Cartesian coordinate system renders the system invariant
– and noting that we have already derived hR2i = Nb2, length must be stored equally along
all three directions: hx2i = hy2i = hz2i = Nb2/3. In the limit of large N , the probability
distribution along each axis (and for the end-to-end distance vector) approaches a normal






2Nb2 . The probability distribution of the end-to-end distance
vector ~R is thus given by:







which is indeed Gaussian. The probability distribution of the magnitude of the end-to-end
distance vector, P (R), is found by integrating over the shell of radius R:







By Equation (2.2), the chain is more likely to be found in a crumpled configuration than
in an extended configuration. On one hand, this may be viewed statistically; there are far
more ways for the chain to be in a crumpled configuration than in an extended configuration.
On the other hand, we may ask what is physically driving the system away from an extended
state and into a crumpled state. Because there is only one source of energy – the thermal
energy of the bath – it must be that the solution in which the polymer is dissolved drives it
into a crumpled configuration. To good approximation, water molecules in solution bombard
the polymer with spatially- and temporally-independent correlations of energy kBT , which
introduce undulations in the chain and act to crimp it. In order to stretch out the chain,
then, it is necessary to do work on the system against the bath. The work necessary to
extend the chain in solution is the basis of an entropic spring.
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2.2 Force Extension of the Freely-Jointed Chain
In this section, we explicitly derive the force-extension relation for a FJC, for the derivation
is elementary and demonstrates some fundamental properties we exploit in later sections. We
define the direction ~z to be the direction in which we apply a pulling force. The average end-













cos ✓i, where ✓i defines the angle between the local tangent
of the chain and the pulling direction. Thus, rotating a segment of chain to align with the
direction of pulling force lowers its energy. Armed with the energy of the system, we may
easily construct the partition function for this model, which is the sum (or in this case,









i cos ✓i (2.4)
where the N integrals run along all orientations of the tangent along the unit sphere. Once
the partition function is solved, one may easily extract the average end-to-end distance by
noting that hRi = kbT@F logZ, since @F logZ =
@FZ(F )
Z(F ) and:














We will always take log to refer to the natural logarithm ln, unless otherwise noted. Z(F )

















i cos ✓i (2.6)




. Di↵erentiating the logarithm
of this function yields the average end-to-end distance:
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As we will see, the corresponding calculation for the semiflexible chain we consider later in
the chapter is far more involved.
2.3 Scaling Argument for the Freely-Jointed Chain




the FJC acts as a linear spring under small forces with spring constant 3kbT
Nb2
. There is
another method to arrive at this answer, which involves a scaling argument that will become
important when we revisit the idea of stretching dynamics in later chapters [102]. The idea
is straightforward - at a certain length scale lblob, the chain goes from experiencing the e↵ects
of tension to behaving like a freely-floating chain without tension. Below this characteristic
length scale, the thermal energy outweighs the energy gained by aligning the small segment
of chain in the direction of the pulling force. Above this length scale, rotating the chain in
the direction of the pulling force decreases the potential energy of the system in a meaningful
way (on the scale of kBT ), and must be accounted for. The length scale should be force-
dependent, because a stronger aligning field increases the energy associated with rotation
away from the axis of pulling.
Applying tension F to the ends of the chain stretches it to a length R > bN1/2 which
is greater than the average end-to-end length of the free chain. If we break the chain into








. We posit this blob length to
be the same as characteristic length scale lblob described in the previous paragraph. By
construction, the only way for the chain to extend is for these blobs to be aligned in the
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direction of pulling, such that they roughly follow the axis of pulling ~F . The length of the
entire stretched chain is then simply R = Mlblob. Rearranging, and using the definition of









This is the characteristic size of the blobs, but we need an additional argument to ap-
proximate the energy. The energy of the chain within each blob is unchanged by stretching,
but in order to approximate the chain length, we assumed that the blobs were all aligned in
the same direction. By the Equipartition Theorem, each degree of freedom of a system in
equilibrium corresponds to kBT/2 of energy. By assuming all M blobs are aligned along a
single axis, we restrict a single degree of freedom per blob. The energy change to extend the











Taking the derivative with respect to the end-to-end distance R gives F ⇡ RkBT
Nb2
, and rear-
ranging gives R ⇡ FNb
2
kBT
, which up to a numerical factor correctly predicts the force-extension
relation.
Armed with the knowledge of blobs, we also may rewrite the force equation with respect
to blob size. The blob size scales with the force as lblob /
1
F
. In subsequent sections and
chapters, we will find that the blob size does not always scale as / 1
F
.
The tension blob picture is useful to gain an intuitive understand of the e↵ects of tension
on a polymer, and also provides a useful tool with which to understand the fast tension
dynamics of semiflexible and flexible chains for which force may not be distributed equally
across the chain. In particular, works on polymer translocation through small pores predicts
a “trumpet” configuration of blobs [103], and we will encounter non-uniform blob size when






Figure 2.1: Tension Blobs. Schematic diagram of tension blobs described in Section 2.3. At the top, a
polymer is held under low tension at its ends. The corresponding blob size is large, but its length grows only
as /
p
N , the number N being the links in the blob. Upon applying a larger force, the blob size shrinks but
the number of blobs increases. Within each blob, the chain may be treated as free (tensionless).
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2.4 The Real Freely-Jointed Chain
Real polymers are not infinitesimally thin. Proteins consist of strings of amino acids con-
nected by their backbones, with potentially large side chains that interact with distant sites
on the chain. An actin filament cannot cross over itself, with very real e↵ects on extension
behavior in the low-force regime. Real chains in solution thus exhibit properties not fully
captured by the ideal chain model. It is necessary to slightly modify the results from the
previous section, in order to account for more subtle e↵ects like volume exclusion.
In solution, especially in cases where the chain is not found in an extended state, dis-
tant segments along the polymer may interact. This is in stark contrast to our previous
assumption, in which segments only interacted locally. This additional interaction becomes
highly probable as the length of the chain grows. Heuristically, volume-exclusion e↵ects
cause the polymer to swell in size because there are fewer available crumpled conformations.
The first successful theory to take into account volume-exclusion e↵ects was developed by
Flory in 1949 [104, 105], whereas more recent computational e↵orts have refined the theory
considerably [106].
To predict the average-squared end-to-end distance of the real chain, hR2
r
i, we may con-
sider the free energy of the system, which must equal zero in equilibrium. The free energy
of the system in the simplest model of a real chain consists of two factors: the energetic cost
associated with stretching the chain, and the energetic cost associated with compressing
the chain into a small volume in the presence of volume exclusion. Because the volume-
exclusion e↵ect is expected to cause the chain to swell, we may use the result from Section










. If we assume
each monomer of the chain occupies a volume v ⌧ 43⇡R
3
r
, then the ratio of the filled to
unfilled volume is 3vN4⇡R3r . The probability of the addition of a new monomer overlapping with
another monomer is proportional to this ratio, such that Poverlap =
3vN
4⇡R3r
. Summing over the
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N monomers gives the expected number of overlaps, all of which are forbidden by steric in-
teractions. Each expected overlap results in kBT/2 of free energy, as each forbidden site acts




The total free energy of the system is then:










and the minimum of the free energy occurs when:
Rreal ⇡ v
1/5b2/5N3/5 (2.11)
where the numerical factor is close to unity, and can be disregarded as the Flory theory was
approximate to begin with. Of note is the scaling of Rreal with N3/5 instead of N1/2 as is
the case with ideal polymers. In general, a polymer’s mean squared average length R / N ⌫ .
More rigorous theories have approximated ⌫ ⇡ 0.588 for the real FJC [107].
One may repeat the blob argument from the previous section, using the new value of
Rreal / N ⌫ , and noting that the size of the blob again should roughly scale with b (im-





, and energy change
 E ⇡ kBT2 b









This more general formula reduces to the low-force limit of Equation (2.7) when ⌫ = 1/2.
When ⌫ > 1/2 and there are repulsive long-range interactions between monomers (such
as steric e↵ects and electrostatic repulsion), the chain behaves as a nonlinear spring with
increasing spring constant as it becomes extended. In the case for which ⌫ < 1/2 and
there are attractive long-range interactions between monomers, the chain again behaves as a
nonlinear spring, but with decreasing spring constant as the spring becomes extended. For
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a real chain with ⌫ = 0.588, the force required to pull a chain apart scales as F / R1.43,
whereas the ideal chain scales as F / R.
Volume-exclusion e↵ects are mostly important in the context of crumpled polymer con-
figurations. Why then do we spend time discussing the results, when the tip link is expected
to remain in the extended state under physiological resting tensions? The reason is that the
intertwined strands of the native dimer are thought to bond only at sparsely spaced sites
along the tip links length. Volume-exclusion interactions are thereby necessarily encountered
when stretching the tip link, which draws the chains closer together and a↵ects the entropic
sti↵ness. Although the degree to which this e↵ect occurs is unknown, it would be expected
in increase the energetic cost of extending the tip link.
2.5 The Worm-Like Chain Model
In many cases, the FJC model fails to describe experimental force-extension data. This is due
to the overly simplified model, which ignores the significant resistance to bending observed
in many biopolymers [64, 65, 66]. Instead, we may take the continuous version of a FJC,
termed either a semiflexible chain or a worm-like chain (WLC). In keeping with historical
notation, a polymer is considered semiflexible when the energy associated with bending the
chain significantly alters the conformation from a FJC model. For many biopolymers the
rigidity is great enough that they may to first order be approximated as straight over short
lengths. Nevertheless, random thermal fluctuations drive the polymer away from the exactly
straight conformation, and the statistics of biopolymers exhibit unique and diverse properties
[108].
We consider a simplified model of a chain that does not twist - it is simply a filament
that winds through space and resists bending. There are two length scales to consider. The
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first is the total arclength of the chain, lc, which characterizes the total length of the chain
if one were to completely straighten it. The second is the persistence length, lp, which can
intuitively be through of as the length scale on which the polymer remains approximately
straight before thermal motion bends it. If we define  as the bending modulus of the chain,
to first order the energy associated with bending the chain is proportional to the local change





where t̂(s) is the local tangent. Integrating over




















The bending modulus  has units of energy and length. Because the persistence length is
a measure of the point at which the bending energy, parameterized by the bending modulus,
and the thermal energy, kBT , are approximately equal, dimensional analysis yields for the
persistence length lp = /kBT . Fortuitously, this expression is exactly correct in the case of
a WLC in R3, and is incorrect by a factor of two in R2 [110].
2.6: The End-to-End Probability Distribution of a Worm-Like Chain
Unlike the FJC, the full end-to-end probability distribution is di cult to compute. To










In the limit of a long chain, lp ⌧ lc, the mean-squared end-to-end distance reduces to 2lplc,
and we may identify the Kuhn length b = 2lp to be the same bond length we considered
in the FJC model. For long chains, then, the WLC is expected to behave like a FJC, with
bond length given by 2lp.
While only approximate solutions to the full probability of the end-to-end distance of a
semiflexible chain were historically available [111], recovery of the full probability distribution
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of the end-to-end radial distribution was completed recently in the Fourier-Laplace domain
[112]. Here, we recapitulate a formulation by Mehraeen et al. that is valid in arbitrary
dimensions and for any persistence length, and show an alternative strategy in Appendix I
using Python libraries for computation of the Fourier-Laplace inversion by taking advantage
of the recursion relations of a generalized continued fraction [113]. For ease of comparison,
we assume that the total chain length lc = 1 exactly, and note that the results hold for any
arbitrary chain length by scaling the probability distribution isotropically by lc, and taking
the appropriate persistence length. As can be shown by considering the Green’s function
(or transition probability) of a worm-like chain to snake a total end-to-end distance r, and
by summation of stone-fence paths in Fourier-Laplace space, the transition probability in
arbitrary dimensions is given by [113]:
















where ~K = 2lp~k with ~k the wave vector of ~r after Fourier transform, Pi = p + i(i +D   2)
with D the dimensionality of the chain and p the conjugate variable of N = 1/2lp , and
↵i =
i(i+D 3)
(2i+D 2)(2i+D 4) . For D = 2, the forms reduce to Pi = p + i
2 and ↵1 = 1/2 and




approaches 1/4 in the limit i   1/2. This Green’s function is found by integrating over
the more general Green’s function for fixed orientation at the start and end of the chain,
 (~u0, s = 0) and  (~u, s = 1). Integrating over the starting and end orientations yields

























Figure 2.2: End-to-end Distance Probability Distribution of Semiflexible Polymers Inverse
Fourier-Laplace transforms of Equation (2.15) for semiflexible polymers in R2 and R3 with total chain length
lc scaled to unity. The infinite continued fraction was truncated after 12 iterations. In (a,b), the inverse
Laplace transforms of the Green’s function for several values of N = 1/2lp, with smaller N representing
sti↵ chains and larger N representing a flexible chains. In (c,d), the explicit probability distributions of the
end-to-end distance of a semiflexible polymer in R2 and R3, respectively. In the limit that N ! 1, the
distributions converge to a Gaussian, reflecting their convergence to FJC behavior. An additional N = 0.5
was chosen in (b,d) to show the sti↵-chain limit in R3, which requires additional bending rigidity to overcome
fluctuations in the additional degree of freedom.
Figure 2.2 shows the results of the calculations for values of N ranging from 1 to 20 for
R2, and from 0.5 to 20 for R3. These values correspond to a persistence length from lp = lc to
lp = lc/40. The non-gaussian nature of the radial distribution function in R2 is particularly
striking, and has been noted in prior work [111].
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These probability distributions are to be expected for a freely-floating WLC in solution.
As with the FJC, stretching the WLC requires that work be performed on the system in
order to overcome the bends introduced by thermal bombardments. In the next section, we
will review some force-extension relations for the WLC.
2.6 Force Extension in the Worm-Like Chain
Of primary interest to the single-molecule biophysicist is the force-extension relation, mea-
sured under quasi-static conditions in which a polymer is stretched between two substrates.
From the force-extension curve, one may extract the persistence length and total chain length
by standard least-squares fitting. Historically, fits to a FJC model fail to capture the more
subtle behavior found in experimental data.
For brevity, we review some results found previously and o↵er minimal commentary.
The force-extension relation for a WLC was calculated by Marko and Siggia in 1995, and is
















The force required to extend the chain to the exactly straight configuration diverges for
finite lp. At low extensions, the force approximates to F ⇡
3kBT
2lplc
x, identical to the result
for the FJC if we take 2lp = b. In the high force limit, or large extension limit, the force








Additional approximations have been proposed, adding terms that correct for divergences




















An additional method to compute the force extension exists, through the use of the
continued fraction form of the partition function in Laplace space [112]. The equation is
similar to that in section 2.5, with G0 replaced by the partition function Z(F ) and K2
















where the functions Pi(p) and ↵i are identical to those given in the previous section, and
F = 2lpf with f the real pulling force measured in units of kBT . Numerically taking
the inverse Laplace transform from p to N = lc/(2lp), and using our result for the mean
end-to-end distance in Section 2.3, hRi = kBT@F logZ, we may numerically calculate the
force-extension relationship to arbitrary precision. In particular, Equation (2.18) has the
advantage of being applicable in arbitrary dimensions, and can furthermore be used to
calculate the higher-order moments of the end-to-end distribution. In Figure 2.3, we show
typical force-extension curves for the WLC calculated using Laplace inversion of Equation
























Figure 2.3: Force-Extension Curves of the Worm-Like Chain Inverse Laplace transforms of Equa-
tion (2.18) for semiflexible polymers in R2 and R3 with total chain length lc scaled to unity. The infinite
continued fraction was truncated after 12 steps. The inverse Laplace transform was preformed for 1001 force
values spaced equal distance apart. The R2 and R3 instances show little di↵erence in their force-extension
relationships, besides di↵erent scaling of force magnitude.
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2.7 Conclusions
In this chapter we reviewed the FJC and WLC models of polymers and showed that even
without backbone elasticity, a polymer acts as a spring with variable resistance to stretching.
The source of this springiness was not due to bending - as straightening a semiflexible polymer
actually decreases its energy - but solely a result of entropic, statistical e↵ects. Entropic
springs are ubiquitous in nature, with the most common example being that of a rubber
band.
In terms of describing the behavior of a single monomer of PCDH15 under slow pulling
conditions, a combination of the FJC and WLC model captures the nonlinear spring behavior
of the monomer [82]. However, the critical assumption of thermal equilibrium was made
throughout the chapter, and is made (to good approximation) in most single-molecule pulling
experiments. In contrast, the auditory system supports ramping of the tip link’s end-to-end
distance at frequencies up to 20 kHz, leaving open the possibility that the polymer is far
from thermal equilibrium. In order to address the e↵ect of this high frequency regime on the
entropic springs we have considered, we must modify the static picture of a chain to include
dynamics. This is the topic of discussion in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3: Polymer Dynamics
In the previous chapter, we considered the equilibrium properties of polymers. The same
force that acts to crimp the chain and governs its equilibrium properties, thermal motion, is
also responsible for drag forces that prevents the polymer from instantaneously rearranging
its conformation. The inclusion of drag in the model of a polymer can drastically change
its behavior [102, 94, 109]. For instance, pulling a polymer through solution introduces a
drag force along its length, acting to straighten the polymer into a rare configuration under
equilibrium conditions [85]. Pulling a polymer too quickly at its ends causes a spike in force,
due to the significant energy dissipated into the solution through viscous drag.
The field of polymer dynamics is rich with subtlety, and advances in computational tech-
niques have allowed for us to gain insight into polymers far from equilibrium. Traditionally,
polymer dynamics has been concerned with studying semi-dilute and concentrated polymer
networks and their reactions to shearing motion [94]. In the context of the auditory system,
each tip-link exists in the absolute dilute state, since there is only one chain linking each end
of a stereocilia. Upon potentially fast oscillation of the hair bundle, the single polymer may
be pulled out of equilibrium, influencing its behavior in a subtle manner not easily accessible
to modern experimental techniques [82]. For these reasons, a full analytical picture of single-
chain polymers is necessary to understand how the tip link behaves under fast oscillatory
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conditions.
In this chapter, we will briefly discuss the Rouse model and its predictions on the prob-
ability distribution of end forces for the static end-to-end condition. We then move onto a
thorough discussion of the dynamics of semiflexible polymers, which has been treated from
first principles by Hallatschek et al. [85]. We follow the general outline of their procedure,
but make several additions to the theory that allow comparison to tip-link behavior. This
includes an asymptotic analysis of tension propagation along a polymer under considerable
prestress, which drastically changes the scaling behavior from the unstressed condition. To
conclude, we arrive at a partial integral-di↵erential equation that describes the local changes
in backbone tension along an inextensible semiflexible chain.
3.1 The Rouse Model
The Rouse model, which was developed in the 1950s, represents one of the first successful
models to include dynamics in polymer motion [153]. The model consists of breaking a
polymer into discrete units, which are treated as beads with significant size so as to introduce
drag, connected by elastic springs, which are assumed massless and without volume (Figure
3.1). The average distance between beads is given by hli = b. We assume the springs
connecting adjacent beads are idealized and harmonic, such that probability distribution





2kBT where ks is the spring
constant of the link. The spring constant can be chosen, for the three-dimensional chain, to
be ks = 3kBT/b2 in order to enforce the hli = b condition. Individual beads are assumed to
be spherical, and have drag coe cients given by Stoke’s law ⇣ = 6⇡⌘r [115], where ⌘ is the
viscosity of the surrounding solution and r is the radius of the individual bead.
If we drag the chain through solution, it experiences a drag force from each bead. If
there are N beads in the chain, the drag force to pull the entire chain through solution is
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Fdrag = N⇣v, where v is the velocity of motion. This suggests we define a drag coe cient
for the entire chain, which we call ⇣R = N⇣. From the Einstein relation, the drag coe cient
and di↵usion constant of a molecule are related through thermal energy, ⇣D = kBT . The
di↵usion constant of the entire chain is thus given by DR = kBT/N⇣. There are three length
scales in the system - the first is the bond length b, the second is the chain length lc = Nb,
and the third is the size of the chain in equilibrium, shown in Chapter 2 to be hR2i = Nb2.
The third length scale is most relevant in solution to relate ⇣R to a time, and suggests we








The first length scale b can also be used to relate ⇣ to a timescale. We define a timescale ⌧








Clearly, ⌧R = N2⌧ . The Rouse chain can be broken into modes of oscillation, each
containing N/q number of segments. This is equivalent to a modal decomposition of the
chain. Since the chain is equivalent on any length scale, the timescale of relaxation for any
mode involving N/q monomers is ⌧p = (N/p)2⌧ . This is the time it takes a segment of the
chain to relax and fully explore its conformational space. As we see from the 1/p2 scaling,
longer-wavelength (shorter wave-mode) oscillations take much longer to come to equilibrium.
We now shift focus to explore the predictions of the Rouse model on tension for a fixed
end-to-end distance R. This is equivalent to holding the chain at fixed positions, and asking
what local force is required to keep the chain glued to its boundary conditions. The nth
monomer in the chain feels a force:
Fn,tot = Fn,chain + Fn,drag + ⇠n (3.3)
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Where the chain force Fn,chain =
3kBT
b2
(xn+1 + xn 1   2xn), the drag force is approximated
by Fn,drag = ⇣@tx, and the thermal force ⇠n is formally equivalent to the time derivative
of a scaled standard Weiner process. This Langevin equation is simplified by treating the
inertial term as negligible, and hence treating the total force on each bead as balanced to
zero, Fn,tot = 0.
In the continuum limit, we may reduce the equations of motion of the Rouse model links






x(t, n) + ⇠(t, n) (3.4)
In the case of fixed end-to-end distance, we may define the boundary conditions on this
equation as x(0, t) = x0 and x(N, t) = xN . The tension exerted by the chain on the




|0,N , the arclength derivative of the link position evaluated at
the boundary. Alternatively, this may be thought of as the force exerted locally by stretching
the bond between the x0 and x1 links, or the xN 1 and xN links.
A suitable choice of Fourier decomposition that obeys the boundary conditions yields a
solution in the form










One may check this satisfies the imposed boundary conditions, if we identify R = xN   x0
as the end-to-end distance vector. aq(t) is the wave amplitude of wave-mode q. Substituting




aq(t) + ⇠q(t) (3.6)
where ⇠
q








































where ↵ and   are indices of an orthonormal coordinate system. The di↵erential equation




















3⇡2kTq2 . Note that the expectation value of aq(t) is zero, due to the expected value






Figure 3.1: Schematic Diagrams of Rouse and WLC models Schematic diagrams of both the Rouse
and inextensible worm-like chain models. In (a), the bead and spring model fitting the simplified polymer
description. Each of the N beads is assumed spherical and large, such that it has a non-negligible drag
coe cient given by ⇣. Force from the thermal bath, in red arrows, only exerts force on the beads and not
the springs. The only energy in the system comes from the stretching of springs, not from bending. In (b),
the continuous worm-like chain model is parameterized by arclength coordinate s. Central to the study of
the WLC is the value of the tangent, ~t(s). A change in tangent with arclength induces bends. In the WLC
model, bends are energetically unfavorable. The two models have the same end-to-end vector ~R, in this case.
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From here, we are interested in computing the expected value and correlation function
for the tension f(t) on either end of the Rouse chain. The last piece of mathematics needed
is the correlation function of hap(t)aq(0)i, which is exactly the same as in the case of free






Armed with these relations, we are ready to compute the expected tension and correlation
of the boundary tension. For the expected value of the tension along the R axis, using























Where R is the norm of the end-to-end distance. For the correlation of tension along the R
axis, we find:




















The second term in the brackets goes to zero because hap(t)i = 0, whereas the double
summation is simplified to a single summation by the delta function in the correlation of
wave-mode amplitude terms. Substituting and subtracting the mean value, we find:















. In the limit t > ⌧1, the higher
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wave-modes in the summation deteriorate rapidly and the correlation is approximated by




In the opposing short time scale limit that t < ⌧1, we can approximate the summation
as an integral because the wave-mode p slowly varies the exponent. In this case, we have



































where erfc(x) is the complementary error function. Finally, rearranging terms and substi-
tuting the value for the slowest Rouse relaxation time, we find for fast time scales t < ⌧1
that








Of surprise is that, as the lag time t goes to zero, we find that the total variance of the
tension goes to infinity. This indicates that the distribution of tensions on the end is heavy-
tailed, and not well described by a Gaussian random variable. In the physical limit, however,
there will never be a total divergence of the tension. Notably, the integral in Equation (3.16)
does not extend to infinity; this would be equivalent to a continuous chain in which the bond
length goes to zero. In real chains, the bond length always remains finite, and thus the wave
modes must truncated after some value such that 1/q ⇠ b. This truncation implies a finite
variance in real chains, but still a heavy tailed distribution.
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3.2 Inextensible Worm-Like Chains
Real biopolymers are not composed of discrete blocks, but have continuous length and drag
associated with them. To first approximation, ignoring twisting and stretching that may
occur from motion of the two monomeric chains, we set out to describe the tip-link dynamics
analytically using the convenient worm-like chain (WLC) model. The model consists of a
single continuous linear chain with no branch points. The position of any point along the
chain is given by r(s), parameterized by an arclength s that runs from 0 to lc, the total
contour length of the chain. Additionally, we may describe the tangent at any point s as the
arc-length derivative of the chain t̂ = r0(s).
We introduce two physical parameters, the bending sti↵ness  and the drag coe cient
⇣̂, which may have both longitudinal and transverse components with respect to the local
tangent. One may think of the bending sti↵ness as a resistance to any turns or bends
in the chain, and to lowest order the energy associated with bending is quadratic in the
change in the tangent, Ebend =

2 t̂
02. Associated with the chain is a persistence length lp
over which correlations in the tangent decline. The persistence length is defined exactly as
ĥt(s) · t̂(s0)i = e
  s
0 s
lp . The bending sti↵ness is directly related to the persistence length lp
by  = kBT lp [109].
In low Reynolds number conditions, the e↵ects of inertia may be considered subdominant
to other relevant forces. This assumption immediately allows us to write a Langevin equation,
expressing that at any point along the chain, all forces are balanced. That is,
0 =
X
Fi = Fdrag + FWLC + Ftherm (3.19)
where Fdrag is the drag force on a segment of the chain, FWLC is the force from internal
bending and stretching of the chain, and Ftherm is a random thermal force often denoted ⇠.
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Fdrag is given by Fdrag =  ⇣̂@tr̂, and where ⇣̂ = ⇣?(1   t̂ ⌦ t̂) + ⇣kt̂ ⌦ t̂ has been chosen
to allow for separate drag coe cients parallel and perpendicular to the tangent. Likewise,
the random thermal force is chosen such that the equation obeys the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem, and can be modeled as a white noise process described by its mean
h⇠(s, t)i = 0 (3.20)
and variance
h⇠(s, t)⇠(s0, t0)i = 2kBT ⇣̂ (s  s
0) (t  t0) (3.21)







ds[r002 + f(s, t)r02] (3.22)
which has contributions both from the bending sti↵ness and from a Lagrangian multiplier
term enforcing the inextensibility constraint r02 = t2 = 1. The force from the combined
energetics of the WLC, then, is given by the functional derivative of H with respect to the





The functional derivative may be defined for the following form of a functional F (r) =
R























0000 + (fr0)0 (3.25)
where f is identified as the backbone tension and is in general a function of both time and
arclength, f(s, t). Returning now to the Langevin equation, we may write a master equation
that describes the motion of a chain in time and space. This equation is given as a stochastic
partial-di↵erential equation (SPDE) of the form
⇣̂@tr =  r
0000 + (fr0)0 + ⇠̂ (3.26)
Solutions to this partial di↵erential equation are in general di cult. We parameterize
the problem using the semiflexible limit, in which the chain is predominantly in a straight
configuration. In this instance, we may parameterize the curve by a transverse component
r?(s) and a longitudinal component s   r||(s). In the limit that we pull on the ends of
the polymer with enough force to extend it, or conversely, if the polymer is only weakly
bending, we may define a small parameter ✏ such that the bending is small, (@sr?)2 = O(✏).
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r02?(s) as ✏! 0 (3.27)
The total length of the polymer along the longitudinal axis is given by lc   r||(lc), and
the change in length from the fully extended length lc is r||(lc). This suggests that there is





||(s) = r||(lc) r||(0) = r||(lc). Using
Equation (3.27), we can identify this stored-length density ⇢(s) as:
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The stored-length density represents the local excess length stored in the random displace-
ments away from the straight configuration. Intuitively, this indeed should be proportional
to the tangent of r?, because when the tangent is large the polymer is facing away from
the main axis (Figure 3.2). Once the stored-length density is solved, we may recover the




For simplicity, we assume isotropic friction for the chain in the longitudinal and trans-













  ⇠||   F||(s) (3.29)
Here F||(s) is externally applied tensions in the longitudinal direction, which will be of
primary interest when we consider pulling on the chain at one or both ends. In the asymptotic
limit that ✏ ! 0, we may take the arclength derivative of the longitudinal component of
Equation (3.29) and using Equation (3.27) find:




Figure 3.2: Coordinate System of the WLC The coordinate system of the WLC is taken to have
tangental components, in the r̂? direction, and longitudinal components, in the orthogonal direction to the
perpendicular direction, or in the direction of the end-to-end distance vector ~R. When the slope of r̂? is
small, the chain is directed mostly in the longitudinal direction, and has small amounts of length stored
in thermal undulations. When the slope of r̂? is large, there is significant arclength being stored in the
transverse direction.
This equation corresponds to the zeroth-order expansion in ✏, and implies that the average
tension along the backbone of the chain is linear at all times. For instance, if we pull the chain
with equal and opposing forces in opposite directions, the tension is equilibrated instantly all
along the chain. Clearly, this cannot be true; if tension were to propagate instantaneously
across the chain, it would imply instantaneous rearrangement of configuration over the entire
chain length and subsequently an infinite drag force. However, on small spatial scales, ✏ really
is small, and Equation (3.30) becomes valid.
We solve Equation (3.29) to zeroth order, with f(s) a constant given by F (0) = F (lc) = f .
After taking the thermal average, Equation (3.29) becomes:
⇣@tr?(s, t) =  r
0000
? (s, t) + fr
00
?(s, t) (3.31)
where we have included back the arclength and time dependence of r?(s, t). Using a Fourier


















From the equipartition of energy, each wave mode acts as an independent degree of freedom.
The energy of each wave mode can be solved by Fourier decomposition of Equation (3.22),






















Low-wavelength modes (small q) of the chain come to equilibrium much slower than
higher wavelengths. On average, the long-wavelength undulation modes contain the majority
of the stored-length, and also are the ones that relax to thermal equilibrium the slowest.
Under no tension, the time constant of this decay scales as ⌧ ⇠ q 4, and thus long-wavelength
modes predominantly set the limit on relaxation. The e↵ect of tension acts to lower the time
constant associated with long-wavelength relaxation, such that when q is such that q2 ⌧ f ,
⌧ ⇠ q 2.
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Before moving onto a full solution to the zeroth order partial-di↵erential equation, we
consider the e↵ect of tension on a semiflexible polymer using the same arguments as in
Section 2.3. In this case, we find that tension significantly changes the amplitude of only
the longest wavelength, that is, of wave modes such that q2 < f . Because wave-mode q
corresponds to a wavelength of  q, we may posit that there exists a wave-mode q such that
for wave modes greater than q, the e↵ects of tension are negligible, whereas above q, the
e↵ects of tension are outweighed by the intrinsic bending energy. This suggests a separation










This scaling is qualitatively di↵erent than that found for the generalized FJC with scaling
parameter ⌫. This is because the interaction energy is short range rather than long range.
3.3 Formal Solution of r?
The formal solution to Equation (3.31) is found by the method of Green’s functions. The








G(s, s0, t, t0) =  (s  s0, t  t0) (3.37)
where we have introduced a possible time dependence in the chain tension f(t). Multipli-
cation by ⇠(s0, t0) and subsequent integration over s0 2 (0, lc) and t0 2 ( 1,1) recovers








dt0G(s, s0, t, t0)⇠(s0, t0) (3.38)
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In the bulk of the chain, the Green’s function is invariant to shifts in position, and is thus
a function of G(s   s0) ⌘ G(s). Solving Equation (3.37) is more readily transparent in the
Fourier domain, where:
(⇣?@t + q




 iqs = 1. The equation is solved by the method of integration factors,
whereby the solution to the equation below is given by:






p(x)dx. Solving Equation (3.39) using this formula gives:







which may be inverted to recover G(s, t, t0):








3.4: Formal Solution of h ⇢i
The stored-length density is related to the transverse displacement by Equation (3.28).
Of primary interest is the change in stored-length density,  ⇢(s, t) = ⇢(s, t) ⇢(s, 0), caused
by a change in tension along the chain f(t). From the change in stored-length density,
it is trivial to recover the change in the end-to-end distance of the chain  R, which may
be recovered by integrating  ⇢(s, t) along the length of the chain. Taking the arclength
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0, t, t0)@sG(s, s
00, t, t00)~⇠?(s
0, t0) · ~⇠?(s
00, t0)
(3.44)
This equation may be solved for a particular random spatiotemporal white noise ~⇠ by naive
Monte Carlo integration. If we are only interested in the mean value, however, we may
compute the thermal average h⇢(s, t)i, which using Equation (3.21) gives:









2(s, s0, t, t0) (3.45)








Ḡ2(q, t, t0)dt0 (3.46)















Where the cos(sq) term is negated away from the boundaries [85].
We consider the case where the force is held constant at f0 during t 2 ( 1, 0], and
thereafter the force is allowed to have time dependence f(t). We alternatively will refer to
f0 as the prestress, or the resting tension at which the polymer is held before we begin an
experiment or analysis. Because f(t) is constant throughout the chain in this approximation,
f(t) is equivalently the force at which we pull on the chain. To find the change in stored-
length density, then, we take:
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where we have split the time integral into two subsets, t0 2 ( 1, 0] and t0 2 [0, t] and defined




This integral equation can be solved for any temporal form of pulling tension f(t0), and
consists of two parts. We consider the reference frame at time t > 0 where f(t0) 6= f0
for some t0 2 (0, t]. From here, the first component depends only on the current value of
the time integrated tension, F (t), and decays rapidly to 1
q2+f0/
. If we consider a constant
pulling tension f(t0) = f 6= f0, then F (t) = ft and the term decays rapidly towards a time-
independent constant as long as the wave-mode q is large. When q is small, or equivalently
for large-wavelength modes, the exponential term decays as e 2q
2
t[q2+f ]/⇣? . Comparing this
term to Equation (3.35), we find the decay rate is equivalent to the simplified linear averaged
equation where we did not consider the e↵ects of Brownian motion on the system. This first
term in Equation (3.28), then, can be thought of as deterministic relaxation of the chain
to its new length, where the wavelength-dependent relaxation time scales as ⌧(q) =  
4
(+f 2) .
The e↵ect of increasing tension is to suppress the scaling of relaxation time with wavelength,
causing long wavelength modes to come to equilibrium much faster. This conclusion is
identical to that which we found in Section 3.2.
The second part of Equation (3.28) is dependent on the entire history of the pulling
tension f(t0), and introduces hysteresis into the system. It may be thought of as the average
response of the system to Brownian motion, which due to the nonlinearity of the system still
enter into the dynamics of the average response [117]. The exponential decay with respect
to time elapsed, t  t0, reflects the intuitive notion that more recent tension values – again,
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from the reference frame of time t – are most important in describing the system. This
decay, however, is again complicated by the existence of small wavemode q, corresponding
to long-wavelength amplitudes that retain pertinent memory of the entire tension history.
As t increases, the number of wavemodes that retain a long memory scales anywhere from
q / t1/2 to q / t1/4, depending on the force. Due to the nature of this slow decay, the second
term cannot be easily approximated, and reflects the long-term memory of long wavelength
modes.
There is a logical fallacy in the solution to the stored-length density: it is independent
of arclength s. The logical inconsistency becomes more readily apparent when considering











dsh ⇢(s, t)i =  lch ⇢(t)i (3.48)
where in the last operation we used the arclength independent property of Equation (3.28).
The only way for the chain to gain end-to-end distance is through motion of its internal
elements a distance lch ⇢(t)i. In the case where the chain length lc is very large, any minute
change in the stored-length density results in a large change in end-to-end distance, creating
drag force roughly equal to Fdrag ⇡ ⇣||l2c@th ⇢(t)i. By definition, the only force that can do
work on the system to extend the chain is the pulling force f(t), which is finite and positive
definite. The drag force, then, can never exceed this pulling force, or else the chain would
be drawing energy from the bath in an unphysical way. In order for Fdrag(t)  f(t) for all
t, it cannot be true that the stored-length density is changing everywhere along the chain
instantaneously. Instead, only a subsection of the chain l||(t) can change its stored-length
density, corresponding to a time-dependent boundary layer of tension propagation through
the chain. In other words, the simple linearized system suggests that that a tension change
cannot propagate instantaneously throughout a polymer, and that there must be some time
delay associated with dragging the chain through solution.
In the following sections, we elaborate on the predictions of this model for the case of
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fast ramping of a pulling force, and ask how long it takes for tension to become equilibrated
along the entire length of a chain.
3.4 Asymptotic Expansion of h ⇢(t)i
The exact scaling of the boundary layer l||(t) with time is determined by calculating the
change in stored-length density along the chain, and setting the drag force induced by this
stored-length change to the pulling force f(t). This leads to results consistent with higher
order approximations, and provides a convenient shortcut to understand tension propagation.
We begin by recapitulating the result for the change in stored-length density of a chain
where at time t = 0, the pulling force at one end suddenly changed from ft<0 = 0 to ft 0 = f .
For ease of calculation, we work with redimensionalized units, taking f ! f and t ! ⇣?t/.












The addition of a resting tension results in a qualitative shift in the form of the stored-
length density. We modify the stored-length density to have both a nonzero prestress term
and nonzero pulling force. We find the change in stored-length density (with respect to the












We examine the two asymptotic limits of Equation (3.50), where t ! 0 and t ! 1. In
the first case, as t becomes small, we may easily find the correct asymptotic limit of h ⇢(t)i

















































In the final equation, we have replaced ⌧ with f 2t and moved all variables outside of the
integral. The integral may be solved numerically, and gives a value of 2.03251.
In the asymptotic limit that t ! 1, a similar rescaling approach may be attempted. This





















⌧ +1)   1) (3.54)









The scaling of the change in stored-length density is easily seen in this form. Regrettably,
Equation (3.55) is insu cient for our calculations, due to the divergence of the integral
R1
0 dx(1  e
 2x2) ! 1. This is not actually a problem for the convergence of the change in
stored-length density, for the t1/2 in the denominator is also going to infinity. In order for











where N is bounded. This immediately implies that the divergent integral scaling is bounded
by t1/2, but may also scale more slowly. To first order, then, the stored-length density change





where N is some number that might be dependent on other parameters. Clearly, this asymp-
totic form is not useful, as we have lost the time dependence of the stored-length density.
Instead, we use a di↵erent approach in order to approximate the integral from the original
Equation (3.50). First, we examine the integrand I(q) =  1 e
 2q2(q2+f)t
(q2+f)(q2+f0)
and note that in the
limit t ! 1, the exponent in the numerator is very close to zero, except when q is also close


















(I1 + I2) (3.58)
where   ! 0 as t ! 1.
We approach the I2 term first, as it will set a lower bound for  . In the limit that t ! 1













(q2 + f)(q2 + f0)
(3.59)
How large should   be such that this asymptotic approximation is valid? The requirement
that the exponential term be much less than 1 sets a minimum bound on  . By requiring
that 2 2( 2 + f)t > 1 as t ! 1,   must scale at least as fast as t 1/2. More precisely, if we
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set some value a > 1, and assume  2 ⌧ f , we find that   ⇠
q
a


















































as t ! 1 (3.60)
At this point, it is notable that the integral has two very di↵erent components that have been
uncovered from the asymptotic approximation. The first component is time-independent, as
predicted by our original analysis. The second component, however, is explicitly dependent
on time, and gives a scaling similar to that found Equation (3.55).
To finish the problem, we must also find I1. This is an easier exercise, as the integral is,



















as t ! 1 (3.61)
Note that the asymptotic approximation for this integral is valid only in the case that
 2( 2+f)t < 1, that is, that the exponent is small. Under this assumption, then, we find the
constraint that   ⇠
q
a
2tf where a < 1. Comparing the two definitions for the asymptotic
form of  , we find that our approximation for I1 sets an upper bound for  , whereas I2 sets a
lower bound for  . This at first seems problematic, for we cannot have both a > 1 and a < 1.
However, we note that in the limit t ! 1, the actual value of   becomes asymptotically
close to 0, and thus the overlap region in which our approximations fails also approaches
zero. In fact, the region of error converges for large t much faster than  , and corresponds
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to a higher order correction in our asymptotic expression. This suggests that we choose
the natural midpoint for the two asymptotic forms of  , namely, that a = 1. Figure 3.2
shows the validity of these approximations by examining the integrand values over several
values of time and for di↵erence force conditions f0 = 1 and f = 2, 10. Indeed, as t becomes
large, the value of   becomes small, and the region in which the two limits fail to overlap




is extremely accurate for
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Figure 3.3: Integrand Scaling with Wave Mode Validity of the approximations to the integrands
used in Equations (3.59 and 3.61), where we replaced the exponential form with the large or small q limit.
In color, numerical solutions to Equation (3.50), at times t = 0.001, 0.1, 10, and 100 (blue, orange, green,
red). Overlaid in dashed, the large q approximation to the integrand used in Equation (3.59). In dotted,
the small q approximation to the integrand given in Equation (3.61). In (a,b,c), alternative views in linear,
semi-logrithmic, and logrithmic coordinates of the f0 = 2, f = 10 condition. In (d,e,f), we examined di↵erent
parameters f0 = 1, f = 2 to show the robustness of our approximation to changes in force scales. In all cases,
the small q approximation diverges quickly from the numerical solution curves. The large-q approximation
is robust after a critical point, and represents an increasing portion of the curve as t increases.
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2⇣1/2? (f   f0)
3⇡f 3/2f0t1/2lp
+O(tz) as t ! 1 (3.62)
where z <  1/2.
Equation (3.62) is our main novel result for the asymptotic scaling of the stored-length
density, and assumes that both f and f0 do not approach zero but remain finite. Equation
(3.62) thus does not collapse onto known scaling forms when setting f0 to 0 [85]. As t ! 1,
the second term of Equation (3.62) decays away while the first term remains constant with









. This may be directly












and taking the change in end-to-end distance:








Since in the large-t limit the tension should be equilibrated everywhere along the chain, our
asymptotic approach recovers the predicted worm-like chain behavior. In addition, our result
gives additional information about the long timescale relaxation of the chain, and shows how
the stored-length changes in the limit that t becomes large.



















2⇣1/2? (f   f0)
3⇡f 3/2f0t1/2lp
+O(tz) as t ! 1 (3.65)
Figure 3.4 shows the validity of these approximations for several values of f and f0, in com-
parison to the exact numerical solution to Equation (3.49). While examining the approx-
imate forms, we found that adjusting the numerical factors slightly significantly extended



















2⇣1/2? (f   f0)
3⇡f 3/2f0t1/2lp

















Scaled Time [m ] 4 Scaled Time [m ] 4 Scaled Time [m ] 4
f  = 2, f = 5  0 f  = 4, f = 10  0 f  = 2, f = 50  0
Figure 3.4: Validity of Asymptotic Approximations Numerical solutions to Equation (3.50) along
with the asymptotic approximations in the small- and large-t limits given by Equations (3.66). In solid
black, the exact solutions for three test conditions (f0 = 2, f = 5), (f0 = 4, f = 10), (f0 = 2, f = 50), chosen
to widely sample possible resting and pulling tension dependence of validity. In all conditions, the large t
asymptotic expansion (dashed line) yielded impressive results for the long-term behavior of the stored-length
density, confirming our scaling dependencies. The small-t asymptotic expansion diverges quickly. The two
expansions undergo strong divergence before they cross over at time tc, where the two expansions are have the
smallest di↵erence (red). The strong divergence leads to complications in asymptotic matching techniques.
Since the order of scaling is known for each approximation, we employed a exponential suppression of the
each term which matches the time scaling of the individual asymptotic expansion (see Equation 3.68). In
dotted dash, the interpolation is shown, which retains many of the characteristics of the small and large
asymptotic regimes and closely matches the exact value. The interpolation is not su cient to gain insight
into the boundary layer behavior in the intermediate regime, due to artificial variations in the slope close to
time tc.
Figure 3.4 shows that a significant region exists where both of these approximations fail.
This corresponds to the intermediate scaling region, which depend nontrivially on both f
and f0. Due to the divergence of each asymptotic regime outside of the area of validity,
the di↵erence between the two approximations is maximal exactly at this intermediate time









Through the method of matched asymptotic expansions, we may interpolate between these
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two expansions in order to construct an approximate form that is valid over all time [154].
Beyond the crossover time, the small-t expansion grows as t3/4, whereas before the crossover
time, the large-t expansion grows as t 1/2. In order to suppress these e↵ects, we construct
the following solution:
























which is approximately valid over all time.
3.5 Boundary-Layer Dynamics
In order to gain more insight into the boundary-layer dynamics, we review the heuristic
argument made in the previous section, and combine the predictions made for the asymptotic
scaling of h ⇢i with the approximate force-balance constraint. Again, the pulling force f
sets a limit on the drag force of a filament. That is, as the stored-length density changes
uniformly along the bulk of the chain, it results in a longitudinal drag that must be less than








Clearly, this condition can only be met if lc remains finite - that is, for an infinitely long
semi-flexible chain, this condition is never met. This implies that the the bulk value of the
stored-length density change must break down at some length lk(t). Physically, this implies
that tension does not propagate instantaneously down the length of the chain. Rather,
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a boundary layer denoted by lk(t) grows, over which tension has propagated. lk(t) grows
monotonically with t, until it reaches the other end of the chain, at which point tension has
now equilibrated over the entire chain. We calculate the values of lk(t) for the prestressed




⇣1/4? (f   f0)




⇣3/2? (f   f0)
as t ! 1 (3.70)
Where ⇣̂ is the possible non-unity value of the ratio of the transverse and longitudinal drag
coe cients ⇣?/⇣||, and N0 and N1 are numerical factors of approximate value 1.312 and
3.333 respectively.








which is the exact result we found previously for the critical point where the two asymptotic
approximations have the smallest di↵erence. We may also define a new time, t⇤, which is
the total time it takes the tension to propagate down the length of the chain such that
lc ⇡ l||(t⇤). As long as tc is much less than the time t⇤ for the t ! 1 asymptotic regime,
then we may assume that the critical time t⇤ is well approximated by the limt!1 l|| form of
Equation (3.70). This limit is given by tc < t⇤, or rewriting it into a parameter we label












We find that at almost all values for the resting tension f0 and reasonable changes in
force such that  f = |f   f0| is non-negligible, that the value of the H parameter is much
less than one. To good approximation, we may replace the two scaling forms of lk(t) with
the t ! 1 limit, and solve for t⇤ such that the boundary layer length is exactly lc. Doing so
gives an expression for t⇤, the characteristic time for tension to propagate the total length
of the chain:




f 5/3f 2/30 l
2/3
p ⇣̂2/3
for H < 1 (3.73)
This time roughly corresponds to the time it takes tension to come to equilibrium in a
polymer. For typical values of a biopolymer such as the tip link (lp = 10 nm, lc = 150 nm,
⇣? = 10 1 N·s·m 2, f0 = 5 pN, f = 6 pN), this timescale is about 1 µs, which is insignificant
on the timescale of hair-bundle dynamics.
Compared to the result for the time of tension propagation for the chain under zero pre-
stress, this characteristic time is orders of magnitude shorter. For the case of no prestress,




, which depends critically on the total chain length
[85]. Why are these results for the two cases, with and without prestress, so di↵erent? In
the wave-mode picture, this is due to the action of the prestress pulling out the largest-
wavelength undulations in the chain, and it is precisely these wave modes which govern the
long reaction time of the chain. We emphasize that the scaling of the equilibrium time could
not have been guessed using dimensional analysis, and the fractional exponential dependence
on parameters in characteristic of polymer scaling forms analyzed previously [118].
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3.6 Multiple-Scale Analysis
The results found for the stored-length density in Section 3.4 result in a physical breakdown
beyond a critical boundary layer l||(t). To first order, we treated the tension as undergoing
a step change at l||(t) from f0 towards the center of the chain to f towards the edges of the
chain. In general, one can imagine any complex f(t) such that the tension in the middle
of the chain need not be strictly less than the pulling force at the ends. This introduces
wavelets of tension that propagate down the chain, with characteristic timescale set by the
tension profile of the chain.
During our derivation of the linearized system, we found that to zeroth order, the tension
must be continuous across the chain. We now relax this assumption, and assert that this is
only strictly true when ✏! 0. That is, locally along the arclength of the chain, the linearized
system applies exactly. As we transverse the arclength of the chain, ✏ need not be 0, and
can grow quite large. This suggests we solve Equation (3.26) through a multiple-scale-
perturbation approach, where we define a short- and a long-arclength coordinate system.
The exact analysis has been completed by Hallatschek et al., and involves matching of the
full equation to the order of ✏1/2 [85].
Here, we arrive at the same result by considering physical constraints on the system.
First, we generalize our solution to allow the stored-length density change h ⇢(s, t)i and
the backbone tension f(s, t) to have an arclength dependence, as we have already argued in
Section 3.6 must be the case. To zeroth order, we found a jump step-change in the tension
upon pulling, which is unphysical. Instead, the arclength derivative of the local tension
@sf(s, t) must exist and remain finite everywhere, as defined in the zeroth order expansion.
Comparing two adjacent small segments, we also find that the second arclength derivative
of the local tension @2
s
f(s, t) must exist and remain finite everywhere, due to the arclength
invariance of the system parameters. Thus, tension must be twice di↵erentiable everywhere






















Figure 3.5: Physicality of Tension Profiles Comparison of the stepwise tension profile predicted by the
zeroth-order perturbation theory, contrasted with the continuous curvature predicted by physical arguments.
In (a), the zeroth order approximation (red) predicts regions of constant tension up to a time-dependent
distance l||(t) away. This boundary layer grows rapidly with time, but is in general less than the entire chain
length lc at small times. After passing over this boundary layer, the tension profile suddenly drops to its
pre-pulled state f0. In dotted blue, the global approximation is shown in which @2sf(s, t) exists everywhere.
In (b), a sample piecewise tension profile in which @2sf(s, t) becomes infinite (red arrows). Black partitions
represent a valid partitioning of the tension profile where the tension in each partition is continuous and has
constant arclength derivative. Red partitions represent an invalid partitioning of the tension profile, for the
profile contains discontinuities that are disallowed by the zeroth-order equations.
Each segment of the chain experiences a local tension at its ends f(s+✏, t) and f(s ✏, t),
inducing a change in the local stored-length density and subsequent local extension of the
chain. The drag force must again be balanced by the tension, though now both the drag
force and the tension under consideration are local. This may be formalized as follows:









where the double integral is due to the counting of both the length change, and then again
as a measure of the segment length involved in the local drag. Taking a double arclength
derivative, which is allowed since we have argued already that @2
s





f(s, t) =  ⇣||@th ⇢i (3.75)
which can be integrated with respect to time to yield:
@2
s
F (s, t) =  ⇣||h ⇢i (3.76)
where F (s, t) is the time integrated tension. This result agrees exactly with the full mul-
tiple scale perturbation analysis, and represents our best model for understanding polymer
dynamics. In general, this equation is not exactly solvable and requires either scaling argu-
ments or numerical solutions to recover the full tension dynamics. In the next chapter, we
will discuss strategies for numerical solutions to Equation (3.76).
3.7 Extensible Chains
So far we have only considered the dynamics of inextensible chains. The treatment over
the past chapter is easily extended to the relaxed scenario in which the chain has a sti↵ness
associated with extending the backbone of the chain. In general, biopolymers are highly
resistant to stretching [119, 120]. Under low resting and pulling tensions, the chain can
e↵ectively be considered as inextensible. In certain cases, such as under a highly-prestressed
condition, the energy associated with backbone stretching becomes relevant. In this case,









where we have introduced a spring constant ks to be the spring constant associated with
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This is analogous to the case in which we treated the backbone tension as constant in
the inextensible case. As for the inextensible case, however, the actual backbone tension
f(s, t) = s(r0   1)r00 need not be constant along the arclength, and may be recovered after
solving for r? though the methods discussed in this chapter.
3.8 Summary
In this chapter, we have considered the dynamics of polymer motion in a solvent. We found
that the presence of thermal motion, along with local energetic constraints, gave rise to
nonlinear dynamics that depend on parameters with a fractional dependence. The field
of polymer dynamics is rich with subtlety, and mathematical studies have often arrived at
divergent results depending on the regime in which the polymer is considered. Here, we
reviewed the dynamics of a WLC from first principles, and used a local tension constraint to
arrive at intuitive pictures of tension propagation down a chain. In the next Chapter, we will
numerically solve the more rigorous Equation (3.76), which predicts the average response of
a polymer in conditions far from equilibrium.
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Chapter 4: Numerical Solutions to Ten-
sion Propagation Along The Tip Link
In the previous chapter, we arrived at a partial di↵erential equation linking the local
change in stored-length density to the curvature of the time integrated local backbone ten-
sion. Except under special cases, the local tension cannot be solved analytically [86]. Al-
though scaling solutions allow for asymptotic analysis of simple pulling, release, and towing
cases, the full profile of local backbone tension is not exactly solvable. For scenarios in
which the pulling frequency drives the system far out of equilibrium, di culties arise in find-
ing both the short-term and limit-cycle behavior. To circumvent these issues, we develop a
numerical approximation that allows computation of solutions to an arbitrary pulling force
at the boundaries.
In this chapter, we will review the mathematical results of the previous chapter and
rewrite the di↵erential equation as an optimization problem. We discuss strategies for com-
putation, as well as an importance-sampling approach that results in almost no loss of
accuracy, but greatly diminishes the bottleneck for finding long-term solutions and lowers
the computational complexity from O(n2) to O(n log n). With these approaches, we are
able to compute the backbone tension profiles for the parameters of tip-link-like polymers
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when subjected to high-frequency sinusoidal forcing. We show that our model of the tip link
remains in equilibrium under high-frequency auditory stimulation, except when the resting
tension is low. Finally, we discuss complications in determination of the end-to-end distance
change for our model, which may be solved by combining the local backbone tension with
the blob pictures developed in Chapter 2 and 3.
4.1 Applicability of Model to Tip Links
To review, the tip link comprises of a dimer of PCDH15 and a dimer of CDH23, joined
together through an extended handshake interaction mediated by Ca2+ ions. Each PCDH15
monomer contains 11 extracellular cadherin domains (EC1-EC11), along with a PCDH15-
interacting channel-associated (PICA) domain. The dimerization of PCDH15 occurs at the
EC3 and PICA sites, and completes a half-helical turn along its length. CDH23 contains 27
extracellular domains [121]. In total, the tip link completes about 2.5 helical turns along its
length, leaving two helical turns for CDH23 [28].
Electron-microscopic studies suggest the tip link exists as a rigid structure, tightly bound
between adjacent stereocilia. Furthermore, molecular-dynamics simulations have suggested
that individual cadherin domains are highly resistant to stretching over short timescales [122].
In contrast, single-molecule optical-trap measurements of a monomers of mouse PCDH15
expressed in HEK293 cells suggest that entropic elasticity contributes dominantly to the
nonlinear sti↵ness measured in slow force-ramping experiments [82]. Fits to a model of a
worm-like chain and a freely-jointed chain in series imply a persistence length lp on the order
of 4 nm, suggesting that the tip link behaves more like a freely-jointed chain than a semiflex-
ible chain. While we leave open the possibility of extension modes due to unwinding of the
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tip link, we also note studies suggesting that unwinding of the helical structure contributes
only in the high-force limit [123].
Single-molecule measurements of dimers of PCDH15 (unpublished results) suggest a
larger persistence length, on the order of 10 nm, consistent with additional rigidity due
to the dimerization interaction. Parallels between the helical structure of DNA and the he-
lical structure of the tip link suggest that the tip link can be modeled using the WLC model
[101]. In the following, we model the entire tip link as a worm-like chain with low bending
rigidity. This poises the tip link in a regime between the semiflexible limit and the flexible
limit - a regime that has poorly characterized. Here, we treat the tip link with the same
mathematics used in the semiflexible limit derived earlier, and note that the approach of
the multiple scale perturbation allows us to examine locally the line tension along the chain,
while the global e↵ects of pulling may be inaccurate. We address this issue at the end of
the chapter, where we combine the blob picture of force propagation with the predictions of
local backbone tension.
4.2 Mathematical Preliminaries
As shown in the Chapter 3, tension propagates along a polymer in a highly nonlinear fash-
ion. Random thermal motion act to crimp the chain, whereas the local tension felt by each
segment depends on its precise internal configuration and the external force exerted on it.
Even in equilibrium, recovering the force-extension relationship for a chain with internal
bending energy, volume-exclusion e↵ects, and a sti↵ bond coe cient is a non-trivial calcu-
lation [101]. The full dynamic picture, including a transition probability function, remains
elusive and highly dependent on particular conditions. Progress can be made by confining
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our inquiry to the ensemble-averaged response of a chain, which may be su cient to develop
an understanding of expected behavior over the entire hair bundle. In particular, a mam-
malian hair bundles possess up to one-hundred tip links arranged in a parallel configuration,
and for purposes of modeling the expected behavior of the hair-bundle’s dynamics, the aver-
age response is su cient for a first-order approximation over many cycles of oscillation. In
contrast, understanding the entire distribution of tip-link tension gives precise information
about the local tension the channels and insertional plaques experience.
As shown previously, tension does not in general propagate instantaneously along a poly-
meric chain [85]. Rather, there is a timescale associated with rearrangements of chain seg-
ments owing to viscous drag. The full dynamics of the system are given by the following
Fredholm-like partial integro-di↵erential equation derived previously [124]
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where ⇣? and ⇣|| ⇡ ⇣?/2 are the transverse and longitudinal drag coe cient per unit length,
f0 is the equilibrium resting tension along the chain up to time 0,  is the bending modulus




00)dt00 is the time
integrated local backbone tension of the chain at arclength s. Equivalently, the right-hand




F (s, t) =  ⇣||h ⇢(s, t)i (4.2)
taken with respect to the stored-length density at the start of the experiment, or more
explicitly, with respect to the holding tension going back su ciently far in time such that
the chain is in equilibrium with average tension f0 at time t = 0. For clarity of this point,


























00)dt00. Assuming that at time t < 0 the prestress f0 is constant
in time and arclength, or in other words that the chain has come to equilibrium, we may





into two integrals from  1 to 0 and from 0 to t, and integration of the integral from  1
to 0, recovers Equation (4.1).
While we will be primarily focused on computing the tension profile along the chain, we
also would like to keep observables in mind to make contact with experiments. In this case,
the most readily available observable is the end-to-end distance change of the chain, which
may be measured through optical-trapping experiments or other single molecule techniques
[82]. The end-to-end distance change of the chain h R(t)i may be computed by combining





























where the error term arises due to non-applicability of Equation (4.1) very close to the ends
of the chain, which quickly equilibrate to the external pulling force.
Before progressing to a solution, we note that the form of this equation links the arclength
spacial curvature of the accumulated local tension to the entire history of stored-length den-
sity. This realization is evident in the second term of Equation (4.1), which is expressed
as a nonlinear convolution hysteresis integral. Additionally, solving the equation analyti-
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cally is nontrivial due to the implicit nature of the problem. In the following, we device a
computational strategy for constructing solutions for any boundary condition.
4.3 Computational Strategy for Solution
We considered the scenario of symmetric pulling, most relevant in the context of the auditory
system, but note that the strategy developed can easily be extended to the case of asymmetric
pulling. Although it is possible to compute alternative force conditions whereby force is
exerted along the entire length of the chain, we limit our discussion to forces that are exerted
at the boundaries only. This is equivalent to a local force condition, whereby the force at
the ends of the chain is fixed based on our experimental procedure, or the force exerted on
the tip link by shearing of the hair bundle.
Solutions to Equation (4.1) are driven by the boundary conditions, including both the
equilibrium prestress before the experiment and the tension exerted at the boundaries by
pulling. The boundary conditions may be written in either Dirichlet or Neumann form:
f(0, t) = f(lc, t) = fpull(t)
f(s, 0) = f0
or
@tF (0, t) = @tF (lc, t) = fpull(t)
@tF (s,0) = f0 (4.5)
In order to construct a numerical solution to Equation (4.1), we discretize the solution
space. More specifically, we break the solution space into a grid in arclength space and time
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coordinates, with arclength spacing  s and time spacing  t, and define the target solution
Ftarget(s, t) to be the solution satisfying Equation (4.1) exactly. Due to intrinsic errors owing
to the discretization procedure, we allow for the possibility of an approximate solution with
relaxed conditions on satisfying the master equation. We define the approximate solution
Ftest(s, t) to satisfy a modified form of the equation:
@2
s
Ftest(s, t) = Ĥ(Ftest(s, t)) + E(s, t) (4.6)
where Ĥ is the nonlinear operator defined by the right-hand side of Equation (4.1), and E is
an error term defined explicitly by the di↵erence @2
s
Ftest(s, t) H(Ftest(s, t)). Minimization
of E corresponds to convergence between the test solution Ftest and target solution Ftarget,
since in the limit that E goes to zero everywhere, Ftest(s, t) satisfies the equation exactly. In
this framework, we have transferred the problem of finding the exact solution Ftarget to the
optimization problem of minimizing E(s, t) everywhere.
In general, the optimization problem described above is non-trivial owing to the highly
nonlinear operator Ĥ. To make progress, we assume some knowledge of the target solution,
and take an educated guess as to what it might look like for a given moment in time. If the
test solution and target solution are su ciently close, the test solution can be expanded as:
Ftest(s, t) = Ftarget(s, t) + d(s, t) (4.7)
where we assume d to be small. Substituting into Equation (4.6), and taking the first order
Taylor expansion yields
E(s, t) ⇡ @2
s




















Or, rearranging into matrix form,
~E(t) = Ĵ~d(t) (4.9)
where Ĵ is the Jacobian matrix with elements Jij = dT̂(Ftest(si, t))/dFtest(sj, t), with T̂
the operator @2
s
  Ĥ. Rearranging Equation (4.7) to ~Ftarget(t) = ~Ftest(t)   ~d(t), inverting
Equation (4.9), and combining the two yields an updated guess for the target solution:
~Ftarget(t) ⇡ ~Ftest(t)  Ĵ(~Ftest(t))
 1 ~E(t, ~Ftest(t)) (4.10)
where we have written out the explicit dependence of the Jacobian matrix and the error
term on the test solution. In practice, the use of Equation (4.10) acts only to improve the
approximate test solution Ftest, and does not exactly solve for Ftarget. Instead, Equation
(4.10) can be iterated k times to yield the improved solution:
~Fk+1 = ~Fk   Ĵ
 1 ~Ek (4.11)
This strategy represents a Newton’s Method of optimization, where at each step we consider
the first derivative in solution space and descend along the local gradient. At each step, the
error term is explicitly recomputed for use in the next iteration, and can be monitored for
convergence to zero everywhere along the arclength. After a su cient number of iterations,










. The first component, J1, is trivial to calculate. It is given by the matrix
representation of @2
s
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The second component of the Jacobian, J2, is highly nonlinear in nature due to the
nonlinearity present in the operator Ĥ. The operator is explicitly given by the right hand
side of Equation (4.1), and consists of an inverse integral transform from wave-mode q back
to solution space F (s, t). The q-integral contains two components, one that is primarily
generated from the e↵ects of resting tension that decays as t ! 1, and the second that
involves a convolution between the current tension and the entire tension history of the
chain. We revisit this point in the next section, for the time decay of the tension hysteresis
a↵ords us opportunities for approximation.
J2 can be explicitly calculated, but due to strong divergencies in the integral in Ĥ near
t0 = t it can be resolved only by defining an interpolation between points F (s, ti 1) and
F (s, ti). For simplicity, we choose the linear interpolation:




F (s, ti 1)  F (s, ti)
i
, where ti 1 < t
0 < ti (4.13)
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With this interpolation, the hysteresis integral may be evaluated explicitly between times 0




























where t0 = 0 and tn = t. Combining Equation (4.1) and (4.14), the entire term H(F (s, t))
can be written as

























The calculation ofH(F (s, t)) at time t explicitly involves the solutions at all previous time
points 0  ti < t, imparting directionality in the construction of our solutions. Additionally,
the nonlinear term depends only on values of F (s, t) at that particular arclength, so that the
calculation of H(F (s0, t)) is independent of H(F (s00, t)). H(F (s, t)) may thus be computed
point-wise along the arclength coordinate and stitched together at the end. The nonlinear






Calculation of the derivative is straightforward, except in the case that i = n in the
summation term, where care must be exercised to avoid the singularity at large q and small
t  t0. In practice, this requires us to treat the i = n term as a separate case, and calculate
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the derivative for only that component. Doing so yields an additional two terms in the
derivative. Finally, after taking the derivative, we find the nonlinear portion of the Jacobian



























































where Î is a sxs identity matrix, with s the number of points taken in the discretization of
the arclength. This completes our expression for J2.
Combining Equations (4.12) and (4.16) yields the Jacobian matrix to be computed at
each step. To solve Equation (4.11) requires the computation of the inverse Jacobian matrix.
Due to discretization errors in computing the arclength’s second derivative, and from solving
the time-dependent nonlinear term Ĥ(F (s, t)) using a linear interpolation, it is often the case
that the Jacobian matrix is not exactly invertible. To circumvent this problem, we instead
calculate the pseudo-inverse J+ using the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse algorithm from the
NumPy library [125, 126]. In the case that J is exactly invertible, J+ and J 1 are identical.
In noninvertible cases, J+J ⇡ Î. In either case, we use J+ in place of J 1 to solve Equation
(4.11).
Ideally, the iterative solution can be run indefinitely towards convergence with the target
solution, but in practice we define a threshold in the global error term
P
s
i=0 E(i, t). After
the error of the test solution at a given time point is below this threshold, we lock in the
best solution and advance the computation to the next time point.
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4.5 Strategies for Expediency
Although the computational method outlined above provides a framework for building nu-
merical approximations to governing Equation (4.1) subject to boundary conditions (4.5),
the feasibility of computation beyond simple scenarios is precluded by the scaling of oper-
ations. Due to the hysteresis in the system, each vector solution at a time point requires
the evaluation of (Ns   2)(2nt + 3) integrals in q-space, where Ns is the number of points
along the arclength axis we are sampling, and small nt is the number of time points we
have sampled, nt = t/ t, or equivalently the step of the calculation. Each integral involves
evaluation of O(100) points, and we iterate the process a variable number Ne times un-
til the error is su ciently small to advance. In total, the number of operations grows as
200Ne(Ns   2)nt + C, where C accounts for both the constant operations owing to both
the static integrals and additional operations for matrix manipulation that remain constant
in nt. The time complexity of this algorithm is linear, O(nt), but must be repeated for
each time point. In order to solve the system up to time T , then, the number of operations
scales as O(n2
t
). This results in an algorithm that fails to probe long time scales of complex
polymer dynamics. This restriction stems from the highly nonlinear computations, which
must be evaluated with small time spacing close to the current time point in order to ensure
applicability of the linear interpolation, and to ensure a small error. Examination of the
value of the hysteresis integral for simple time-dependent local forces revealed no obvious
approximations, owing to the highly nonlinear nature of the operator (Figure 4.1). Even in
the case of a constant history of holding tension, the integral decays with a long timescale,
precluding the use of linear or constant approximations to the exponential (Figure 4.1(a)).
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Because error accumulates in the hysteresis of the system, it is important that the threshold
to move the computation forward remains low. These considerations produce an algorithm
that can succeed in evaluating simple changes in boundary condition such as a step change
in pulling force, but that fails for complex pulling forces like ramps and oscillations.
To overcome these di culties, we conceded to the use of approximations by consulting the
form and physical properties of the hysteresis. We note that the dependengrce of the term
decays exponentially with both time and time-integrated tension, and that physically, the
chains memory is heavily weighted towards its recent past. Intuitively, the chain’s memory
of its tension history decays rapidly as thermal fluctuations bombard it. What is left is
the ghost of past configurations – the more recent tension history – which has only implicit
dependence on states far in the past. This Markov-like property can be exploited by sampling
densely in the recent past, and sparsely in the distant past. This procedure is equivalent to an
importance-sampling algorithm, and arises naturally due to the linear interpolation already
taken in Section 4.4. Many sampling algorithms are possible, but we sample by always
including the first point (t = 0), the last 30 points, and stepping backwards in increasing
step size by 1 for every step. This strategy results in roughly logarithmic growth of sampled
points, that is, nsample ⇠ logn in the limit of large n. Using this sampling decreases the large
n time complexity of the algorithm to O(ntlognt). Between sampled points, we again use
a linear interpolation, with now ti,sample and ti 1,sample being chosen from the collection of









Figure 4.1: Nonlinear Behavior of the Hysteresis Integral for Tension Histories. Evaluation of
the right-hand side of Equation (4.1) for di↵erent tension histories. Time and force were rescaled according
to f ! f and t ! ⇣?t/. In (a), the output of the operator to a constant-valued force history. The integral
value decays slowly, with significant creep at long times. The slow decay renders approximation di cult,
for we cannot replace the operator function with a constant or linear function. In (b), the response to a
sinusoidal tension history. The overall waveform matches that in (a), but displays phase-shifted oscillations
with amplitude and phase that are frequency-dependent (not shown). In (c), the response to a linear ramp in
tension. The initial decay component corresponds to an initial e↵ect of the resting tension. In (d), a stepped
force ramp. The output of the operator again resembles the overall waveform given in (c), but with nearly
exponential decay after a step change in force. The amplitude of response decreases as tension is increased.
To allow the use of a variable time step  t in order to widely apply our algorithm to
di↵erent scenarios, we choose a target number of iterations Ne. We keep track of the number
of iterations before reaching the error threshold, and variably adjust the time step  t up or
down to decrease or increase the expected value of iterations for the next time point. Choice
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of target Ne is empirical, but clearly if  t becomes too small there would be no change in
the tension profile, whereas for  t too high the solution would over-smooth the dynamics.
We found a range of reasonable values to be 5 < Ne < 10.
Finally, multiprocessing has become a standard tool in intensive computational tasks.
Here, we make use of the independence along arclength of Equations (4.15) and (4.16) in
order to parallelize the computation.
Section 4.6: Numerical Solutions to Force Jumps
We considered the case of a force jump with the following boundary conditions




f0, if t  0.
fpull, if t > 0.
(4.17)
and evaluated the tension profile, time integrated tension profile, stored-length density, and
end-to-end distance change of the chain. The exact time-course of the solution depended on
the choice of f0, fpull, lp, lc, and the transverse drag-coe cient-per-unit-length ⇣?. Here, we
considered a chain with lc = 100 nm subjected to an initial prestress of 5 pN, and jumped
instantaneously to a tension of 50 pN at the ends. Generally, the tension profile followed
the jump change closely at the boundaries, where the curvature rapidly increased (Figure
4.2). This curvature propagated through the chain, before eventually reaching the midpoint.
After, the global tension curvature became linear across most of the chain, only changing
rapidly around the midpoint. As time progressed the profile decayed as the global tension
asymptotically approached its equilibrium value set by the boundaries. We found the tension
histories for individual segments of the chain to be highly nonlinear, and they displayed
distinct rates of increase that were time-dependent (Figure 4.2(b)). We also examined a
heatmap of the tension profile history, which shows a clear overall picture of the response of
the chain (Figure 4.2(c)). As expected, at short times the bulk of the chain was unable to
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feel the e↵ects of the tension increase at the boundaries. It was only after a finite time, here
about 1 µs, that the tension finally began to change everywhere along the chain. The chain
tension then increased rapidly to its equilibrium value.
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Figure 4.2: Tension Profiles of a Jump Stimulus Numerical tension profiles calculated as solutions
to Equation (4.1) under jump pulling conditions. At time 0, the tension at the boundaries jumps from 5
pN to 50 pN. Parameters values used in model were lp = 1 nm, lc = 100 nm, and  ? = 100 mN·s·m 2. In
(a), snapshots of local tension along the entire chain at times after the jump in force occurred. First, the
tension change takes about 1 µs have an e↵ect at the midpoint. Thereafter, the tension of the entire chain
relaxes to its equilibrium value. In (b), time courses of local tension profiles at various positions away from
the ends. Close to the ends, the tension rapidly rises in response to the jump, while close to the midpoint
the response lags behind. In (c), a heatmap of the tension profile for the time course of the solution at each
arclength along the chain.
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Our results agree closely with those found by previously, confirming the validity of our
computational approach [124]. Of particular note is the timescale on which these e↵ects
occur, which was found to be extremely fast (of order 5 µs). Part of this speed was due
initial choice of re-dimensionalized parameters, which allowed for exploration of only high
pre-stresses and pulling forces. Lower forces are expected to propagate more slowly through
the chain. Additionally, the chain length chosen here is smaller than even that of the tip
link, which is small on the scale of most polymers. By our asymptotic analysis in Section 3.5,
timescales are expected to increase more than linearly with increasing chain length, implying
potential relevance in longer biopolymers.
4.6 Numerical Solutions to Tension Profiles in the 1
MHz Limit
A primary interest in our work was elucidating the dynamics of a polymeric chain subject to
sinusoidal forcing at its ends. Previous studies, and current experimental work, has shown
the entropic elasticity of a monomer of PCDH15 to be the overwhelming balancing force
encountered while slowly extending a single molecule in an optical trap [82]. What remained
unclear was what role dynamics played in the response of entropic elasticity, and under what
conditions the chain could be driven out of thermal equilibrium. The answer was not clear at
the outset, and arguments have been made that entropic elasticity is too slow to support the
full auditory frequency spectrum. This argument would implicate enthalpic stretching near
the ends of the of the tip link as the dominant contribution to channel gating, acting through
a soft compliment element. For these reasons, it was important to explore the numerical
solutions to a polymeric chain under high-frequency pulling.
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We began by considering the regime well above the frequency sensitivity of any known
auditory process, 1 MHz. While not applicable in the context of the auditory system,
the response under fast oscillatory shear is of theoretical interest in understanding general
polymer behavior. In the following computations, the parameters chosen were lc = 150 nm,
lp = 10 nm, and ⇣? = 100 mN·s·m 2 and ⇣|| = 50 mN·s·m 2 set as an upper limit to the
drag derived from the slender rod approximation, taking into account additional drag from
the nearby stereocilia and hydrodynamic coupling of chain segments. We chose values of
the resting tension f0 = 1, 5, 10, 20 pN, and chose the amplitude of the sinusoidal forcing
values f0/2 and f0, representing both medium and large amplitude forcing. Attempts were
made to compute the response at a lower sinusoidal forcing value of f0/10, but errors in our








































Figure 4.3: Tension Profiles For Tip-Link-Like Polymers Under Tension I Numerical tension
profiles calculated as solutions to Equation (4.3) under a sinusoidal forcing of 1 MHz, well above the auditory
range of hearing. Parameters used in the numerical simulation were lp = 10 nm, lc = 150 nm, ⇣? = 100
mN·s·m 2. The average force in this calculation is set exactly at the resting tension, and varied to 1/2
the resting tension’s value at the ends. For each case, then, the sinusoidal pulling at the ends is given by
f(s = 0, lc) = f0 +
f0
2 sin(!t) with ! the angular frequency. At low resting tensions, the tension change at
the ends does not propagate far into the bulk of the chain. At higher resting tensions (10 pN), tendrils form
to bridge the pulling force at the end into the center of the chain. At high resting tension, the middle of
the chain approaches values in tension close to the ends, but with significant phase lag. Wavefronts become
evident in the 10 pN and 20 pN condition, indicating a phase shift between the response at the center of the
chain to the pulling at the ends of the chain.
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In Figure 4.3, we show the tension profile history of the f0/2 forcing amplitude. At low 1
pN resting tensions, the value at the boundaries for both an increase and a decrease in tension
away from the resting tension did not penetrate into the bulk of the chain, indicating that
the majority of the chain was unable respond to the tension change at the ends. Instead, the
energy of pulling dissipated into the surrounding bath due to the large viscous drag of pulling
the ends straight over small timescales. At higher 5 pN resting tensions, the penetration of
the tension change into the bulk increased. Close to the boundaries, the local tension closely
followed the pulling tension, but with significant time lag. As tension was increased further
to 10 and 20 pN, tension significantly propagated into the bulk of the chain. Unlike the
case of instantaneous tension ramping, the tension was found to propagate / t close the the
boundaries, and / t↵ with ↵ < 1 as it approached the midpoint of the chain.
These results suggest that as resting tension is increased, the degree to which the entire
chain feels the e↵ect of a tension change at the boundaries increases. Still, there is a signif-
icant time lag associated with tension propagation through the bulk, causing a ripple-like
wavefront e↵ect. Wavefront ripples travel at di↵erent speeds (interpreted as the angle with
respect to the horizontal axis in Figures 4.3 ,4.4, 4.5, 4.6) depending whether the tension is
dropping or rising. This distinction reflects the increased time it takes a chain to crumple
due to thermal forces with energy kBT as opposed to the time it takes a chain to extend as
a result of a pulling force fpull with energy much greater than kBT .
We also examined the scenario in which the amplitude of stimulation was identical to
that of the resting tension, such that at certain times the local tension at the boundaries
dropped to exactly 0. Surprisingly, the addition of even stronger forcing did little to change
the qualitative picture of tension propagation down the chain (Figure 4.4). The resistance of
the system to changes in forcing amplitude is surprising, since a larger change in boundary
tension is predicted to increase the rate of tension propagation down the length of the
chain in the zeroth-order approximation. The e↵ect for the full multiple-scale perturbation
di↵erential equation, however, is subtle.
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In Figure 4.7, we show snapshots of the tension profile taken at di↵erent approximate
time points separated by 50 ns and 500 ns for the 1 MHz and 100 kHz cases respectively,
for the sinusoidal amplitude equal to the resting tension f0. In the left-hand column, we
show the results of the 1 MHz pulling solutions as resting tension increases. The e↵ect of
increasing resting tension changes the shape of the “finger trap” profile in a nonlinear way.
At 1 pN resting tension, the chain is unable to respond at all in the bulk to the action at the
edges. In contrast, the 5 pN resting tension chain is able to respond minimally to activity at
the edges. At 10 pN, the system comes almost to equilibrium, but the phase delay of tension
response at the center of the chain in the release portion of the oscillation is greater than
that of the pulling portion. Surprisingly, at 20 pN resting tension, the system falls further
out of equilibrium, possibly reflecting the short timescale behavior of the onset of oscillation








































Figure 4.4: Tension Profiles For Tip-Link-Like Polymers Under Tension II Identical numerical
computation as in Figure 4.3, but with increased sinusoidal forcing amplitude equal to the entirety of the
resting tension, so that the tension felt at the ends oscillates between 0 and 2f0 (1 MHz). The results are
nearly identically to the previous case, indicating that the addition of stronger pulling forces does little to
change the dynamic behavior of the polymer from the perspective of the tension profile. Subtle di↵erences
may be observed, such as the increased penetration of the pulling force into the bulk of the f0 = 10 pN case.
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4.7 Numerical Solutions to Tension Profiles in the 100
kHz Limit
We repeated the calculations of the previous section, but for the high-frequency limit of the
known auditory system in certain mammals, 100 kHz. The tension profiles were calculated
in the same manner as in Section 4.7. The results are shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 for a
low-amplitude f0/10 and high-amplitude f0 forcing, respectively. We begin by examining the
tension profiles under low-amplitude forcing. The behavior under low 1 pN resting tension
was similar to that observed for the 1 MHz stimulating frequency, with tension attenuating
before transversing the length of the chain. In contrast to the 1 MHz forcing amplitude, the
strong attenuation e↵ect was completely diminished by increasing the resting tension to 5
pN, whereupon the tension was able to propagate into the center of the chain. Increasing
the resting tension further, to 10 pN and 20 pN, caused the system to nearly come into
equilibrium, reflected by the “90’s striped-shirt” pattern in the 20 pN f0 computation. For
these values of resting tension and sinusoidal forcing frequency, the chain was able to follow
nearly in phase with the response at all times, though slight bowing of the wavefronts was
observed for the 10 pN case. The asymmetry in phase lag during pulling as opposed to








































Figure 4.5: Tension Profiles For Tip-Link-Like Polymers Under Tension III Numerical tension
profiles computed with a lower sinusoidal forcing frequency of 100 kHz, which is above the frequency of
human hearing but approaches the upper limit of frequency sensitivity in bats. Sinusoidal forcing of the
form f(s = 0, lc) = f0 +
f0
10 sin(!t), where the amplitude of sinusoidal forcing is small in comparison to
the resting tension. These calculations were possible due to the slow variation of the tension profile with
time, which allowed our computational method to converge well in comparison to the same type of stimulus
attempted in the 1 MHz case (not shown). At 1 pN resting tension, the tension at the ends is unable to
penetrate far into the bulk, while increasing the resting tension to 5 pN results in full penetration into the
center of the chain. At higher resting tensions, the phase shift of the wavefronts decreases, until the entire
chain is nearly in equilibrium at all times for the 20 pN case.
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In the high-amplitude-forcing case (Figure 4.6), we again observed qualitatively similar
tension profiles to those obtained in the low-amplitude-forcing case. The major di↵erence
was observed in the phase delay of the wavefronts up to the 20 pN resting tension case,
which was not present in the low amplitude forcing. These subtle changes, while small in
the tension profiles, create large discrepancies in the behavior of the stored-length densities
(Figures 4.9, 4.10). On the right hand column of Figure 4.7, we show the snapshots of tension
profiles taken at time points separated by 500 ns seconds under di↵erent resting conditions.
As in the higher frequency 1 MHz forcing computations, increasing the resting tension does








































Figure 4.6: Tension Profiles For Tip-Link-Like Polymers Under Tension IV Identical numerical
computation as in Figure 4.3 (100 kHz), but with increased sinusoidal forcing amplitude equal to the entirety
of the resting tension. Even though the value of the pulling tension as increased by a factor of 10, the
qualitative shape of the tension profiles remains the same. The notable changes from the small forcing cases
are in the 5 pN resting-tension profile, where the force is close to equilibrium at the center of the chain, and
in the 10 pN resting tension profile, where significant asymmetry presents in the midpoint wavefront.
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Figure 4.7: Snapshots of Tension Profiles Tension profile snapshots taken roughly at the same time
point along the first oscillation of pulling force. Timescales were generated independently for each calculation,
and profiles were chosen using a nearest neighbor sorting algorithm in the time domain. For the 1 MHz
condition and 100 kHz condition, the time-points were chosen spaced 50 ns and 500 ns apart, respectively.
The “finger trap” characteristic shape of many sequential snapshots reflects the inability for the chain to
come to equilibrium. As the finger trap widens, the entire chain is closer to equilibrium. Surprisingly, the
finger trap shape does not widen monotonicaly with increasing resting tension, but first widens and then
contracts at su ciently high tensions. The behavior of the overall 100 kHz snapshots closely mirrors that of
the next highest resting tension condition in the 1 MHz case (for instance, 100 kHz and f0 = 1 pN resembles
1 MHz and f0 = 5 pN). In many cases, individual tension profile snapshots are found with a ”W” shape.
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4.8 Numerical Solutions to  ⇢ Profiles
The changes in local stored-length density  ⇢ are necessarily calculated as a byproduct of
our numerical strategy outlined in Section 4.3. In particular, the computation of the error
E requires explicit calculation of the right hand side of Equation (4.1). We verified the
validity of our approach by backtesting on the arclength curvature of the time integrated
local tension, which matched well to our solutions. The most significant di↵erences occurred
at the boundaries, where numerical errors near the boundaries caused the curvature to
fluctuate. The e↵ect was diminished significantly by averaging over every other time point,
smoothing the resulting tension profiles.
In Figure 4.8, 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11, we show the companion stored-length density changes
to the local tensions shown in Figure 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7. Under low resting tensions,
the change in stored-length density propagated further into the bulk than the associated
pulling tension. This is reflective of the relationship of the change in stored-length density
to the curvature of the tension profile, rather than the value of the local tension itself. In
the case of instantaneous step pulling, we observed the curvature of the force profile changed
significantly at the center of the chain before the tension was “lifted”. This property allowed
the stored-length density to propagate much further than considerations of the local tension
alone would anticipate.
Like the low-resting-tension cases, the stored-length density change propagated slowly
down the length of the chain under the release condition (corresponding to an increase in
the stored-length density). The rapid shift in local tension at the ends, although seemingly
equilibrated under examination of the tension profile, causes phase shifts in response. Small
phase shifts have an amplified e↵ect on the stored-length density change.
In only one condition did we find that the stored-length density change remained in equi-
librium – the small f0/10 pulling amplitude condition under 100 kHz sinusoidal forcing (Fig-
ure 4.10). Similar to the tension profile, the stored-length approaches a “90’s striped-shirt”
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pattern at high resting tensions, while for low resting tensions  ⇢ is unable to propagate
along the chain. Under high f0 pulling amplitudes, the observed behavior of the tension
and stored-length density diverged (Figure 4.11). While  ⇢ propagated into the bulk upon


































Figure 4.8: Stored-Length Density For Tip-Link-Like Polymers Under Tension I Identical numer-
ical calculation as in Figure 4.3 (1 MHz), but showing the stored-length density change calculated through
explicit integration. Alternatively calculating the stored-length density change by di↵erentiation of the time
integrated tension profile yielded similar results. Due to the relation between the stored-length density
change and the time integrated tension, rather than just the local line tension, the stored-length density is
sensitive to phase lag e↵ects. This is most evident in the 10 pN case, where phase lag causes significant
bowing of the wavefront. Short lasting e↵ects at the onset of oscillation are a result of the heavy tailed
memory of the chain to its past tension history, which was assumed constant going back to the beginning
of time. Large changes in stored-length density, where the chain is in a crumpled configuration, have di -



































Figure 4.9: Stored-Length Density For Tip-Link-Like Polymers Under Tension II Additional
stored-length density profiles for the case of forcing amplitude equal to the resting force, f(s = 0, lc) =
f0 + f0sin(!t) for the 1 MHz pulling case. In the low, 1 pN resting tension computation, the profile remains
nearly identical to that of the low amplitude pulling condition in Figure 4.4. The wavefronts of higher
tensions are more prominent at intermediate resting tensions, with caveat that the extrema value of change


































Figure 4.10: Stored-Length Density For Tip-Link-Like Polymers Under Tension III Identical
numerical computation as in Figure 4.5 (100 kHz), but showing the stored-length density change instead of
the tension profile. The map is inverted in comparison to Figure 4.5, reflecting the inverse correspondence
between local line tension and stored-length density, but otherwise shows no significant qualitative shifts.
Under low 1 pN resting tensions, the stored-length density does not extend far into the bulk, while at high
20 pN resting tensions, the stored-length density is in equilibrium at all times along the chain. Slight bowing
of wavefronts at intermediate resting tensions suggests some tension propagation e↵ects, which correspond


































Figure 4.11: Stored-Length Density Change Profiles For Tip-Link-Like Polymers Under Ten-
sion IV The same numerical calculations as in Figure 4.10 (100 kHz), but with forcing amplitude equal
to the resting tension. The store length density profile shows extension into the bulk in the low 1 pN rest-
ing tension case, but with significant delay of positive changes at the center of the chain. At high 20 pN
resting tension, the stored-length density of the chain is unable to come to equilibrium, even though the
resting tension in the identical calculation in Figure 4.6 qualitatively suggests the resting tension is close
to equilibrium. Subtle changes in resting tension propagation into the bulk correspond to large changes in
stored-length density, due to the slow process of tension relaxation.
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4.9 Equilibrium at Low Frequencies and High Resting
Tensions
Again we chose values that approximated the mammalian tip link, with lc = 150 nm, lp =
10 nm, and e↵ective tangential drag-coe cient-per-unit-length ⇣? = 100 mN·s·m 2. We
applied a variety of sinusoidal stimuli at frequencies ranging from 10 kHz up to 100 kHz,
with forces f0 = 1 pN, fo↵set = 5 pN, famp = 5 pN, and observed slight deviations from
equilibrium (Figure 4.12 a,b) consistent with our findings in previous sections. Even under
lower frequency stimulation, at 20 kHz, we observed a wavefront emerge in both the tension
profiles and  ⇢(s) profiles indicating that drag does play a minor role in keeping the system
from equilibrium. We also note an asymmetry in the response; although the profiles respond
quickly to an increase in tension at the boundaries, the response at the midpoint lagged
behind when the tension was quickly ramped down. The profiles of stored-length density
change (Figure 4.12) showed deep extension into the bulk with increasing tension. The
converse was not true; during decreasing tension at the ends, the stored-length density did
not follow suit in the bulk, especially at lower frequencies (Fig 4.12 c). As we increased
the frequency of stimulation at the ends, we observed increasingly symmetric end to end
distance changes, while the amplitude of limit cycle displacement decreased. We conclude
the possibility that under low prestress and moderate forcing amplitudes, the tip link may
exhibit some non-equilibrium properties.
The exact prestress – or resting tension – under which the tip link is held varies along
the tonotopic axis of the mammalian cochlea, with larger prestress observed in tip links
gating higher frequency tuned hair bundles [38]. With this knowledge, we conclude that
high resting tension enables the chain to remain at equilibrium well beyond the limit of
the human auditory range. Conversely, lowering resting tension introduces significant drag
e↵ects into the system, which cause the behavior to deviate significantly from quasi-static
behavior. In Chapter 5, we will systematically address how changing resting tension e↵ects
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the response of a polymer in the linearized viscoelastic, or small forcing, regime.
Figure 4.12: Tip-Link-Like Polymers Under Physiological Stimuli Numerical tension profiles and
stored-length density change profiles calculated as solutions to Equation (4.1) under sinusoidal forcing con-
ditions, for parameter values more closely aligned to that of the tip link. At time 0, the tension at the
boundaries jumps from 1 pN to 5 pN, and oscillates around this value with an amplitude of 5 pN. Pa-
rameters values used in model were lp = 10 nm, lc = 150 nm, and  ? = 100 mN·s·m 2. In (a) and (b),
heatmaps of the tension profiles for frequencies of 20 kHz and 90 kHz, respectively. Here, the tension profiles
are equilibrated almost everywhere for the slower frequency condition, but undergo a significant phase shift
between the midpoint and the ends. In the faster frequency condition, we find a decay in the low tension
extension into the bulk of solution, but otherwise only subtle di↵erences. In (c) and (d), the same numerical
solutions as in (a) and (b), but showing the stored-length density change  ⇢ from its initial value.
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4.10 Recovering the Force-Extension Relationship
To naively recover the force-extension relationship, we should follow the procedure given in
Equation (4.4). Doing so yields end-to-end distance changes that are far smaller than the
results we expect for a polymer under equilibrium oscillating between a low and high resting
tension. The result of this discrepancy arises from the definition of the stored-length density,
which measures the local stored-length in the chain, rather than the global stored-length. In
the limit of low forces and low persistence length, the chain is more closely approximated by
a flexible chain with significant thermal bends . We may still use Equation (4.4) to model
the resting tension on a local scale, but concede that the global configuration of the chain
is inaccessible to our approximation. Indeed, the change in local stored-length density only
reflects a fraction of the total length change, unless the entire chain is close to the semiflexible
limit. The flexible case corresponds to a constantly changing coordinate system, where the
direction of r̂||(s) has arclength dependence.
One solution is to combine the numerically calculated local backbone tension with the
tension blob picture described in Chapters 2 and expanded to the WLC model in Chapter 3.





where we now both the local blob size and the backbone tension to have arclength and time
dependence. In Figure 4.13, we consider the blob picture in the case of some characteristic
force profiles observed in our numerical calculations. The first, for the stereotypical pulling
experiment, shows a “beaded-pearl necklace” configuration of tension blobs (Figure 4.13(a)).
In the second, we consider the atypical behavior we observed in some fast sinusoidal forcing
scenarios, in which the tension profile resembled an elongated “W”. In this case, the blob
size is small at the edges and the middle, but increases one-third and two-thirds down the






Figure 4.13: Tension Blob Representation of Force Profiles Example tension blob schematics for
characteristic tension profiles observed in numerical computations. In (a), the tension is equilibrated near
the ends but decreases towards the center of the chain. Correspondingly, the blob size increases towards
the middle of the chain as lblob /
p
1/f . This “beaded-pearl necklace” configuration is characteristic of
fast tension changes. In (b), the tension forms an extended “W” pattern like those seen in Figure 4.7. In
this case, the blob size does not monotonically increase towards the middle of the chain, but gets largest
one-third and two-thirds down the length of the chain.
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4.11 Numerical Solutions to Combined Sinusoidal Stim-
uli with Force Jumps
We solved Equation (4.1) for a variety of parameters to get a full picture of the possible
dynamics of the system under sinusoidal forcing conditions




f0, if t  0.
fo↵set + famp sin(2⇡!t+  ) if t > 0.
(4.18)
where fo↵set is the mean force delivered at the ends over many cycles, famp is the amplitude
of forcing, and ! and   are the angular frequency and phase of the stimulus. Our results
(Figure 4.14) show the possibility of non-equilibrium responses under high-amplitude and
high-frequency stimuli. In these computations, the mean force fo↵set was not chosen equal
to the prestress f0, and thus we observed a response that has two components; first, the
system was far from equilibrium and exhibited the properties of the force jump with an
overlaid oscillation, and second, the system approached a stable limit cycle in which tension
changes along the filament could only propagate into a bulk with a characteristic penetration
depth that was highly dependent on the stimulus frequency. Snapshots revealed nontrivial
tension profiles along the chain, where much of the nonlinearity was concentrated near the
ends. Under parameters studied, the solutions always approached stable limit cycles after







f = 1.  MHz
f = 1.6 MHz
Figure 4.14: Combined Force Jump and Sinusoidal Forcing Numerical tension profiles and stored-
length density change profiles calculated as solutions to Equation (4.1) under sinusoidal forcing conditions.
At time 0, the tension at the boundaries jumps from 5 pN to 25 pN, and oscillates around this value.
Parameters values used in model were lp = 1 nm, lc = 100 nm, and  ? = 100 mN·s·m 2. In (a) and (b),
heatmaps of the tension profiles for frequencies of 400 kHz and 1.6 MHz, respectively. The rapid oscillations
of tension at the boundaries are unable to extend far into the bulk due to the e↵ects of drag. Dashed lines
indicate roughly where the tension has died o↵ to half its maximum value. This penetration depth is deeper
for slower stimuli. After a short time, the solutions approach a stable limit cycle. In (c) and (d), the same
numerical solutions as in (a) and (b), but showing the stored-length density change  ⇢ from its initial value.
The stored-length density change extends far into the bulk for when tension is increasing, but fails to extend
far when the tension is decreasing.
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4.12 Conclusions
An open question in auditory biophysics is whether the tip link itself may act as the gating
spring. In order for the tip link to have the right sti↵ness value to match that of the gating
spring, the e↵ects of entropic elasticity must contribute to its compliance in a nontrivial way.
Indeed, studies of the enthalpic elasticity of cadherin domains precludes any significant novel
unfurling of the chain that would act like a compliant spring, besides a kink found in the
crystal structure of EC8 – EC10 [127] and full unfolding of EC domains. An open question
has been whether entropic elasticity can react fast enough to support the entire auditory
range, and if not, what e↵ects this might have on auditory physiology and hair-bundle
mechanics. Here, we addressed the first question by modeling the tip link as a semiflexible
polymer, and subjecting it to high oscillatory stresses. In agreement with our asymptotic
analysis in Chapter 3, the rate of tension propagation down the tip link was highly dependent
on initial resting tension. We showed that under low, but still physiological resting tensions
on the order of 1 pN, the tip-link’s resting tension did not equilibrate globally, and the
stored-length density measuring the crimping from thermal undulations took even longer
to respond. Under high resting tension of the order 10 pN, however, these e↵ects became
minimal, drawing the tip link into a regime of complete equilibrium well past the human
auditory range of frequencies. These finding suggest that by regulating resting tension, the
hair bundle may adjust the operating regime of the tip link to always remain in equilibrium.
In this chapter, we subjected polymers to high forces well outside the physiological range.
These forces were deliberately chosen, because methods do not currently exist to probe this
high-frequency, high-tension regime. Although our computational approach allowed us to
generate novel solutions over reasonable computational timescales, there exist other methods
to probe the small forcing limit. In the next chapter, we will shift focus to this linearized
regime, and discuss the viscoelastic behavior under small forcing amplitudes more in line
with auditory stimuli.
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Chapter 5: Viscoelastic Properties of
Tip Links
In the previous chapter, we discussed the numerical solutions to polymer dynamics in
systems that were far from equilibrium. Although this gave insight into some unexpected
behaviors, and provided a full picture of the tension across the polymer at any given moment
of time for a variety of pulling forces, we consider now the reaction of the linearized system.
In the context of the auditory system, this corresponds to acoustic stimuli up to 60 dB, well
within the range of normal human speech [128]. In fact, most audible sounds oscillate a hair
bundle on the order of only nanometers, corresponding to a small sinusoidal oscillation that
is superimposed upon an average resting position. For low-frequency tuned hair bundles
in the American bullfrog sacculus, large spontaneous oscillations may cause motions of the
kinociliary bulb with amplitudes of 20 nm [55], corresponding to a 2.5 nm displacement of the
end-to-end distance of the tip link. For cochlear hair bundles, prestin-based electromotility
in the outer hair cells can extend the length of the cell body by tens of nanometers, again
corresponding to small displacements of the intersterociliary distance [129].
For these reasons, it is necessary to examine the response of polymers in general, and tip
links specifically, to small sinusoidal oscillations away from their operating resting tension f0.
We begin with a review of basic viscoelastic theory, and move onto experimental evidence
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that implicates the tip link as a viscoelastic element [130]. Viscoelastic properties can give
rise to diverse behaviors - most notably, they may give rise to the phenomena of subdif-
fusion, in which over considerable timescales the mean-squared end-to-end distance change
h(xt   x0)2i grows with time dependence / t⌫ with ⌫ < 1. Next, we consider the solution
for the viscoelastic compliance for a generic semiflexible chain, with tunable parameters. We
show that the operating regime of the tip link exists at a critical point in the viscoelastic
behavior, enabling it to act as a nonlinear tuning fork that can vary its force sensitivity by
only slightly adjusting its resting tension. We conclude with a discussion of the implications
of this model in the context of auditory frequency tuning, and consider a model that com-
bines well studied basilar membrane mechanics [3] with an updated model of the tip link as
a viscoelastic element.
5.1 Linear Viscoelastic Theory
The field of viscoelastic theory is wide, with applications in material design, biological mod-
eling, and engineering [131, 132]. We consider here general viscoelastic behavior, in which a
material may exhibit both elastic (energy-storing) properties, and viscous (energy-depleting)
properties. A classic, joyous example is Silly Putty c , which behaves elastically on short
timescales and may act as bouncy rubber ball to infuriate parents, but exhibits creeping
flow on longer timescales that may cause it to drip o↵ the side of a table to pool on a price-
less Persian rug. Viscoelastic materials behave di↵erently depending on the rate at which
we apply stress.
The theory of linear viscoelasticity can be summarized in the following equation. We
suppose that there is a linear relationship between the force applied to a material (in this
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case, a polymer) and the distance it is displaced. Furthermore, we allow this relationship to






where K is a memory kernel or response function, and f(t) is the time history of the force
applied. The meaning of this equation becomes clear in the Fourier domain, where we may
take:
x̂(!) = K̂(!)f̂(!) (5.2)
by the unilateral Convolution Theorem [133]. Technically, the Fourier transform was taken
unilaterally, but for simplicity we leave the notation unchanged. Rearranging this equation





which is equivalent to the equation for a Hookean spring with spring constant 1/Ĵ . Equation
(5.1) therefore defines the equation for a spring. Unlike a conventional spring, however, this
spring has a frequency dependence, and can have both real (in-phase) and complex (out-of-
phase) components. We rename the spring constant 1/Ĵ = Ĝ and call it the “viscoelastic
modulus”, and call Ĵ the “viscoelastic compliance”. In the time domain, J(t   t0) is often
written as  (t  t0) and labeled the linear-response function. Equivalently, it is the Green’s





As an example, we examine the response to a sinusoidal stimuli with frequency !0,
x(t) = eiw0t. In Fourier space, this equals  (!0   !), in which  (x) is the delta function.
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which defines the equation for sinusoidal motion. Ĝ(w) measures the frequency-dependent
response of a system to a sinusoidal force stimulus. Both Ĝ(!) and Ĵ(!) can have both real
and imaginary components, which we explicitly write out as Ĝ(!) = Ĝ0(!) + iĜ00(!) and
Ĵ(!) = Ĵ 0(!) + iĴ 00(!). Substituting into Equation (5.6) and taking only the real part, we
find:
f(t) = Ĝ0(!0)cos(!0t) + Ĝ
00(!0)cos(!0t+ ⇡/2) (5.6)
in which it now becomes clear that Ĝ0(!) corresponds to the amplitude of the in-phase
response, and Ĝ00(!) corresponds to the amplitude of the out-of-phase response. We refer to
these as the storage modulus, since Ĝ0(!) represents the elastic response of the system, and
the loss modulus, since Ĝ00(!) represents the viscous response of the system. Similarly, the
compliance can be divided into an storage compliance Ĵ 0(!) and a loss compliance Ĵ 00(!).
The viscoelastic modulus, or equivalently the viscoelastic compliance, is su cient to
predict the linearized response of a system to a small force or small displacement. To gain
intuition, we consider the viscoelastic compliance of simple system described by:
⇣ẋ =  x+ f (5.7)
which describes the motion of a bead trapped in a harmonic potential undergoing di↵usion.













In the low-frequency limit, the storage compliance is constant, whereas the dissipative com-
pliance scales as !. In the high-frequency limit, the storage compliance falls o↵ as 1/!2, and
the dissipative compliance falls o↵ as 1/!. We will see similar e↵ects when we examine the
viscoelastic compliances of polymers in Section 5.4.
5.2 Subdi↵usion in the Hair Bundle
In solution, thermal motion bombards the hair bundle and causes it to fluctuate over time.
The process by which the hair bundle moves is stochastic in nature, and resembles a con-
tinuous random walk in a confining potential. This motion is interchangeably known as
Brownian motion or di↵usion. We first address the simple di↵usive case, and move onto
more complex cases as the section progresses.
In the absence of a confining potential, and without correlations in drag, the hair bundle
undergoes free Brownian motion. What is the cause of this Brownian motion? It is due
to the extreme number and independence of thermal bombardment by water molecules. In
the low-Reynold’s number limit, the (simplified) equation of motion for a hair bundle in one
dimension is:
⇣Ẋt = Fth (5.9)
where ⇣ is a drag coe cient, Fth is the instantaneous force due to the water molecules, and
Ẋ is the time derivative of the particle’s position. In solution, water molecules bombard
the hair bundle with an average energy kBT , but there is no net directionality to the force
involved. Additionally, the force exerted by the water molecules has no temporal correlations
– an assumption that breaks down at very small time scales on the order of picoseconds,
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but which we will ignore. Formally, we may write hFthi = 0 and hFth(t)Fth(t0)i = g (t  t0).
We make no claim that the individual force distribution is normal over short time scales –
in fact, it is very likely non-Gaussian. However, as each force is an independent identically
distributed random variable, we may invoke the Central Limit Theorem to claim that upon
integration over small timescales, the integrated force becomes normally distributed [134].









Fth dt = 0
(2): h(Wt+s  Wt)Wui = 0 for u < t
(3): Wt+s  Wt ⇠ N (0, g)
(5.10)




0)dt0, and g is set by the Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem as g = 2kBT ⇣s. These
properties, along with the physical constraint that the hair bundle does not “jump” from
one position to the next, allow us to identify W (t) formally as a Weiner process [135],
or a Brownian motion. Upon di↵erentiation, we identify dW/dt = ⇠t as the derivative
of Brownian motion, which is discontinuous everywhere. Equation (5.9) is a stochastic
di↵erential equation.














t = 2Dt (5.11)
where we have used the Einstein relation kBT/⇣ = D, with D the di↵usion constant of the
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hair bundle. The mean-squared displacement (MSD) is equivalent to the variance in this
case, if we define X0 = 0. In the free di↵usion case, then, MSD(t) / t⌫ with ⌫ = 1.
The addition of confining potentials can significantly change the shape of the MSD. For
instance, for a hair bundle in a harmonic potential with energy E = 12x
2, again using Ito’s




(1  e 2t/⇣) + x20(1 + e
 2t/⇣
  2e t/⇣) (5.12)
where the hair bundle does not necessarily start at position x0 = 0 at the time of measure-
ment. At short times, the hair bundle undergoes e↵ectively free di↵usion (or superdi↵usion
in some cases), while at long times, the MSD plateaus to a constant value kBT/.
Actual interferometric measurements of hair bundle fluctuations by (Kozlov et al. 2012)
showed anomalous di↵usion properties over timescales ranging from ⌧ = 0.1 ms up to ⌧ = 10
ms, with scaling MSD(t) / t↵ where ↵ < 1 [130]. Predictions based on a simple model of hair
bundle di↵usion in a harmonic potential do not agree with this behavior, as plateauing occurs
over less than an order of magnitude in timescale. During their measurements, treatment of
hair bundles with BAPTA – causing tip-link breakage – removed the subdi↵usive behavior.
Blocking channels with 5 mM amiloride did not remove the subdi↵usive behavior, ruling
out the possibility of channel gating as the primary source. They suggest that the tip link,
or something in series with the tip link, acts as a viscoelastic element. Since subdi↵usive
or superdi↵usive behavior must still obey the Fluctuation-Dissipation theorem, they suggest
that the driving motion is a fractional brownian motion (fBM) with Hurst parameterH < 1/2
that characterizes subdi↵usion [136].
In light of these findings, we may ask how the compliance of a system relates to its
MSD and power spectral density. From Equation (5.1), we see that the memory kernal
K(t   t0) relates the displacement x to the driving force f . We showed previously that in







To find the MSD, then, we let:













One can easily confirm that in the case of free di↵usion (K(t   t0) = 1), that the MSD(t)
/ t⌫ with t⌫ = 1. This corresponds to a compliance of Ĵ = 1/i!, indicating a purely viscous
response. In particular, Brownian motion has a flat power spectrum, and Brownian noise
(the derivative of the Weiner process) has a power spectral density that decays as 1/!2. The











is the unilateral inverse Fourier transform. Clearly, if Ĵ / !↵ with ↵ 6= 1, then
the MSD will scale non-linearly with time.
Although Equation (5.16) is easily found for simple systems in which the Green’s function
is solvable in the time domain, complications arise when attempting to convert discrete
measurements of either experimentally or analytically obtained viscoelastic compliance or
modulus data. The inverse unilateral Fourier transform is closely related to the inverse
Laplace transform, which in general is di cult to solve even for exact functional forms. As
shown in Appendix A, the inverse Laplace transform can be solved by taking a contour
integral in the complex plane, and summate all poles in the system. Unfortunately, in many
circumstances finding the poles in the complex plane requires extensive computational e↵ort
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(in Section 2.6, we were able to find the poles only because the continued fraction could be
rewritten in an easily analyzed polynomial form).
There is another way to recover contact with experimental data from the viscoelastic
compliance: through the Fluctuation-Dissipation theorem, which relates the power spectral
density of thermal fluctuations of the tip of the hair bundle to the viscoelastic loss compliance:




In the case of our toy system of a bead in a harmonic potential considered in Section 5.1,
we found Ĵ 00 = !⇣
2+!2⇣2 . The power spectral density, then, would be given by Sx(!) =
2kBT/(2 + !2⇣2). This is the classical lorentzian power spectral density, confirming the
validity of the approach. In the case where in which the loss compliance is a complex function




























































Figure 5.1: Anomalous Di↵usion In (a), a schematic of the general classes of di↵usive behavior. The
middle pink line represents standard brownian motion, which has a MSD that scales linearly with time, MSD
/ t. Any process with a MSD that scales slower than this, with MSD / t↵ where ↵ < 1, is termed subdif-
fusive, whereas anything with ↵ > 1 is termed superdi↵usive. On short timescales, di↵usive motion appears
superdi↵usive due to ballistic motion before su cient thermal motion takes place to dampen acceleration
[137]. Subdi↵usive behavior has been found in a variety of contexts, including trapped particles [138] and
in the motion of entire hair bundles of the Bullfrog sacculus [130]. (b) Sample traces of fractional Brownian
motion generated through the fbm Python package [139] using the Davies-Harte method [155], with di↵erent
Hurst parameters. Number of points generated N = 216. The H = 1/2 condition corresponds to standard
Brownian motion, whereas H < 1/2 corresponds to subdi↵usive Brownian motion and H > 1/2 corresponds
to superdi↵usive Brownian motion. (c). MSDs of sample traces calculated through standard independent
increment without overlap averaging algorithm, for Hurst parameters from 0.1 to 0.9. MSDs were normalized
to begin at the same position. In black dashed, a line with MSD / t1 is plotted for comparison. (d). The
power spectral densities of sample traces, normalized to begin at the same position. In black dashed, a line
with PSD / ! 2 corresponding to the viscous damping of a normal Brownian motion.
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5.3 Viscoelastic Behavior of a Semiflexible Polymer
The viscoelastic behavior of a semiflexible polymer following Equation (3.26) has been solved
for both the inextensible and extensible cases [83]. Here, to consider the results for the
extensible case, we define a backbone sti↵ness s as the backbone elastic spring constant,
consistent with our notation in Section 3.8. We consider the situation in which we apply a
small sinusoidal force f = f0+  fsin(!t), where  f < f0. The results for the elastic and loss



















































p . s is
related to the elastic spring constant ks by s = ks/kBT . The change in end-to-end distance













The inverse equation can also be solved in terms of the viscoelastic modulus Ĝ. In this
case we stimulate the polymer by applying the necessary force to extend its end-to-end




















Ĝ02(!⇣?/f 20 )  Ĝ
002(!⇣?/f 20 ) (5.23)
We also calculate a new measure, the force sensitivity  f , which measures by what fraction
the force has changed from its resting tension due to a given oscillatory motion. The force








Ĝ02(!⇣?/f 20 )  Ĝ
002(!⇣?/f 20 ) (5.24)
which has units of m 1. In the context of the auditory system, this force sensitivity represents
the change in force on a MET channel when a hair bundle is sheared a set distance. At the
level of an individual hair bundle, this shearing motion induces a change in the end-to-end
distance of each tip link, transducing force to the channel to regulate its open probability.
Channels are sensitive to changes in force from the resting tension, f0, and thus this force
sensitivity reflects how sensitive a channel is to oscillations at di↵erent frequencies.
5.4 Numerical Solutions of Viscoelastic Behavior for
the Tip Link
Equations (5.18) can be solved for typical values of the tip link, with lc = 150 nm, lp = 10-50
nm, and s = ks/kBT ⇡ 15 nm 2. Figure (5.1) shows the results after numerical integration
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of Equation (5.20) for resting tension values ranging from 0.1 to 10 pN. With these values,
fx ranges from 6.8 pN to 11.6 pN scaling lp from 50 to 10 nm, and fc ranges from 4 fN to
30 aN, again scaling lp from 50 to 10 nm. The results of our calculations show the existence
of a crossover regime for both the viscoelastic compliance and viscoelastic modulus Ĵ and
Ĝ, where at low frequencies the behavior is governed by the elastic response, but above
a crossover frequency the behavior becomes dominated by the viscous response. For high
values of resting tension, the frequency at which this crossover occurs increases by orders of
magnitude for a small change in force. The viscoelastic modulus shows similar behavior, in
which the elastic component remains constant before increasing above a certain frequency.
This behavior corresponds to the polymer not having su cient time to come to equilibrium,
causing large tension spikes at the ends and resulting in local stretching of the backbone.
This is similar to the behavior that we observed in Chapter 4, in which the penetration
depth of tension into the bulk of the chain decreased at high frequencies of forcing. We
may directly compare the results of our model, in Figure 5.2, with the modulus found for
the entire hair bundle [130]. Impressively, the hair bundles rheological properties follow a
similar pattern to that observed in our model, with crossover frequency occurring shortly
before an increase in the elastic modulus. Our model does not capture all behaviors, which
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Figure 5.2: Viscoelastic Properties of a Tip-Link-Like Polymer Viscoelastic compliance Ĵ and
modulus Ĝ are shown for a polymer with values taken close to those known for a tip link (⇣? = 100 mN·
s · m 2, lc = 150 nm,ks = 60 mN/m). (a,b) The viscoelastic compliance of the polymer as a function of
stimulus frequency (Hz). In red, the real, in-phase component of the compliance Ĵ 0. In blue, the out-of-
phase dissipative component Ĵ 00. The two components reverse order at critical frequencies denoted by stars.
These points represent the frequencies above which compliance from the dissipative component outweighs
the compliance of the elastic stretching. Changing the persistence length by a factor of 5 does little to
change the qualitative behavior, but shifts the frequency cuto↵s to lower values. Gradient of opacity curves
represents di↵erent values of f0 chosen roughly on a logarithmic scale (0.1 pN, 0.3 pN, 1 pN, 3 pN, 10 pN).
(c,d) The viscoelastic modulus of the polymer, defined as 1
Ĵ 0+iĴ 00
. In red and blue, the in- and out-of-phase
elastic moduli Ĝ0 and Ĝ00. The elastic response remains constant at low frequencies, whereas the dissipative
component rises due to increasing heat dissipation into the bath. At high frequencies, the e↵ective spring
constant of the polymer becomes dominated by viscous e↵ects. Increasing resting tension shifts the frequency
at which this occurs to progressively higher values, spaced roughly equal on the logarithmic scale.
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The e↵ect of this change in viscoelastic behavior is elucidated further by considering the
force sensitivity  f (!) defined in the previous section. Using our standard parameter values,
we numerically solve the force sensitivity for the lp = 10 nm model and the lp = 50 nm model
(Figure 5.2). At slow resting tensions (lightly shaded), the force sensitivity immediately rises,
and eventually scales with frequency as  f (!) / !↵ with ↵ ⇡ 0.7  0.85 (scaling lp from 50
to 10 nm). For higher values of resting tension, the frequency at which the sensitivity scales
progressively shifts upwards. After this crossover frequency, which we term the amplification
frequency, the sensitivity again begins to rise with the same fractional exponent. At much
higher resting tensions, the model enters into the overstretched limit, in which the increased
force causes a shift downward in sensitivity for all frequencies. This downward shift is to be
expected, since at very high resting tensions, the chain begins to act like a hookean spring
with constant spring constant given by the backbone tension. The frequency sensitivity thus
scales as  f / 1/f0, in the overstretched limit. In the model of lp = 10 nm, the force at
which this crossover occurs is around 10 pN, and thus the e↵ect is not strongly felt. In the
model of lp = 50 nm, the e↵ect can become large.
The amplification frequency at which the polymer begins to become more sensitive in-
creases dramatically as a function of resting tension f0. In Figure 5.3, we show the frequency
at which the sensitivity has changed 20% from its base value at low frequencies. Strikingly,
we observe that shifting resting tension by two orders of magnitude results in almost a four-
order-of-magnitude change in the amplification frequency. These forces are well within the
range of tensions that have been observed for individual tip links in the cochlea [38], and
are easily regulated by tuning the strength of myosin motors in the insertional plaque. For
instance, a polymer with a resting tension of 1 pN would respond to a 4 nm change in
end-to-end distance with force of 0.08 pN at 100 Hz, whereas at 10 kHz it would respond at
0.8 pN. On this scale of the resting tension of 1 pN, this represents a massive change, yet
on a global biological scale, it is well within the range we would expect to be relevant and
measurable by biological processes.
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Figure 5.3: Force Sensitivity of Polymers The force sensitivity curves  f (!/2⇡) for tip-link-like poly-
mers with values ⇣? = 100 mN· s · m 2, lc = 150 nm,ks = 60 mN/m. Force sensitivity is defined as the
fractional change in maximum force necessary to change the end-to-end distance of a chain by set amount
 x, given by  f (!/2⇡) =  xfmax/f0 (a) The force sensitivity curve for a low persistence length model, for
values of resting tension f0 ranging from 0.1 pN to 10 pN on a logarithmic scale (light to dark: 0.100 pN,
0.167 pN, 0.278 pN, 0.465 pN, 0.774 pN, 1.292 pN, 2.154 pN, 3.594 pN, 5.995 pN, 10 pN). Higher sensitivity
corresponds to greater changes in force at the ends of the chain. At characteristic resting tension dependent
frequencies, the sensitivity changes from a constant value and increases exponentially. As resting tension
increases, the frequency at which the sensitivity changes also increases exponentially. This ”folded sheet”
like diagram corresponds to a frequency dependent reversal of the resting tension sensitivity ordering. (b)
The same values as in a, but for a larger persistence length. At high resting tensions (10 pN), the sensitivity
decreases everywhere, indicating the chain is approaching the overstretched limit in which stochastic random
motion plays a diminished role in its behavior.
In order to gain further insight into possible mechanisms by which the auditory system
may tune its resonant frequency along the tonotopic axis, we examined the predicted force
that would be transferred to a channel upon hair-bundle deflection at di↵erent resting ten-
sions of the tip link, and for several frequencies chosen on a logarithmic scale (Figure 5.5).
Along the tonotopic axis, the resting tension of the tip links are known to increase from
the apex to the base of the cochlea, and correspondingly from low to high frequency. We
replicated a characteristic change in resting tension that would be observed along the spiral
of the cochlea, within our range of working parameters from 0.1 pN to 10 pN. Whereas the
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actual resting tension of the tip links have been measured to be higher [38], which according
to our model would indicate the tip link would be in the stretched limit, we assume at least
some tip links are under low tension by being partially unfolded, or else imagine a scenario
in which the actual persistence length of some segments is far less than we anticipate for the
fully folded tip link. Additionally, one may imagine a mechanism in which Ca2+ feedback
regulates the strength or slippage rate of myosin motors within the insertional plaque, allow-
ing some tip links to retain low resting tensions to become more sensitive to high-frequency
stimuli.
For polymers under low resting tensions, we find that stimulating the end-to-end distance
with progressively higher frequencies leads to and increased force-transfer function, defined
as Ft =  x · f0, which represents the change in force applied to the channel per length unit
of extension (measured here in nanometers). The low-tension chains have very low force
transfer values at low frequencies of stimulation, which then increase dramatically at higher
frequencies of stimulation. The high-tension chains are resistant to changes in frequency,
and begin to shift their response only once they are driven at frequencies in the range of 10
kHz. This change in behavior is consistent with our other measures of force sensitivity. For
some special frequencies, within the range of 100 Hz to 2 kHz, we find that the force transfer
















Figure 5.4: Amplification Frequency The lowest frequency at which the chain increases force sensitivity
 f (!/2⇡) by 20%. As resting tension increases from easily regulated physical values from 0.1 pN to 10 pN, the
frequency at which amplification begins (the amplification frequency) increases orders of magnitude from 10
Hz to 50 kHz, spanning the entirety of the human auditory range and beyond. Traces also shown for various
















Figure 5.5: Predicted Force Transfer to Channel. The predicted force transfer function Ft =  f · f0,
which measures the change in force at the end of the polymer per unit of distance oscillation. At high
resting tensions, the polymer is insensitive to changes in frequency, and responds with the same force. At
lower resting tensions, the polymer is insensitive to changes in frequency up to a particular cuto↵ frequency,
whereafter it begins to rise. The auditory system of mammals possesses both gradients in resting tension and
in frequency sensitivity, from low-frequency sensitivity and low resting tension at the apex, to high-frequency
sensitivity and high resting tension at the base. As resting tension increases, the force transfer attenuates and
approaches the overstretched limit not captured by the model. By lowering the resting tension, a polymer
is able to increase its sensitivity to high frequencies. At certain frequencies of oscillation around the 1 kHz
regime, the force transfer takes on nonextrema local minimum.
Finally, to make contact with experiments that suggest the hair bundle may undergo a
subdi↵usive motion, we calculate the power spectral density from the viscoelastic compliance
by using the Fluctuation-Dissipation Theorem given in Equation (5.17) (Figure 5.6). We
vary the resting tension f0 logrithmically from 0.1 to 10 pN, and again consider the low
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frequency and high frequency limit of scaling. In the limit of high frequency, the PSD of
all resting tensions scales as PSD / ! 1.75, which indicates subdi↵usive motion with a
Hurst parameter of H ⇡ 0.4. This subdi↵usive motion is identical to that found for the
entire hair bundle, and agrees with previous analysis of end-to-end distance fluctuations for
semiflexible polymers [109]. Surprisingly, our results also show a regime in which the PSD
scaling changes from ! 1.75 to ! 0.6, with the size of the crossover regime and frequency
position being dependent on resting tension. This crossover regime can manifest as a region























Figure 5.6: Power Spectral Density of Polymers Under Tension The predicted power spectral
density of measurements of the end-to-end distance change of a fluctuating polymer in solution under an
average tension f0. In color, the values calculated from using the Fluctuation-Dissipation Theorem for
polymers under varying amounts of tension. In dashed black and dotted black, for comparison, functions
that scale as H(!) / !↵ with ↵ =  1.75 and ↵ =  0.6 respectively. The fractional dependence at high
frequencies (with ↵ =  1.75) manifests as subdi↵usive behavior in the MSD [140]. At lower frequencies,
the PSD does not level o↵, but retains some frequency dependence with fractional exponent ↵ ⇡  0.6. The
frequency range over which the ↵ =  1.75 regime occurs decreases with increasing average tension. As with
the force sensitivity, the tension dependent crossover frequency where the two regimes diverge varies over
several orders of magnitude. In this crossover regime, the value of alpha is rapidly shifting, causing the
anomalous di↵usion to change in character. Numerical errors caused irregular behavior in extreme cases,
reflecting the breakdown of the theory at high resting tensions and low frequencies as the overstretched limit
was approached.
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5.5 Combined Basilar Membrane Mechanics
The entire basilar membrane does not oscillate in response to a pure tone of discrete fre-
quency. A traveling wave is induced along the cochlea due to pressure changes between
the scala tympani and scala media, which decelerates and peaks at a characteristic position
along the cochlea. This waveform has been calculated from first principles, showing that the
wave envelope has significant weight to the base of the characteristic position, and rapidly
deteriorates towards the apex [141].
In light of our findings, we suggest that the resting tension in the tip link might act as a
further source of frequency discrimination basal to the characteristic position. As we showed
in the previous section, a tip link that has the capacity to tune its resting tension can change
the frequency beyond which it becomes more force-sensitive. We take force-sensitive here
to mean the force that will be exerted on the MET channel by oscillation of the tip link.
Consider a tone at an intermediate frequency, of around 1 kHz, which stimulates a position
at the start of the second turn of the cochlea. Towards the apex from this point lie tip
links with low average resting tension. These tip links, we have shown, become extremely
sensitive to frequencies greater than their hair bundle’s characteristic frequency. Due to the
rapid tapering of the traveling wave envelope, however, the oscillation amplitude of these tip
links is e↵ectively zero, and the hair bundles do not respond. Towards the base the tip links
are highly tightened, and respond similarly to low- and high- frequency oscillations. These
tip links are stimulated by the tone, but because the frequency is not su ciently high, their
response remains constant. The hair bundles that are stimulated maximally at this tone,
then, should try to tune their resting tensions to the point where the tone has significantly
begun to impact their force sensitivity.
It is worth noting again that these values of resting tension are not typically seen in ex-
perimental measurements of the entire hair bundle. This does not, however, preclude the use
of this mechanism in the auditory system. Through actions of cadherin domain unfolding,
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myosin motor slippage, and heterogeneous resting tension distributions within an individual
hair bundle, at least some tip links may be in a low resting tension state in even high fre-
quency hair bundles.
5.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we reviewed linear viscoelastic theory to analyze the behavior of a tip-link-
like polymer under small oscillatory motion. We additionally reviewed the topics of di↵usion
and subdi↵usion, in order to relate our models to experimental data. We found that tip
links are poised at parameter values appropriate to allow for a unique frequency-dependent
behavior that is tightly regulated by the average resting tension.
This concludes our formal discussion of tip-link models, and we will review our conclusions
again in Chapter 7. In the following chapter, we take a detour into the realm of Monte Carlo
sampling of polymer configurations in thermal equilibrium. At the end, we discuss strategies
we hope to implement in the future to extend Monte Carlo sampling into the time domain,
so that we may probe the conformation distribution of a polymer undergoing fast dynamic
stretching.
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Chapter 6: Fast Monte Carlo Sampling
of Polymers
The late twentieth century saw a reinvigoration in the study of single-chain polymers,
catalyzed by the advent of optical-force and atomic-force microscopy, which permit the
measurement of real biopolymers [142]. As a prototypical example, a single strand of DNA
or protein is glued between either two beads in solution, or a functionalized glass surface
and a single bead. The bead is then pulled slowly, using either optical-trapping force or
magnetic force, which applies constant tension to the chain. The position of the bead is
recorded, allowing for precise determination of the resulting extension.
Although these experiments and calculations provide information about the end-to-end
distance of the chain, they are not capable of providing a detailed picture of the entire chain’s
conformation. Although unimportant over long timescales where the polymer fluctuates in
equilibrium, the details of the chain conformation can play a critical role in fast dynamic
processes. For instance, after a polymer under tension is instantaneously released, the rate
of recoil is tied closely to the conformation of the chain near the ends [85]. Additionally,
constraints on the local tangents at the ends of the chain can influence global-chain confor-
mations and can significantly alter the behavior of a polymer under tension [143, 108]. For
contour lengths lc much greater than the persistence length lp of a polymer, these boundary
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conditions play a negligible role, but for short chains and over short timescales, the con-
formation near the boundary is critically important to predicting the resulting end-to-end
distribution.
Due to their microscopic size and shape, visualization of real polymers can be di cult
[144, 145], relying either on electron microscopy or sparse markers to visualize portions of
the chain. As an alternative, one may build a model for a specific polymer of interest, and
after construction of its hamiltonian, computationally simulate a chain configuration from
first principles. Configurations can be generated “directly”, whereby they are drawn inde-
pendently from the distribution, or can be generated sequentially, through use of a Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm. For polymers in equilibrium with no constraints,
the MCMC procedure is straightforward – we start from an allowable configuration and
adjust slightly the position of every point along the chain. If the energy has decreased, we
accept the move, and if the energy has increased, we accept it with a probability proportional
to the ratio of the two configurations’ Boltzmann factors.
As discussed in Section 2.4, physical constraints limit the viability of the traditional
MCMC technique, due to the excessively high rate of proposed-configuration rejection [99, ?].
In contrast, MCMC pivot algorithms – whereby large portions of the polymer configuration
moves at once – have comparatively low rejection rates and allow fast sampling of diverse
polymer conformations. Pivot algorithms, however, are restricted to use in lattice models of
polymers, for which positions may only take on discrete values.
In this chapter we will discuss a novel algorithm for sampling the configurations of poly-
mers in equilibrium subject to a fixed end-to-end-distance constraint. We focus primarily
on the FJC model, but also address subtle complications when attempting to extend the
procedure to the WLC model. Key to our algorithm will the accurate determination of the
midpoint distribution. We make use of a pseudo-direct procedure, whereby each conforma-
tion sample is independent from the previous, but which makes use of MCMC in determining
where to place points along a particular conformation.
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6.1 Random Flights
As the cornerstone of our sampling algorithm, we first consider the probability distribution
of random flights in R2 and R3 for an arbitrary number of steps N . The random flight model
is identical to the discretized FJC model described in Section 2.1, consisting of N +1 beads
linked together by N bonds, and where each bond vector is free to rotate. The total length
of the uncoiled chain is denoted by lc, the contour length of the chain. Consequently, the
length of each bond, or the step size of each flight, is given by b = lc/N . By definition of the
model, we assume freely-jointed segments, such that there is no energetic cost to bending
of adjacent segments, and segments are free to rotate. The statistics of the chain are thus
governed solely by entropic e↵ects. In arbitrary dimensions, the correlation between adjacent





In Section 2.1, we found the probability density for the end-to-end distance for a chain

















The probability distributions above were derived in the limit that N ! 1. Clearly, as
N becomes small, these probability densities fail to hold and obey the arclength constraint
set by Nb = lc. In the case of a small numbers of segments, the probability distributions
deviate significantly from the large-chain limit. The breakdown occurs at approximately
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N = 8 for chains in R2, and at N = 6 for chains in R3. We begin by exactly solving the
small-N cases, and give formulas as N approaches intermediate values. For convenience, we
normalize all chain lengths to be lc = 1, such that the probability of the end-to-end distance
vector magnitude P (r  1) = 1
Probability densities of short random flights were considered long ago by Kluyver, who







where J0 is a Bessel function of the first kind of order 0. Although these formula are
solvable numerically, we also wish to gain an intuitive understanding behind the procedure
of determining these probability densities. To that end, we show the analytic calculation for
the density for small N = 1 and 2.





where krk is the magnitude of the end to end distance vector ~r. As required, the total
probability for the vector to lie in the circular plane of radius one is given by

















d✓ = 1 (6.5)
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Figure 6.1: Short Random Walks In Two Dimensions The probability density of short random
walks simulated directly and independently. In (a), the probability density of an end-to-end distance r
for an N -step random walk with total walk length equal to unity. Blue traces were constructed by taking
107 independent samples, converted into a cumulative distribution function, and numerically di↵erentiated
and smoothed. Fits to the Gaussian approximation (dashed black line), for comparison. In (b), the raw
two-dimensional histograms of the N -step random walks.
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For the case of N=2, we may determine the probability density by constructing the
joint probability of taking a N=1 step given a starting position drawn from the random
distribution of Equation (6.4). Integrating over all possible positions of the N = 1 step then






p(r2, ✓2|r1, ✓1)p(r1, ✓1)dr1d✓1 (6.6)
Because the probability of a single N=1 step from (r1, ✓1) to (r2, ✓2) is given by Equa-
tion (6.4) with a shifted origin, we may write the transition probability p(r2, ✓2|r1, ✓1) as




2   2r1r2 cos ✓1   ✓2   1)/2⇡. Com-












2   2r1r2 cos ✓1   ✓2   1
◆
dr1d✓1 (6.7)








where we have rescaled in the final equation such that the maximum magnitude of ~r is 1.
The probability distribution is again independent of ✓ as expected, but its radial dependence
is nontrivial. The probability of any vector, ~r, is given by the probability density for the
radius divided by the surface area of the circle






where r is the magnitude of the vector ~r. This equation predicts a peak in probability at
the midpoint and again towards the edges of the circle.
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For the case of N = 3, the probability is again constructed by taking the joint probability
of taking a N = 1 step given a starting position drawn from the random distribution of






p(r3, ✓3|r2, ✓2)p(r2, ✓2)dr2d✓2 (6.10)




3   2r2r3 cos ✓2   ✓3 
1)/2⇡. Combining this with the expression for the probability density of the N = 2 step














3   2r2r3 cos ✓2   ✓3   1
◆
dr2d✓2 (6.11)
Unlike the previous integrals, Equation (6.11) cannot be solved through naive integration.
Instead, we may resort to using numerical techniques to evaluate the integral given in Equa-
tion (6.3). In general, the analytical forms of Equation (6.3) are di cult to find, and have
















































where the F ’s are hypergeometric functions. The complexity of the closed-form solutions for
short random walks reflects the modularity of the density function, which changes character
at specific points in r.
As an alternative to direct integration, we computationally simulated N -step random
walks to generate probability distributions of the end-to-end distance vector ~r. Figure 6.1
shows these computations, each of which was preformed by taking 107 direct samples. Start-
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ing from the origin, we randomly sampled points spaced a distance 1/N away by drawing
two independent samples from a Gaussian distribution and rescaling their magnitude [148].
The process was repeated N times to give a total random walk of length unity. Proba-
bility densities were constructed first by discretizing the r coordinate and calculating the
cumulative distribution by sequential ordering of samples, and then by numerical di↵eren-
tiation. Raw probability densities were jagged, and were subsequently smoothed using a
linear Savitzky Golay filter with window length of 11 points. Figure 6.1a shows the prob-
ability density functions for N = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 steps. While the two-step random
walk reflects our derivation found previously, the 2 < N < 6 random walks are both non-
gaussian and modular, consisting of piecewise continuous non-analytical functions that join
at di↵erent values of r. For these short walks, we compared the results to those predicted
by the N ! 1 limit. By the seven-step walk, the result is nearly gaussian. Figure 6.2b
shows the raw two-dimensional histograms found by the direct sampling approach, which
give an intuitive picture of where the walk is likely to conclude. For short walks, the most
probable areas form concentric rings and circles, reflecting the nonintuitive statistics of short
random walks. By the seven-step random walk, however, the system has converged close to
a Gaussian distribution.
We repeated the procedure outlined above, but for the random walk in R3, this time
sampling three independent Gaussian random variables for each step (Figure 6.3). Here we
show the raw cumulative distribution functions, as well as the probability densities. The
probability densities are qualitatively di↵erent than those found in R3, especially for the
small two and three step cases. As the step size increases to four steps, the probability
distributions quickly converge onto the N ! 1 gaussian limit. These results have been well








Figure 6.2: Short Random Walks In Three Dimensions Short random walks of step number N
in three dimensions were calculated identically to those for the two-dimensional case, and with number of
independent samples 108. In (a), the raw cumulative distribution function calculated by sorting algorithm.
In (b), the resulting probability densities of end-to-end distance r.
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6.2 Midpoint Distribution of the Random Flight
The midpoint distributions of the short random walks considered in the previous section are
nontrivial, but can be calculated computationally with minimal e↵ort once the probability
distributions of the short random flights are in hand. We first review the result for the
large-N limit, and then move to the small-N limit.
The midpoint distribution of a random walk is dependent on three parameters: the end-
to-end distance vector ~R, the total walk length lc, and the number of steps N . For simplicity,
we always orient the end-to-end distance vector along the x̂ axis, corresponding to a rotation
of our coordinate system, and let R be the distance in the new x̂ direction. Clearly, the step
size b must be given by b = lc/N . By definition, the random walk cannot extend further
than the total walk length lc, so R  lc.
Here, we consider the case in which we fix the ends of the walk to be exactly a distance
R apart. In the limit that R ! lc, the walk must collapse to a straight line. When R < lc,
the walk can take significant deviations, but is forced back towards the ~R direction by the
necessity of progress towards its ultimate destination. This is similar to the Levy construction
of a brownian bridge, and is closely related to the midpoint of a brownian sheet, but has
subtle di↵erences that change the physics significantly [149]. Notably, the fixed step length
sets an additional constraint on the system that must be obeyed.
The midpoint distribution of such a random walk with fixed R is given by the product of
the probability of two walks of length lc/2 and with N/2 number of steps meeting at position
~r:
pN,mid(~r) = pN/2(|~r|)pN/2(|~R  ~r|) (6.14)
In simpler terms, the probability of finding the midpoint at position ~r is equivalent to the
probability of a random walk of N/2 steps traveling from the origin to the position ~r, and
also independently having another random walk travel from ~R to ~r. The lack of correlations
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in direction of the step vector guarantees that the walks are independent. This simplifies
the analysis considerably, but will change when we consider the WLC.
In the limit of N ! 1, the radial distribution function in R2 is given by Equation (6.2).












This density may be sampled for any midpoint position, and yields a gaussian centered at
~R/2.
In the case of a short random walk, the probability density cannot be sampled from a
convenient analytical form. Instead, we rely on our results from Section 6.1, in which we
generated probability densities for short random walks. These probability densities were gen-
erated assuming that the length of the walk was exactly unity, but can be scaled isotropically
a distance lc/2. Once the short random walk probability densities are su ciently resolved,
they need not be calculated again.
In Figure 6.3, we present the midpoint densities for a N = 4-, 8-, 16-, and 32-step
random walk, where the ends were held exactly a distance unity apart, and where we scaled
the total walk length to lc = 2, 4, and 8. The midpoint distributions, like the individual
probability densities, display intricate ring and circle patterns. Even for a relatively large
number of steps, up to N = 16, the midpoint distributions are far from the gaussian limit
of large N , instead creating interference patterns. The results shown in Figure 6.3 were
generated through a 106 step MCMC Metropolis algorithm, though we identically could
compute the midpoint distribution by multiplying the probability densities calculated in the
previous section. We chose this MCMC method in order to estimate the correlation between
















Figure 6.3: Midpoint Distributions of the Random Flight in Two Dimensions The midpoint
probability density sampled through a Metropolis algorithm with 106 sampling steps. Each instantiation
assumed the ends were fixed at positions (-0.5,0) and (0.5,0) (white circles). The probability distributions
used were given by the results from Section 2.2, with computationally derived densities for N = 4, 8, and
16, and analytically derived densities for N = 32. The contour length was varied from lc = 2 to lc = 8, in
order to explore the e↵ect of total chain length on the distributions.
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6.3 The Middle-Out Algorithm
In the previous sections, we discussed the midpoint probability distributions for random
walks with any number of segments N . We argued that the midpoint distribution, due to
the lack of correlation between adjacent step angles, was given by the probability of one
chain having end-to-end distance ~x0 ~xmid multiplied by the probability of the second chain
having end-to-end distance ~x1   ~xmid. The midpoint distribution will play a pivotal role in
our algorithm.
In this section, we provide an algorithm for directly sampling confirmations of a simple
polymer model consisting of N uncorrelated steps with fixed endpoints. The goal of the
sampling algorithm we construct is to utilize analytical and computational results for prob-
ability distributions in order to reduce the number of unaccepted moves in a typical MCMC
algorithm. Because the primary barrier for fast conformation sampling is the frequency of
unaccepted moves, we circumvent the problem by pseudo-direct sampling, and by making
use of the fractal self-a ne nature of a FJC. Having chosen an end-to-end distance for the
chain, we proceed to break the chain into two equal segments. This procedure is equivalent
to modeling the entire chain as having only three points (Figure 6.4). Given the number
of links chosen and the entire chain length, the midpoint distribution will change. After
choosing the midpoint, we treat each new segment formed as a new independent chain with
half the remaining number of links, and again sample the midpoint distribution for each new
segment. This procedure can be used to generate chain samples 2n long, with n an integer.
Consider a FJC with fixed end-to-end distance ~R, with total chain length lc and bond
length b chosen so that the total number of links is equal to N = 2n, where n is an integer.
The configuration of bond vectors at the start of the simulation is unknown, but we wish to
sample it from a distribution that mirrors the probability distribution found in equilibrium.
The constraint that the total chain length be exactly lc is in general di cult to enforce, and










Figure 6.4: Schematic of Middle-out Algorithm Given two points, represented as black circles in the
first panel, the algorithm described in Section 6.3 fills in a configuration linking the two points by sampling
the successive midpoints. In the second i = 1 panel, a red point is drawn from a probability distribution
and locked in place. Next, the chain is broken into two segments, each with half the number of links. In the
following i = 2 panel, two new points are sampled independently at the midpoint of each half segment. In
the i = 3 panel, the chain is complete.
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Instead, we take advantage of the fractal nature of the chain to successively fill in addi-
tional structure. We begin by considering the midpoint of the chain, which can be drawn
from the distributions considered in Section 6.1. If the number of links N is very large, this
probability distribution collapses to the midpoint distribution found in Equation (6.14). In
the limit that N is small, we must sample from the midpoint distribution dictated by the
specific number of steps N .
To sample from the midpoint distribution, we use the MCMC Metropolis algorithm
with variable step size chosen to approach a reject rate of # Accepted movesTotal # moves ⇡
1
2 . Correlations
among moves deteriorates quickly, and we empirically choose the total number of moves N =
200, which represents a tradeo↵ between accurate independent sampling and computational
e ciency. The combined act of choosing a midpoint “directly” at the level of the chain, and
sampling the midpoint distribution through an MCMC algorithm, allows us to minimize the
number of rejections to just those encountered sampling the midpoint distributions.
Once the midpoint has been chosen, the new prior configuration of the chain is shu✏ed
down to the newly sampled three-point configuration (Figure 6.4). E↵ectively, we have
approximated the entire chain with just three positions, ~x(0), ~x(lc/2), and ~x(lc). If lc ⌧ ||~R||,
then there is a high probability that there is still significant slack in on either side of the
chain, such that ||~x(0)   ~x(lc/2)|| ⌧ lc and ||~x(lc/2)   ~x(lc)|| ⌧ lc. Because the midpoint
that we chose is locked in place, we have shifted the problem of finding a chain conformation
to two new problems of finding the midpoint distribution between ~x(0) and ~x(lc/2), and
between ~x(lc/2) and ~x(lc), each with contour length lc/2 and N1 = N/2 segments. Thus,
starting from the center, we build the chain from the “middle-out” by successively sampling
new midpoints.
The process is iterated n times, with successive points being chosen on the basis of
the newly sampled midpoints. A transition in the algorithm occurs when the number of
segments between two adjacent points Ni  16. In this case, the probability distribution of
midpoints that we sample from necessarily deviates from the large-N probability distribution
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limit. Now it becomes apparent why we spent so long examining the midpoint probability
distributions of small numbers of steps. We may use our same methodology as before,
using the MCMC Metropolis algorithm to sample the midpoint distribution, though we
transition to using the probability distribution estimated by randomly generated two-, four-,
and eight-step random walks. The probability distributions in this case were taken from the
previous section, where we generated N = 107 independent random walks in two dimensions
and calculated a discretized cumulative distribution function of the observed radial distance
realizations. The total midpoint probability distribution, then, was again given by the
multiplication of probability of the two independent chains meeting at the midpoint, each
with Ni = N/2i number of steps and total contour length lc,i = lc/2i.
Successive convergences demonstrate that the end-to-end distance between two adjacent
sampled points on the chain, ~xj   ~xj+1, never exceed the chain length lc,i between them.
This is because the midpoint-probability distributions explicitly forbid this scenario from
happening. The converse scenario, in which ||~xj   ~xj+1|| < lc,i is always true. However,
as Ni ! 1, ||~xj   ~xj+1|| does not converge to lc,i as we approach the end of the algorithm.
This is not a bug, but an expected feature, for any correlation of adjacent vector angles is
solely influenced by the total end-to-end vector ~R. As such, care must be taken in order
to enforce the total chain length lc. In our framework this enforcement is relatively simple,
and corresponds to a choice of final midpoints such that each bond has length lc/N . For the
two-dimensional chain, this corresponds to two points in R2 that are chosen from with equal
probability. For a three-dimensional chain, this corresponds from sampling a point along a
circle in R3, and in higher dimensions sampling from spheres and hyper-spheres.
In Figure 6.5, we show sample configurations drawn using our algorithm, in which we fix
the end-to-end distance vector to be equal to unity, and scale the total length of the chain.
We find that even for small chain lengths, significant deviations exist from the straight
conformation. Looping behavior begins around lc = 1.5, for which value the chain has
enough excess length in order to make complete rotations. The corresponding variance of
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end-bond vector angles decreases after this cuto↵ length, resulting in a phase transition that
we are in the process of investigating.
lc = 6 lc = 4
lc = 3 lc = 2
lc = 1.5 lc = 1.25
lc =1.2 lc =1.1
Figure 6.5: Samples of the FJC with Fixed Ends Samples of a FJC with variable contour length
drawn using the middle-out algorithm. n = 5, with N = 25 bonds or 30 sampled positions, and fixed
end-to-end distance of unity.
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6.4 Midpoint Distribution of the Worm-Like Chain
The midpoint of a WLC cannot be solved through the method employed in Section 6.2,
for which we naively allowed the probability density of the midpoint to be the union of
two independent probability distributions. In addition to the WLC having energetic costs
associated with bending, which can significantly change the midpoint probability found
though an MCMC algorithm, the WLC has the additional constraint that the tangent to
the curve remain continuous everywhere. Not only does the position have to match, but the
angle at which the two chains meet must match.
In cases for which lp ⌧ lc, the tangent constraint represents a minimal perturbation to
the midpoint distribution. In many cases, and by necessity of the algorithm, we must at some
point confront the case in which lc ⌧ lp; or even more disturbingly, when lc ⇡ lp. Atypical
behaviors are common in this regime, especially under end-point tangent constraints. The
constraint that the angle must be fixed introduces considerable complexity, and suspends
any hope of progress through naive calculation.
In order to solve for the midpoint distribution, we make sure of the pioneering work
by Spakowitz and Wang in exactly solving the end-to-end distance vector probability for
a semiflexible polymer with arbitrary lp and lc, subject to fixed-end orientations [108]. To
summarize, they found the Green’s function in Fourier-Laplace space for a semiflexible chain









cos( )Gm0 (K; p) (6.16)
where ~u0 is taken to be the orientation of the polymer at one end,   is the angle of the
wave-vector ~k, K = 2lp||k||, and p is the Laplace conjugate variable to N = lc/(2lp). As we









































Solving Equation (6.16) involves a similar procedure to that in Section 2.7. We first
truncate the infinite continued fraction, and then find the poles of the subsequent rational
function and calculate their residues. Upon summing the residues, we recover the inverse
Laplace transform back into N -space. Next, we calculate the inverse Fourier transform,
which is not spherically symmetric due to the inclusion of the cos  term. The procedure
can be carried out for any value of N , which measures the ratio of the chain length to the
persistence length.
To recover the midpoint distribution of a WLC, we shift reference frames to the midpoint,
oriented with the x̂ direction facing the direction of the local tangent. The probability of
finding the chain a position (r,✓) away subject to this fixed orientation is given by the Green’s
function described above. Since the local tangent constraint is satisfied by construction
of the problem, we may now write the midpoint probability as the joint probability of
two chains having end-to-end vectors chosen with respect to the local tangent such that
~rmid!0   ~rmid!lc = ~r0!lc . Although this seems woefully complicated, we are rescued by the
realization that the tangent angle is not fixed, but must be summed over to find the total
probability of the midpoint, which can exist with tangents in any orientation. The final
probability density for the midpoint, then, is given by:
P (~r|~rN , lp) =
Z 2⇡
0
G(r, ✓)Ĥ G(|~r + ~rN |, ✓)d✓ (6.19)
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where the operator Ĥ  represents a rotation an angle   of the two-dimensional probability
distribution. Using this procedure we may construct the midpoint probability distribution of
a WLC between two fixed endpoint, which is valid in both the sti↵ limit and weakly-bending
limit. Construction of these distributions is an ongoing area of research.
6.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we constructed a new, hybrid algorithm to sample the confirmations of a
FJC between two fixed-end points. Due to the arbitrary positioning of the end points, the
conformations that obey both the end constraint and in-extensibility constraint represent a
infinitesimal subset of all available conformations. By construction, the algorithm immedi-
ately discards conformations that do not meet the constraint criteria, greatly lowering the
(computational) energetic cost of sampling. Central to our algorithm was the construction of
atypical short-random-walk probability distributions, which allowed us to sample successive
midpoint distributions of a fixed-end polymer. The literature on midpoint distributions of
polymers is sparse, and their calculation cannot trivially be obtained by modal decomposition
due to the in-extensibility constraint.
We plan to extend our algorithm into the time domain, such that it may be used to
generate conformations of a polymer under end-to-end distance changes. We hope our current
algorithm may be used to help understand the role of steric interactions in the dimeric tip
link, and may find applicability in future computational polymer physics, especially after
being extended to the worm-like chain.
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Chapter 7: Concluding Remarks
The auditory system has evolved to detect stimuli across a broad range of frequencies
and intensities, with acute sensitivity and discriminatory capabilities. Integral to the proper
functioning of the auditory receptor cells is the gating of mechanically-sensitive ion channels
that regulate the rate of ion flow into the cell and subsequent depolarization. If the compliant
element through which hair-bundle moment is converted to force on this channel is too sti↵,
the apparatus forfeits its dynamic range and is biased strongly towards either the entirely
open or closed state. If the compliant element is too soft, then the channel will be insensitive
to low-intensity signals. Therefore, the compliant element must have a carefully tuned and
regulated sti↵ness as well as the capacity to extend several tens of nanometers in response
to force.
The tip link is a prime candidate for the compliant element, for it extends 100-200 nm
and directly transduces force to the stereociliary tip. Although crystallographic, electron-
microscopic, and molecular-dynamic evidence suggests extracellular cadherin domains and
linker regions are too sti↵ and too inflexible to contribute su cient elasticity to support
audition, measurements of the lower one-third of the tip link by high-precision optical-trap
experiments reveal that entropic elasticity, rather than enthalpic elasticity, dominates the
low-force extension relation. This line of evidence suggested that the entire tip link could act
as a semiflexible entropic spring and could store excess length within thermal undulations
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along its contour.
To address this possibility, we examined the literature and identified a suitable theoret-
ical model for study; the dynamic worm-like chain, which has found historical success in
predicting biopolymer behavior. The tip link, however, is unique in several ways: its resting
tension may be dynamically modulated, its end-to-end distance is entrained to the motion
of the hair bundle, and its operating range reaches many tens of kilohertz. These consider-
ations led us to new scaling regimes, and to numerically solve the backbone tension along a
polymer for arbitrary force stimuli.
Our results underscore the central role that resting tension plays in determining the
frequency-dependent behavior of a polymer. We uncovered through asymptotic analysis a
new scaling regime for polymers under significant resting tension subjected to a step change
in force, which revealed that the time for a polymer to come to equilibrium scales as t⇤ /
l4/3c f
 2/3





qualitative shift occurs because resting tension suppresses the longest-wavelength oscillatory
modes, which also take the longest to come to equilibrium. Therefore, the application of
resting tension to the tip link plays a critical role in its frequency-dependent behavior.
Our numerical calculations of force propagation along the tip link for high-frequency
oscillatory stimuli revealed a shear-thickening response, in which resting tension was again
found to play a critical role in keeping the polymer in equilibrium. Under low resting tensions,
high-frequency and high-amplitude stimuli prevented the pulling force from extending into
the bulk of the chain. Along with numerous other subtle behaviors, we uncovered regimes in
which the chain appeared close to equilibrium, but still exhibited non-equilibrium behavior
in its stored-length density and upon tension release.
The systematic examination of small sinusoidal stimuli shows how resting tension dra-
matically changes the viscoelastic response of the polymer. Recognizing that local tension
influences the open probability of the channel, we examined the force required to stretch a
polymer at auditory frequencies. Mirroring our numerical results, we found that lowering
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the resting tension dramatically increases the viscous resistance encountered: in light of our
numerical results, low tension causes tension to pool at the ends of the polymer and not
extend into the bulk. In order for the modestly prestressed polymer to extend under high
frequency, its local end-tension must dramatically increase, causing the enthalpic stretching
of bonds and the channel into an open configuration. Increasing resting tension dramatically
shifts the frequency above which this e↵ect occurs, suggesting one mechanism by which the
auditory system tunes its frequency-dependent response.
How does this examination of tip-link behavior fit in with existing models? For one,
the tip link’s structure does not suggest a traditionally compliant element in analogy with
proteins such as ankryin. If the tip link is to act as the gating spring, then, the entropic
elasticity caused by thermal bends must exert itself fast enough to support the full auditory
frequency. Our results confirm that under su cient resting tension, this is indeed the case
- the chain is e↵ectively in equilibrium. Under low resting tension, however, the chain
exhibits viscoelastic properties that alter its frequency dependent response, but in such a
way that they actually increase the tension at the ends of the tip link. In addition, our results
allow us to visualize how tension propagates along the tip link on average, and implicates
the experimentally observed unfolding of extracellular cadherin domains as occurring more
probably towards the ends of the tip link.
We conclude with an outlook to the future, in which we hope that additional questions
may be answered by our fast sampling algorithm of fixed end-to-end distance freely-jointed
chains. Although we have not yet extended the algorithm to the time domain to examine
dynamic e↵ects, we may use the algorithm to test the role of steric interactions in the dimeric
tip link. We hope this method finds many uses in computational polymer physics, especially
after it is extended to sample confirmations of the worm-like chain.
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Appendix A: Inverse Fourier-Laplace
Transform
Solutions of Equation (2.15) are found by Laplace inversion from p into the N = 1/2lp space,
and Fourier inversion from the wave-vector ~k back to the real space ~r.
The Laplace inversion may be found by use of the Bromwich integral [150]:









where L 1 is the inverse Laplace transform, and   is a real number chosen such that all poles
of F (p) lie to the left of the line p =   in the complex plane. One approach to solving the
Bromwich integral is to expand the integral into a contour integral around a hemicircle in
the complex plane from the line p =   out to  1. By Cauchy’s residue theorem, the closed
contour integral is proportional to the sum of the residues at its poles, which in this case are
all simple poles [108].
The poles of the function G( ~K, p) may be calculated by truncating the infinite continued
fraction, typically after 10 fractions, and computing its polynomial expansion by use of
recursions relations. Viskovato↵’s method can be used to convert any rational function into
a finite continued fraction, and inversely, any finite continued fraction can be expressed as a
rational function. In particular, we may rewrite the expression G( ~K, p) in the form:
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The convergents of the truncated continued fraction series are defined as the value after after
n number of fractions have been evaluated. For instance, the first convergent G0 = b0, and
the second convergent G1 = b0 + a1/b1. The convergents may also be expressed in the form
Gn = An/Bn, where An and Bn are given by the recursion formulas [151]:
An = bnAn 1 + anAn 2
Bn = bnBn 1 + anBn 2 (A.3)
which in our case has initial values A 1 = 1, A0 = 0, B 1 = 0, B0 = 1.
It is useful to note that the convergents of the continued fraction may always be ex-
pressed as a rational function, and more specifically, that An and Bn are already given in
polynomial form. To compute the convergents, we use the SymPy library which allows for
fast manipulation of polynomials. Applying the recursion relations Eq (A.3), we find the







p2 + p+ .5K2
G3 =
p2 + 5p+ .25K2 + 4
p3 + 5p2 + (.75K2 + 4)p+ 2K2
G4 =
p3 + 14p2 + (.5K2 + 49)p+ 2.5K2 + 36




Even for low order convergents like G3, the expressions become nontrivial. Additionally, the
poles of Gn do not scale simply with K (Figure 2.4), and must be computed numerically.
We utilize the deflation through subtraction algorithm [152] in order to compute the partial-
fraction expansion of Gn. Doing so allows for fast computation of residues, which may be
multiplied by the exponential of the pole position epiN and summed to extract the inverse-
Laplace transform at N . As the pole positions and residue values are only dependent on
K and are independent of N , the additional evaluation of the inverse-Laplace transform at
several values of N minimally e↵ects the computation time. In contrast, the scaling of lp in
traditional calculations results in qualitative shifts in approximation schemes.
With G(K,N) calculated for discrete values of K, the inverse Fourier transform is easily










where SAD(r) is the surface area of a sphere in D dimensions, and JD/2 1 is a Bessel function
of the first kind with order D/2   1. As the analytical form of G(K,N) is not known, we
convert the integral into a sum and preform the numerical approximation to the integral.
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m = 5 m = 10 m = 15a. b. c.
Figure A.1: Poles of the Continued Fraction Approximates. Poles found in the complex plane for
di↵erent values of K and m, the number of fractions to compute before truncation. In (a), the fraction was
truncated quickly, and shows that as K increased, the number of poles with imaginary components increased
(K = 1 circle, K = 10 X, K = 25 diamond, and K = 50 star). In (b,c), the result of taking more continued
fractions. In black dotted, arcs that show convergence of pole positions as K gets large.
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Appendix B: Sample Python Code
B.I: Probability Distributions of Worm-Like Chains
1000 import numpy as np
1001 from numpy import l i n a l g as LA
1002 import s c ipy
1003 import random
1004 import matp lo t l i b . pyplot as p l t
1005 from sc ipy import s i g n a l as s i g n a l
1006 import sympy as sym
1007 import s c ipy . s p e c i a l as s p e c i a l
1008
1009
1010 Alpha = lambda sub : sub ⇤⇤2/(4⇤ sub⇤⇤2   1) # In 3D
1011P = lambda p , sub : p + sub ⇤( sub+1) # In 3D
1012
1013
1014## Function De f i n i t i o n s
1015 de f returnpoly new ( m start , m end ) :
1016 p = sym . Symbol ( ’p ’ )
1017 k = sym . Symbol ( ’ k ’ )
1018
1019 a = [ 0 , 1 ]
1020 b = [ 0 ]
1021 i f m start == 0 :
1022 a . append (Alpha (1 ) ⇤k⇤⇤2)
1023 f o r i in range (m end + 1) :
1024 a . append (Alpha ( i +2)⇤k⇤⇤2)
1025 b . append (P(p , i ) )
1026
1027 e l s e :
1028 f o r i in range ( m start , m end + 1) :
1029 a . append ( . 25⇤ k⇤⇤2)
1030 b . append (P(p , i ) )
1031
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1032 A = [1 , b [ 0 ] ]
1033 B = [0 , 1 ]
1034 f o r i in range (m end m start ) :
1035 A. append (A[ 1]⇤b [ i +1] + A[ 2]⇤a [ i +1])
1036 B. append (B[ 1]⇤b [ i +1] + B[ 2]⇤a [ i +1])
1037
1038 a = sym . Poly (sym . s imp l i f y (np . array (B) [ 1]) ,p )
1039 #po l y c o e f a = a . c o e f f s ( )
1040
1041 b = sym . Poly (sym . s imp l i f y (np . array (A) [ 1]) ,p )
1042 #po ly coe f b = b . c o e f f s ( )
1043
1044 r e turn a , b
1045
1046 de f conve r t po ly ( po lys ) :
1047 po l y c o e f a = po lys [ 0 ] . c o e f f s ( )
1048 po l y co e f b = po lys [ 1 ] . c o e f f s ( )
1049 r e turn po lycoe f a , po l y co e f b
1050
1051 de f f a s t i n v e r s e l a p l a c e ( polys , Kvals , Ns) :
1052 po l y c o e f a = po lys [ 0 ]
1053 po l y co e f b = po lys [ 1 ]
1054 i n v e r s e a r r a y = np . z e r o s ( ( l en ( Kvals ) , l en (Ns) ) )
1055 kcount = 0
1056 ncount = 0
1057 f o r K in Kvals :
1058 po lycoe f a K = [ term . e v a l f ( subs={ ’ k ’ :K}) f o r term in po l y c o e f a ]
1059 po lycoe f b K = [ term . e v a l f ( subs={ ’ k ’ :K}) f o r term in po l y co e f b ]
1060
1061 r e s u l t s = sc ipy . s i g n a l . r e s i du e ( polycoef b K , po lycoe f a K )
1062 r oo t s = r e s u l t s [ 1 ]
1063 r e s i du e s = r e s u l t s [ 0 ]
1064
1065 f o r N in Ns :
1066 i n v e r s e a r r a y [ kcount , ncount ] = sum( r e s i du e s ⇤np . exp ( r oo t s ⇤N) )
1067 ncount +=1
1068 ncount = 0
1069 kcount +=1
1070
1071 r e turn i n v e r s e a r r a y
1072
1073
1074 de f a l l t e rms (numterms , Kvals , Ns) :
1075 term array = [ ]
1076 f o r i in range ( numterms ) :
1077 i f i == 0 :
1078 poly1 = returnpoly new (0 ,12 )
1079 e l s e :
1080 poly2 = returnpoly new ( i ,12  i )
1081 poly1 = ( poly1 [ 0 ] ⇤ poly2 [ 0 ] , poly1 [ 1 ] ⇤ poly2 [ 1 ] )
1082 f u l l p o l y = conve r t po ly ( poly1 )
1083 term array . append ( f a s t i n v e r s e l a p l a c e ( f u l l p o l y , Kvals , Ns) )
1084 pr in t ( ’ term # ’ , i , ’ done ’ )




1088#Generate the l a p l a c e t rans forms f o r chosen va lue s o f N and K
1089 Nvals = [ 0 . 5 , 1 , 1 . 5 , 2 , 2 . 5 , 3 , 3 . 5 , 4 , 4 . 5 , 5 , 5 . 5 , 6 , 6 . 5 , 7 , 2 0 ]
1090 Kvals = np . l og space ( 2 ,3 .74 ,5001)




1095# Inve r s e Four i e r trans form to eva luate the vec to r p r obab i l i t y dens i ty
1096 P0 = np . z e r o s ( ( l en ( Nvals ) ,1000) )
1097 r = np . l i n s p a c e ( . 001 , 1 , 1000 )
1098 f o r j in range ( l en ( Nvals ) ) :
1099 count = 0
1100 f o r r va l in r :
1101 i n t v a l s = [ ]
1102 f o r k in range ( l en ( Kvals ) ) :
1103 i n t v a l s . append ( terms3d [ 0 ] .T[ j ] [ k ]⇤Kvals [ k ]⇤⇤2 ⇤( f l o a t ( Kvals [ k ]⇤
r va l ⇤Nvals [ j ] ) ) ⇤⇤( 1/2)⇤ s p e c i a l . jv ( 0 . 5 , f l o a t ( Kvals [ k ]⇤ r va l ⇤Nvals [ j ] ) ) )
1104 P0 [ j , count ] = Nvals [ j ]⇤⇤3 ⇤ np . t rapz ( i n t va l s , Kvals [ 0 : l en ( Kvals ) ] )
1105 count += 1
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B.II: Middle-out Sampling
1000# Monte Carlo Sampling o f FJC with f i x ed endpoints
1001# Danie l F i r e s t e r 2020
1002
1003
1004#Funct iona l D e f i n i t i o n s
1005 de f d i s t ( j1 , j 2 ) : #Find d i s t anc e beteween two po in t s (2d or 3d)
1006 j1 , j 2 = np . array ( j 1 ) , np . array ( j 2 )
1007 r e turn np . s q r t (np . dot ( j 1   j2 , j1 j 2 ) )
1008
1009 de f e qu i d i s t an t ( r1 , r2 ,D) : #Find the two po in t s a l lowed d i s t anc e d between two
f i x e d po in t s
1010 r1 , r2 = np . array ( r1 ) , np . array ( r2 )
1011 rm = ( r1 + r2 ) /2
1012 r d i f f = r2   r1
1013 r cw = np . array ( [ r d i f f [1 ] ,  r d i f f [ 0 ] ] )
1014 r cw = r cw/np . l i n a l g . norm( r cw )
1015
1016 r f i r s t = rm + r cw⇤np . sq r t (D⇤⇤2   d i s t (rm , r1 ) ⇤⇤2)
1017 r s e cond = rm   r cw⇤np . sq r t (D⇤⇤2   d i s t (rm , r1 ) ⇤⇤2)
1018 r e turn l i s t ( r f i r s t ) , l i s t ( r s e cond )
1019
1020 de f f i n d n e a r e s t ( array , va lue ) : #Find nea r e s t index to a s p e c i f i c va lue
reques ted
1021 array = np . asar ray ( array )
1022 idx = (np . abs ( array   value ) ) . argmin ( )
1023 r e turn idx
1024
1025 de f p conve r t e r ( pdf , xl ims , r ) : #Convert raw p r o b a b i l i t i e s
1026 x array = ( xl ims [ :  1 ] + xl ims [ 1 : ] ) /2
1027 idx = f i n d n e a r e s t ( x array , r )
1028 r e turn pdf [ idx ] / x ar ray [ idx ]
1029
1030
1031#Sample the midpoint between two f i x e d po in t s
1032# Probab i l i t y d e n s i t i e s must be loaded in f o r proper f unc t i on ing
1033 de f sample midpoint ( exp , r0 , rN , l c , numsamps , d e l t a ) :
1034 num links = 2⇤⇤ exp
1035
1036 r = l i s t ( ( np . array ( r0 ) + np . array ( rN) ) /2)
1037 i f exp == 0 :
1038 po in t s = equ i d i s t an t ( r0 , rN , l c /2)
1039
1040 cho i c e = np . random . rand int (0 , 2 )
1041 r e turn po in t s [ cho i c e ]
1042 e l i f exp == 1 :
1043 de f log P ( r ) :
1044 t ry :
1045 r e turn np . l og ( p conve r t e r ( pdf 2 , xvals , d i s t ( r , r0 ) /( l c /2) ) ⇤
p conve r t e r ( pdf 2 , xvals , d i s t ( r , rN) /( l c /2) ) )
1046 except :
1047 r e turn  1e5
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1048 e l i f exp == 2 :
1049 de f log P ( r ) :
1050 t ry :
1051 r e turn np . l og ( p conve r t e r ( pdf 4 , xvals , d i s t ( r , r0 ) /( l c /2) ) ⇤
p conve r t e r ( pdf 4 , xvals , d i s t ( r , rN) /( l c /2) ) )
1052 except :
1053 r e turn  1e5
1054 e l i f exp == 3 :
1055 de f log P ( r ) :
1056 t ry :
1057 r e turn np . l og ( p conve r t e r ( pdf 8 , xvals , d i s t ( r , r0 ) /( l c /2) ) ⇤
p conve r t e r ( pdf 8 , xvals , d i s t ( r , rN) /( l c /2) ) )
1058 except :
1059 r e turn  1e5
1060 e l s e :
1061 de f log P ( r ) :
1062 t ry :
1063 r e turn  (( d i s t ( r , r0 ) ⇤⇤2 + d i s t ( r , rN) ⇤⇤2) / ( ( l c /2) ⇤⇤2 ⇤ (1/
num links ) ) ) + np . l og ( d i s t ( r , r0 ) ) + np . l og ( d i s t ( r , rN) )   2⇤np . l og ( ( ( l c /2)
⇤⇤2 ⇤ (1/ num links ) ) )
1064 except :
1065 r e turn  1e5
1066
1067 switch = False
1068 whi le switch == False :
1069 r e j e c t = 0
1070 f o r i in range (numsamps) :
1071 rnew = [ r [ 0 ] + de l t a ⇤random . uniform ( 1 ,1) , r [ 1 ] + de l t a ⇤random .
uniform ( 1 ,1) ]
1072 i f ( d i s t ( rnew , r0 ) > l c /2) or ( d i s t ( rnew , rN) > l c /2) :
1073 r e j e c t +=1
1074 e l s e :
1075 newP = log P ( rnew )
1076 P = log P ( r )
1077 i f np . random . uniform (0 , 1 ) < np . exp (newP   P) :
1078 r = rnew
1079 e l s e :
1080 r e j e c t +=1
1081 i f r e j e c t /numsamps < . 3 :
1082 de l t a = de l t a ⇤5
1083 e l i f r e j e c t /numsamps > . 7 :
1084 de l t a = de l t a /5
1085 e l s e :
1086 switch = True
1087 r e turn r
1088
1089# Sample the FJC
1090 de f s em i d i r e c t worm f r e e (N, l c , r0 , rN) :
1091 worm = [ r0 , rN ]
1092 l c v a l = l c
1093 de l t a = . 1
1094 f o r i in range (1 ,N+1) :
1095 le ftworm = np . append ( [ [ 0 , 0 ] ] , worm , ax i s=0)
1096 new l inks = [ ]
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1097
1098 f o r j in range (1 , l en (worm) ) :
1099
1100 new = sample midpoint (N i , le ftworm [ j ] ,worm [ j ] , l c va l , 100 , d e l t a )
1101 new l inks . append (new)
1102 l c v a l = l c v a l /2
1103
1104
1105 newworm = [ None ] ⇤ ( l en (worm) + len ( new l inks ) )
1106 newworm [ : : 2 ] = worm
1107 newworm [ 1 : : 2 ] = new l inks
1108 worm = newworm
1109 r e turn worm
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B.III: Numerical Solutions to PIDE
1000# Module f o r use in numer i ca l ly computing s o l u t i o n s to the PIDE f o r a polymer
under t en s i on
1001# Danie l F i r e s t e r 2020
1002
1003 import numpy as np
1004 import sys
1005 import time
1006 import s c ipy . i n t e g r a t e as i n t e g r a t e
1007 import s c ipy . s p e c i a l as s p e c i a l
1008 from mu l t i p r o c e s s i ng import Pool
1009
1010# Here we de f i n e the in t eg rands to be used in the computation o f the s o l u t i o n
1011 de f jp1 (x , t , F t , f0 , k ) :
1012 r e turn 2⇤x⇤⇤2⇤(np . exp( 2⇤x⇤⇤2⇤( x⇤⇤2 ⇤ t + F t ) ) ) / (x⇤⇤2 + f0 /k )
1013
1014 de f jp2 (x , t , t i , tim1 , F t , F t i , F tim1 ) :
1015 r e turn (2⇤x⇤⇤2/(x⇤⇤2 + ( F t i   F tim1 ) /( t i   tim1 ) ) ) ⇤ (np . exp( 2⇤x⇤⇤2⇤( x
⇤⇤2⇤( t t i ) + F t   F t i ) )   np . exp( 2⇤x⇤⇤2⇤( x⇤⇤2⇤( t tim1 ) + F t   F tim1 ) )
)
1016
1017 de f jp2 1 (x , t , t i , tim1 , F t , F t i , F tim1 ) :
1018 r e turn (1/( x⇤⇤2 + ( F t i   F tim1 ) /( t i   tim1 ) ) ⇤⇤2) ⇤ (1/( t i   tim1 ) ) ⇤(1   np
. exp( 2⇤x⇤⇤2⇤( x⇤⇤2⇤( t i tim1 ) + F t i   F tim1 ) ) ) + ((2⇤ x⇤⇤2) /(x⇤⇤2 + ( F t i
  F tim1 ) /( t i   tim1 ) ) ) ⇤np . exp( 2⇤x⇤⇤2⇤( x⇤⇤2⇤( t i tim1 ) + F t i   F tim1 ) )
1019
1020 de f p1 (x , t , F t , f0 , k ) :
1021 r e turn (1 np . exp( 2⇤x⇤⇤2⇤( x⇤⇤2 ⇤ t + F t ) ) ) /(x⇤⇤2 + f0 /k )
1022
1023 de f p2 (x , t , t i , tim1 , F t , F t i , F tim1 ) :
1024 r e turn  (1/(x⇤⇤2 + ( F t i   F tim1 ) /( t i   tim1 ) ) ) ⇤ (np . exp( 2⇤x⇤⇤2⇤( x⇤⇤2⇤(
t t i ) + F t   F t i ) )   np . exp( 2⇤x⇤⇤2⇤( x⇤⇤2⇤( t tim1 ) + F t   F tim1 ) ) )
1025
1026
1027 de f i n t e g r a l ( args ) :
1028 tn = args [ 0 ]
1029 t i = args [ 1 ]
1030 tim1 = args [ 2 ]
1031 F te s t = args [ 3 ]
1032 F ta rg e t k 1 = args [ 4 ]
1033 F targe t k = args [ 5 ]
1034 I = i n t e g r a t e . quad (p2 , 0 , np . i n f , a rgs=(tn , t i , tim1 , F test , F ta rge t k 1 ,
F ta rge t k ) )
1035 r e turn I [ 0 ]
1036
1037 de f i n t e g r a l J ( args ) :
1038 tn = args [ 0 ]
1039 t i = args [ 1 ]
1040 tim1 = args [ 2 ]
1041 F te s t = args [ 3 ]
1042 F ta rg e t k 1 = args [ 4 ]
1043 F targe t k = args [ 5 ]
1044 i f tn == t i :
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1045 I = i n t e g r a t e . quad ( jp2 1 , 0 , np . in f , a rgs=(tn , t i , tim1 , F test , F ta rge t k 1
, F ta rge t k ) )
1046 e l s e :
1047 I = i n t e g r a t e . quad ( jp2 , 0 , np . in f , a rgs=(tn , t i , tim1 , F test , F ta rge t k 1 ,
F ta rge t k ) )
1048 r e turn I [ 0 ]
1049
1050
1051 c l a s s Polymer ( ob j e c t ) :
1052 ’ ’ ’ Creates a polymer ob j e c t to s imulate . The s p e c i f i c polymer has an
a s s o c i a t ed p e r s i s t e n t l ength and
1053 contour length , a long with r e l e van t boundary cond i t i on s ( pu l l i n g p r o t o c o l s
) that govern i t s behavior ’ ’ ’
1054 # Class At t r ibu t e s
1055 l c l d x = None
1056 N = None
1057 f 0 = None
1058 r e a l d t = None
1059 numT = None
1060 f a s t p u l l = Fal se
1061 f a s t p u l l f o r c e = None
1062 s i n p u l l = Fal se
1063 e t e p u l l = Fal se
1064 s i n p u l l f r e q = None
1065 s inpu l lm id = None
1066 s inpul lamp = None
1067 k ends = None
1068 t e n p r o f = [ ]
1069 F prof = [ ]
1070 boundry = [ ]
1071 e r r o r = [ ]
1072 s l d = [ ]
1073 l c l d t = [ ]
1074 lp = [ ]
1075 tdrag = [ ]
1076 l d rag = [ ]
1077
1078
1079 # I n i t a l i z e r / Ins tance At t r ibu t e s
1080 de f i n i t ( s e l f , l c ) :
1081 ’ ’ ’ Construct a Polymer ob j e c t .
1082 Args :
1083 lp : The p e r s i s t a n c e l ength o f the chain
1084 l c : The contour l ength o f the chain ’ ’ ’
1085 s e l f . l c = l c
1086
1087 # Allow user to s e t the t r an sv e r s e drag along the chain
1088 de f s e tdrag ( s e l f , tdrag , f r a c =.5) :
1089 s e l f . tdrag = tdrag
1090 s e l f . l d rag = f r a c ⇤ tdrag
1091
1092 # Allow user to s e t the p e r s i s t e n c e l ength along the chain
1093 de f s e t l p ( s e l f , lp ) :
1094 s e l f . lp = lp
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1095
1096 # Set va lue s f o r the s imu la t i on
1097 de f se tVa lues ( s e l f , dt ,N, f0 ,numT) :
1098 ’ ’ ’ Set the va lue s f o r the s imulat ion , i n c l ud ing the time step , the
number o f po in t s a long the arc l ength ,
1099 the i n i t i a l ho ld ing f o r c e / p r e s t r e s s , and the number o f s imu la t i on
po in t s
1100 Args :
1101 dt : The r e a l t imestep
1102 N: The number o f po in t s to s imulate along the l ength o f the
chain
1103 f 0 : The p r e s t r e s s / ho ld ing f o r c e o f the chain be f o r e the
s imu la t i on beg ins
1104 numT: The number o f t imepo int s to take in the s imu la t i on ’ ’ ’
1105 s e l f . l c l d x = s e l f . l c /(N 1)
1106 s e l f .N = N
1107 s e l f . r e a l d t = dt
1108 s e l f . l c l d t = dt⇤ s e l f . k/ s e l f . tdrag
1109 s e l f . f 0 = f0
1110 s e l f .numT = in t (numT)
1111
1112 # Set value f o r the sp r ing constant at ends (when look ing at end to end
boundry cond i t i on s )
1113 de f setkend ( s e l f , k end ) :
1114 s e l f . k end = k end
1115
1116 # Allow user to independent ly s e t the time step o f the s imu la t i on
1117 de f s e td t ( s e l f , dt ) :
1118 ’ ’ ’ Set the time step to use in the s imu la t i on . This i s the s c a l ed
time step , which ranges from
1119 . 01 to 10 100 , depending on the pu l l i n g f o r c e and speed . Also
c a l c u l a t e the r e a l time step in r e a l time
1120 Args :
1121 dt : The r e s c a l e d t imestep
1122 ’ ’ ’
1123 s e l f . l c l d t = dt
1124 s e l f . r e a l d t = dt⇤ s e l f . tdrag / s e l f . k
1125
1126 @property
1127 de f k ( s e l f ) :
1128 ’ ’ ’ Return the value o f the bending modulus , based on the p e r s i s t a n c e
l ength ’ ’ ’
1129 r e turn s e l f . lp ⇤4 .114
1130
1131 # Allow user to s e t the number o f po in t s to break the s imu la t i on in to
along the a r c l eng th coord ina te
1132 de f setNx ( s e l f ,N) :
1133 ’ ’ ’ Set the number o f po in t s to break the s imu la t i on in to along the
arc l ength , as we l l as
1134 c a l c u l a t e the s i z e o f the s p a c i a l s tep in r e a l l ength
1135 Args :
1136 N: The number o f po in t s to s imulate along the l ength o f the
chain
1137 ’ ’ ’
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1138 s e l f . l c l d x = s e l f . l c /(N 1)
1139 s e l f .N = N
1140
1141
1142 de f f a s t p u l l P r o t o c o l ( s e l f , f o r c e ) :
1143 ’ ’ ’ Set the boundry cond i t i on s to a jump in f o r c e ( r e a l f o r c e ) ’ ’ ’
1144 s e l f . f a s t p u l l = True
1145 s e l f . f a s t p u l l f o r c e = f o r c e
1146
1147
1148 de f s i nPro t o co l ( s e l f , f r eq , mid , amp) :
1149 ’ ’ ’ Set the boundary cond i t i on s to a s i n u s o i d a l st imulus , with r e a l
f requency , f o r c e amplitude , and f o r c e o f f s e t
1150 Args :
1151 f r e q : The r e a l f requency o f s t imu la t i on
1152 mid : The o f f s e t o f the amplitude
1153 amp : Amplitude o f s i n u s o i d a l s t imulus ’ ’ ’
1154 s e l f . s i n p u l l = True
1155 s e l f . s i n p u l l f r e q = f r e q
1156 s e l f . s i npu l lm id = mid
1157 s e l f . s inpul lamp = amp
1158
1159 de f s inEndtoEndProtocol ( s e l f , f r eq , amp) :
1160 ’ ’ ’ Set the boundary cond i t i on s to a s i n u s o i d a l end to end d i s t anc e
st imulus , with r e a l f r equency and end to end amplitude
1161 Args :
1162 f r e q : The r e a l f requency o f s t imu la t i on
1163 mid : The o f f s e t o f the amplitude
1164 amp : Amplitude o f s i n u s o i d a l s t imulus ’ ’ ’
1165
1166 s e l f . e t e p u l l = True
1167 s e l f . s i n p u l l f r e q = f r e q
1168 s e l f . s inpul lamp = amp
1169
1170 @property
1171 de f J1m( s e l f ) :
1172 matrix = np . z e r o s ( ( s e l f .N, s e l f .N) )
1173 f o r i in range (0 , s e l f .N) :
1174 matrix [ i , i ] =  2
1175 i f i 1 >  1:
1176 matrix [ i , i  1] = 1
1177 i f i+1 < s e l f .N:
1178 matrix [ i , i +1] = 1
1179
1180
1181 t rans form Matr ix = np . outer (1/ s e l f . tdrag , s e l f . tdrag )





1187 de f S imulat ion ( s e l f , numthreads ) :
1188 numT = in t ( s e l f .numT)
1189 dt = s e l f . r e a l d t
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1190 J2m = np . z e r o s ( ( s e l f .N, s e l f .N) )
1191 s e l f . t e n p r o f = np . z e r o s ( ( s e l f .N,numT) )
1192 s e l f . s l d = np . z e r o s ( ( s e l f .N,numT) )
1193 f t e s t = np . z e r o s ( s e l f .N)
1194 s e l f . F pro f = np . z e r o s ( ( s e l f .N,numT) )
1195 s e l f . e r r o r = np . z e r o s ( ( s e l f .N,numT) )
1196 F te s t = np . z e r o s ( s e l f .N)
1197 e r r o r = np . z e r o s ( s e l f .N)
1198 P = np . z e r o s ( s e l f .N)
1199 P1 = np . z e r o s ( s e l f .N)
1200 P2 = np . z e r o s ( s e l f .N)
1201 P1J = np . z e r o s ( s e l f .N)
1202 P2J = np . z e r o s ( s e l f .N)
1203 trans formed Curvature = np . z e ro s ( s e l f .N)
1204 t o sub t ra c t = np . z e r o s ( s e l f .N)
1205 s e l f . t e n p r o f [ : , 0 ] = s e l f . f 0 / s e l f . k
1206 s e l f . F pro f [ : , 0 ] = 0
1207 t imetab l e = np . z e r o s (numT)
1208 numberofpoints = np . z e r o s ( s e l f .N)
1209
1210
1211 dx chain = 0 # i n i t a l i z e the s t a r t o f the chain change to zero
1212
1213 # INITIATE THE TEST VALUE TO START
1214 i f s e l f . f a s t p u l l == True :
1215 f t e s t = np . l i n s p a c e ( s e l f . f a s t p u l l f o r c e / s e l f . k [ 0 ] , s e l f .
f a s t p u l l f o r c e / s e l f . k [ s e l f .N 1] , s e l f .N)
1216 i f s e l f . s i n p u l l == True :
1217 f t e s t = np . l i n s p a c e ( s e l f . s i npu l lm id / s e l f . k [ 0 ] , s e l f . s i npu l lm id /
s e l f . k [ s e l f .N 1] , s e l f .N)
1218
1219 p = Pool ( numthreads )
1220
1221 s t a r t t ime s = np . z e r o s (numT)
1222 s t a r t t ime s [ 0 ] = time . time ( )
1223 # j indexes the time ax i s . We compute the t a r g e t f t a r g e t f o r each
time point , then move on
1224 f o r j in range (1 ,numT) :
1225 pr in t ( ’ time e lapsed : ’ , time . time ( )   s t a r t t ime s [ j  1])
1226 s t a r t t ime s [ j ] = time . time ( )
1227
1228 pr in t ( j )
1229
1230 t imetab l e [ j ] = t imetab l e [ j  1] + dt
1231 f o r t r i a l in range (0 ,1000) :
1232
1233 # CALCULATE THE VALUE OF THE TEST INTEGRAL FOR THE GIVEN TEST
FUNCTION AND PREVIOUS ANSWERS
1234 F te s t [ : ] = 0
1235 F te s t [ : ] = s e l f . F pro f [ : , j  1]
1236 F te s t [ : ] = F te s t [ : ] + ( dt⇤ s e l f . k/ s e l f . tdrag ) ⇤( f t e s t [ : ] +
s e l f . t e n p r o f [ : , j  1]) /2
1237
1238 s e l f . F pro f [ : , j ] = F te s t [ : ]
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1239
1240 #CALCULATE THE RHS OF THE EQUATION: THE INVERSE TRANSFORM FROM
WAVE NUMBER TO S
1241 #EACH SPATIAL POINT IS INDEPENDENT, SO WE CAN CALCULATE EACH
ONE IN TURN
1242
1243 f o r i in range (0 , s e l f .N) :
1244
1245 #Calcu la t e part 1 o f the RHS o f equation , a s imple
i n t e g r a l
1246 I = i n t e g r a t e . quad (p1 , 0 , np . i n f , a rgs=( t imetab l e [ j ]⇤ s e l f . k [ i
] / s e l f . tdrag [ i ] , F t e s t [ i ] , s e l f . f0 , s e l f . k [ i ] ) )
1247 P1 [ i ] = I [ 0 ]
1248
1249 E = in t e g r a t e . quad ( jp1 , 0 , np . in f , a rgs=( t imetab l e [ j ]⇤ s e l f . k [
i ] / s e l f . tdrag [ i ] , F t e s t [ i ] , s e l f . f0 , s e l f . k [ i ] ) )
1250 P1J [ i ] = E [ 0 ]
1251
1252
1253 #Calcu la t e part 2 o f the RHS o f equat ion : need to compute
sum of i n t e g r a l s
1254
1255
1256 #To c a l c u l a t e which i n t e g r a l s to preform , we w i l l always
take the f i r s t 30 po in t s and the
1257 #0 point . After that , we want to compute the curvature at
each point , and i f i t i s above
1258 #A ce r t a i n thresho ld , we w i l l break the i n t e g r a l s i n to
smal l p i e c e s around that
1259 #point . The curvature c u t o f f should be based on some so r t
o f exponent ia l , so that
1260 #the f u r t h e r in the past we are , the l e s s we care ( except
f o r extreme s t ep s ) , but
1261 #fo r now we w i l l j u s t take an abso lu t e c u t o f f ( o f 0 . 01 )
1262 parameters = [ ]
1263 i n d e x l i s t = [ 0 ] #Always add the f i r s t po int
1264 minval = max(0 , j  30)
1265 f o r k in range (minval , j +1) : #Always add the prev ious 60
po in t s to the l i s t
1266 i n d e x l i s t . extend ( [ k ] )
1267
1268 i f j > 30 : #After the 30 th point , begin spa r s e l y sampling
po in t s
1269 m = j   30
1270 s t ep = 1
1271 whi le m > 0 :
1272 i n d e x l i s t . extend ( [m] )
1273 m = m   s t ep
1274 s t ep +=1
1275
1276
1277 i n d e x l i s t = np . unique ( i n d e x l i s t ) #np . unique w i l l cut out
any dup l i c a t e s , and arrange the l i s t
1278
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1279 f o r k in range (1 , l en ( i n d e x l i s t ) ) : #Extend the l i s t o f
paramaters to compute i n t e g r a l s f o r
1280 parameters . extend ( [ [ t imetab l e [ j ]⇤ s e l f . k [ i ] / s e l f . tdrag [
i ] , t imetab l e [ i n t ( i n d e x l i s t [ k ] ) ]⇤ s e l f . k [ i ] / s e l f . tdrag [ i ] , t imetab l e [ i n t (
i n d e x l i s t [ k 1]) ]⇤ s e l f . k [ i ] / s e l f . tdrag [ i ] , F t e s t [ i ] , s e l f . F pro f [ i , i n t (
i n d e x l i s t [ k ] ) ] , s e l f . F pro f [ i , i n t ( i n d e x l i s t [ k 1]) ] ] ] )
1281
1282 #Compute sum of P2 i n t e g r a l s
1283 r e s u l t s p o o l e d = l i s t (p .map( i n t e g r a l , parameters ) )
1284 r e s u l t s = l i s t ( r e s u l t s p o o l e d )
1285 P2 [ i ] = sum( r e s u l t s )
1286
1287 #Compute sum of jacob ian P2 i n t e g r a l s
1288 r e s u l t s p o o l e d J = l i s t (p .map( i n t e g r a l J , parameters ) )
1289 r e s u l t s J = l i s t ( r e s u l t s p o o l e d J )




1294 # Sum the two con t r i bu t i on s




1299 f o r i in range (0 , s e l f .N) :
1300 J2m [ i , i ] = (P1J [ i ] + P2J [ i ] ) ⇤(1/(2⇤ s e l f . lp [ i ]⇤ np . p i ) )
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1307 #TAKE 2ND DERIVATIVE OF THE TEST FUNCTION, TO COMPUTE
CURVATURE
1308
1309 #Compute the curvature o f the t e s t F , l o c a l l y transformed on a
po int by po int
1310 #bas i s
1311 f o r i in range (0 , s e l f .N) :
1312 dxdy = np . g rad i en t ( F t e s t ⇤ s e l f . tdrag / s e l f . tdrag [ i ] )
1313 curvature = (1/ s e l f . l c l d x ⇤⇤2) ⇤np . g rad i en t ( dxdy )
1314 trans formed Curvature [ i ] = curvature [ i ]
1315 f o r i in range (0 , s e l f .N) :
1316 i f np . abs ( transformed Curvature [ i ] ) > 1e5 :
1317 trans formed Curvature [ i ] = trans formed Curvature [ i  1]
1318
1319 e r r o r = trans formed Curvature   (1/(2⇤ s e l f . lp ⇤np . p i ) ) ⇤P
1320 e r r o r [ 0 ] = 0
1321 e r r o r [ s e l f .N   1 ] = 0
1322
1323 i f ( j == 1) :
1324 e r ro r Thre sho ld = 1e 4
1325 e l s e :
1326 e r ro r Thre sho ld = 1e 3
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1327 e r ro r Thre sho ld
1328 i f ( ( np . sum( abs ( e r r o r ) ) ) ) < e r ro r Thre sho ld :
1329
1330
1331 dx chain = sum(P[1 :  2 ] ) ⇤ s e l f . l c l d x
1332
1333
1334 s e l f . t e n p r o f [ : , j ] = f t e s t
1335 s e l f . F pro f [ : , j ] = F te s t
1336 s e l f . e r r o r [ : , j ] = e r r o r





1342 s t o rage = np . z e r o s ( ( s e l f .N, j ) )
1343 f o r k in range (0 , j ) :
1344 s t o rage [ : , k ] = s e l f . t e n p r o f [ : , k ]⇤ s e l f . k
1345 np . save txt ( ’ t e n v a l s . tx t ’ , s t o rage )
1346 f o r k in range (0 , j ) :
1347 s t o rage [ : , k ] = s e l f . F pro f [ : , k ]⇤ s e l f . tdrag
1348 np . save txt ( ’ f v a l s . txt ’ , s e l f . F pro f )
1349 f o r k in range (0 , j ) :
1350 s t o rage [ : , k ] = s e l f . s l d [ : , k ]⇤ s e l f . l d rag /(np . p i ⇤ s e l f .
lp )
1351 np . save txt ( ’ s l d . txt ’ , s t o rage )
1352 pr in t ( ’ s u c c e s s ’ )
1353 pr in t ( ’ dx chain = ’ , dx chain )
1354 pr in t ( ’ dx wa l l s = ’ , dx wa l l s )
1355 pr in t ( ’Num Tr i a l s : ’ , t r i a l )
1356
1357 np . save txt ( ’ e r r o r . txt ’ , s e l f . e r r o r )
1358 np . save txt ( ’ t imes . txt ’ , t imetab l e )
1359
1360 i f t r i a l < 5 :
1361 dt = dt ⇤1 .1
1362 i f t r i a l > 8 :
1363 dt = dt ⇤ . 9
1364




1369 t o sub t ra c t = (np . dot (np . l i n a l g . pinv ( Jacobian ) , e r r o r ) )
1370 F te s t = F te s t   t o sub t ra c t
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1372
1373 f t e s t = (2/( dt⇤ s e l f . k/ s e l f . tdrag ) ) ⇤( F t e s t   s e l f . F pro f [ : , j
 1])   s e l f . t e n p r o f [ : , j  1]
1374
1375
1376 i f s e l f . f a s t p u l l == True :
1377 f t e s t [ 0 ] = s e l f . f a s t p u l l f o r c e / s e l f . k [ 0 ]
1378 f t e s t [ s e l f .N 1] = s e l f . f a s t p u l l f o r c e / s e l f . k [ s e l f .N 1]
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1379 i f s e l f . s i n p u l l == True :
1380 f o r c e v a l = s e l f . s i npu l lm id + s e l f . s inpul lamp ⇤np . s i n (2⇤np .
p i ⇤ t imetab l e [ j ]⇤ s e l f . s i n p u l l f r e q )
1381 f t e s t [ 0 ] = f o r c e v a l / s e l f . k [ 0 ]
1382 f t e s t [ s e l f .N 1] = f o r c e v a l / s e l f . k [ s e l f .N 1]
1383 i f s e l f . e t e p u l l == True :
1384 dx wa l l s = s e l f . s inpul lamp ⇤np . s i n (2⇤np . p i ⇤ t imetab l e [ j ]⇤
s e l f . s i n p u l l f r e q )
1385 f v a l = .5⇤ s e l f . k end ⇤( dx wa l l s + 5   dx chain )
1386 f t e s t [ 0 ] = f v a l / s e l f . k [ 0 ]
1387 f t e s t [ s e l f .N 1] = f v a l / s e l f . k [ s e l f .N 1]
1388
1389 p . terminate ( )
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